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Comments At Public Hearing Sway Members
New

Council Withdraws One-Way Plan
A proposal to one-way Eighth and
Ninth streets in Murray was defeated
before it ever reached the floor at
Thursday's city council meeting. The
action came following a public hearing
that was termed by council member
Martha Sammons as "one of the most
constructive public hearings I've ever
heard."
The proposal to one-way the streets
was an outgrowth of a joint study by the
Murray Planning Commission and the
council's public safety committee. The
proposal to one-way the streets sur-

faced at an earlier council meeting in
January.
At that time, according to public
safety committee chairman Billy
Balentine, the joint codunittee felt the
one-way proposal would be necessary
to ease the traffic burdens expected
when construction at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital-Medical Arts
complex is completed.
But statements made by several
residents and business owners of the
area affected, as well as council
members at last night's meeting,

Eighth and Ninth streets.
"One is, I believe we all agree, that
there's more traffic going east and west
than there is going north and south and
I would think that we should start by
one-waying those streets."
Lowry also said that he had been
considerably influenced by the citizens
who had spoken against the one-way
proposal during the hearing adding that
"you have been very convincing in your
arguments and I have to agree with
you.,,
One of the primary arguments
presented during the hearing was that
- -inadequate truffle - - counts were
available to determine in the one-way
proposal could ease traffic congestion
On the streets involved.
"I don't think a proper traffic study
has been made," David Graham, who
lives at the corner of Eighth and Olive,
told the council. "I think you need to
ordinance to the fullest.
know the numbers," he said, urging the
The recommendation was presented
council to utilize actual traffic counts
chairman
committee
by public safety
and determine traffic flow patterns
Billy Balentine and approved by the full
before instituting a one-way plan.
council.
Councilman Howard Koenen told his
Balentine also told the council that
fellow council members that it is his
the committee addressed the problem
contention that a "present or future
associated with Parker Ford's
need for the one-way proposal has not
unloading dock and had arrived at a
been established."
suggested solution to that problem.
"I think we need to wait and see what
Parker's dock faces Seventh Street .•
the (hospital) complex will do,"
-near the intersection of Seventh and—
-koenen said. "I content -that the
Maple and presently, when trucks,are
estimates of traffic at the hospital
unloading or loading freight there, they. complex has been greatly exagerated."
back into the dock blocking Seventh
Albert Crider, a resident of Ninth
Street,_
-Street, and Dub Polly, who owns a
The committee is recommending that
business at Ninth and Sycamore, both
Parker move cars parked at the edge of
told the council that they agreed with
Seventh Street south of the loading dock
the committee's finding that both
back far enough from the street to allow
streets in question have traffic
See COUNCIL,
problems but both suggested that the
Page 14, Column 5
installation of additional traffic control
devices, particularly at the intersection
of Ninth and Sycamore, might be a
better solution than one-way.
"I'm in full agreement with what the
council is trying to go (ease the traffic
problem)," Polly 'laid. "I've always
said Murray is a four-lane town with
•two-lane streets," he added. "But oneand they pointed out a number of
waying a street is not going to solve our
grievance items to reporters attending
problem, it will create a greater
the news conference. Over 20 attended
problem."
the meeting.
During the course of the hearing,
"I don't think that what were asking
William Outland, who lives on Eighth
for is unreasonable. We feel we have
Street, presented a petition bearing 47
—been dealt with unfairly in terms of
signatures of residents of the affected
wage increases. And certain benefits
area that listed several reasons why
have been taken away from us," Jones
they are opposed to the one-way
said.
proposal.
Firefighters said they are unhappy
Following the hearing Balentine
with raises given to them and Murray
moved that the one-way ordinance be
City Fire Chief Jackie Cooper. The men
deleted from the agenda and 'be
said they received seven percent pay
remanded to the public safety comhikes while Cooper got an over 18
mittee for "further consideration and
percent increase — Cooper got $2305
possible reconsideration at a later
extra a year while firefighters got $621.
date."
passed
motion
That
City officials earlier have said
unanimously on a voice vote.
Cooper's wage increase is justified.
saying it would bring his pay up to that
of other department heads in the city.
Although city O- fficials Said earlier
that a recent city sticker hike would
offset .city worker pay raises, Jones
said,"Mayor Melvin Henley and Mrs.
H. Glenn Doran of Murray is one of 28
Martha Sammons, a member of the
members to be appointed to the
public safety committee, related to us
Economic Development Commission
in a meeting that they didn't have to
by Gov. Julian Carroll.
raise the price of city stickers to $15 to
The commission, which is comprised
give city employees a raise."
of government agency officials and
"We feel the public could interpret
individuals whose responsibilities
news accounts to mean that the raises
affect state economic development,
were just for our department,"
was recently expanded from 22 to 22
Witherspoon said.
members.
"Less than five years ago we had
Doran, chairman of the board of the
parity pay with policemen. We were
Peoples Bank in Murray, will serve on
consistent rank for rank. We want to be
the commission until 1980.
See FIREMEN,
Page 14, Column 6
convinced the council that the one-way
proposal might be premature at this
time.
Dr. C. C. Lowry, a member of the
council, seemed to convey the feelings
of his fellow conned members when he
said following the public hearing:
"As I said last time (at the previous
council meeting) I think we ought to
first start by one-waying some streets
in order to improve the traffic flow in
this community. However, there are
several factors which ... make me feel
we should not begin by oneswaying

Downtown Parking Ordinances
To Be Erthirced krOne MonfhFollowing a one-month moratorium,
all ordinances concerning parking,
particularly blocking city streets to
unload freight, will be enforced and
citations will be issued, according to
action taken at the regular meeting of
the Murray City Council Thursday
evening.
The council concurred with a committee recommendation on the problem
which has been under study for several
weeks. The problem has primarily
'concerned the blocking of streets by
freight trucks while loading or
unloading in the downtown area and in
_particula.4_ ke blocking._ ‘of Seventh
Street while loading and unloading at
Parker Ford.
The committee recommendation is as
follows:
"Present ordinances remain in effect
and enforced by the Police Depart-

ment, that is citations will be given for
illegal parking and blocking traffic.
"There will be a one-month
moratorium on citations to permit
those businesses affected to make
arrangements for off-street unloading
of freight. This is in regard to parking
violations. At no time during this
moratorium will the police allow both
lanes (of a street) to be blocked.
"During this month of moratorium
any business or freight line feeling they'
need additional unloading zones
designated in the city may petition the
public safety committee for that conSideration.
-To request permission of the council
to have an ordinance drawn to make
freight unloading zones tow-away
zones.
"To instruct (Police) Chief (Brent)
Manning to enforce this tow-away

Firefighters List Grievances
Against City; Ask Pay Increase
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Saying they have been "dealt with
unfairly," Murray city firefighters, in a
news conference today, say they want
to be paid on par with city policemen
and they want some benefits taken
away from them returned.
Firefighters also pointed out in midmorning news conference:
— A "volunteer" fire department
replacing the existing full-time
department would mean insurance rate
increases for Murray citizens.
— Firefighters perform other work

when on a shift and while not fighting
fires.
— Base pay for most firefighters in
Murray is below minimum wage.
— Firefighters say they want an
increase in their clothing allowance
from a current $150 to $200 per year;
Firefighters say they're now
negotiating with Murray City Council's
public safety committee and meetings
are expected in the near future.
A group consisting of Jerry Jones,
Ronnie Gardner, Morris Prescott, Joe
Pat Witherspoon and Pat Scott were
elected as firefighter representatives

Murray Man Charged
With-Shooting Wife
Murray Police Department has
charged a 66-year-old Murray man
after he apparently shot his wife twice
with a .38 caliber pistol Thursday afternoon.
Police charged William Cody Bray,
307 Irvan, Murray, with first degree
assault in connection with the shooting
of his wife, 57-year-old Irene Bray.
A Murray-Calloway County Hospital
spokesman today listed Mrs. Bray's
condition as fair. Hospital personnel
Thursday afternoon said Mrs. Bray
sustained two gunshot wounds, one to
the chest and the other to the upper
abdomen.

A police spokesman said the shooting,
which happened about 1 p.m., followed
an apparent argument between the
couple at their Irvan Street home.
Authorities said Bray told them they
had argued about cleaning the house at
one point. Bray said Mrs. Bray hit him
with an umbrella.
Bray first called Mercy Ambulance
Service, which rushed to the scene.
Police were then summoned, the
spokesman said.
Bray is currently in Calloway County
Jail under a $50,000 bond awaiting
arraignment, according to Calloway
County Attorney Max Parker.

TRAFFIC BLOCKED — Two persons 'escaped sei-ious
injury when u,tractor-trailer driven by 2.6-year-old Jerry
Bryant of Route I, Waverly, Tenn., struck the rear of a car
driven by Sherrie Starks Yarbrough of Route 1, Almo. The

Postmaster

truck overturned blocking lanes of U.S. 641 at Thorn Hill
almost three hours Thursday. Crews worked MU the night
before final!, cleaning up the remabider of the accident.
Staff Photo by Lowell AtitchleN

City Banker, Doran,_
Named To Commission

SWEARING IN — Virgil Gilliam,
right, bottom picture, was sworn in at
ceremonies this morning at the post
office as postmaster of the Murray
facility by James E. Gard,
cepter
sectional
management
manager-postmaster of Evansville,
Ind. Gilliam, who was formerly postmaster of Bardwell, is shown at his
desk in the left picture as he begins his
first day of work in his new position.
Staff Photos by Debbie N. Lee
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Virgil Gilliam Sworn
In As Postmaster Calling for the postal employees to
make the Murray facility "one of the
best post offices in the area," Virgil
Gilliam was sworn in this morning as
Murray's postmaster by James E.
Gard, management sectional center
manager-postmaster of Evansville,
Ind.
Gilliam, who has served as Bardwell's postmaster since Dec. 7, 1974,
was nominated by the National
Management Selection Board and
appointed by Postmaster General
William F. Bolger. A statement by John
P. Doran, postmaster general of the 13state region, said that Gilliam's appointment was in accordance with the
merit procedures of the new Postal
Service whereby postal workers car
now aspire to any position in the Posta
Service.
Fred Jackson of the Evansville posi
office has been serving as the officer-incharge at the Murray facility following
the retirement of the former postmaster, Lester Nanny.
Gard, who will officially turn the
silffice over to Gilliam at the close of
business today, reported that plans for
the new postal facility for Murray, to be
located on Chestnut Street just west of
10th Street, are well under way.
"The architect is now making the
final drawings, and we will be pushing
for the completion of this facility,"
Gard stated. He said he could not
project a completion date for the
facility at this time.
The ceremony, which took place on
the Murray post office's work floor in
view of the employees, was attended by
several of Gilliam's family membets
and colleagues. His son, Harvey,
daughter, Peggy Smith, and aunt, Ruby

Wrather, all of Mayfield, were in attendance.
Others viewing the swearing in were
Ardel Fields, Hickman postmaster and
president of the Kentucky chapter of
the National Association of Postmasters; Joe Treas, Fulton postmaster; J. R. Williams, Benton postmaster; Hafton Garner, Calloway
County retired rural carrier and
president of the Kentucky Rural
Carriers Association; G. B. Jones,
See GILLIAM,
Page 14, Column 5
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rain and
snow mixed
Travelers advisory tonight.
light snow mixed with freezing
rain or sleet likely tonight and
Saturday. Lows tonight in the
upper 20s. Highs Saturday
around 30. Winds light norThe
tonight.
theasterly
probability of precipitation is 70
percent tonight.

Committee Recommends Clamp
On MHS Graduation Participation
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Reporter
1979-80 Murray High School seniors
who do not have the required 18 credits
for graduation will no longer have the
privilege of participating in May
graduation exercises if the Murray
Independent School Board policy
committee amends the present policy.
The committee will meet this year to
review present curriculum policies and
make recommendations to include in
the policy manual for the coming two
years. The school board would then
have to approve the committee's
recommendations.
William Smith, Murray High teacher
'io presented the Murray High School
rriculum committee's recomtendations to the board, said that past
policy permitted students with 17 credit
hours to participate in graduation
exercises and receive -Weis diploma
upon completion of the extra credit.
Seniors with less than 17 credits are not
allowed to participate in the exercises.
It Jei as stressed that the overwhelming majority of students have 18,

English; two years of math; two years
credits or more than 18 credits when
of science, one. of which shall be
they participate in graduation exerbiology; one year of health and physical
cises.
education; and two years of social
The board will make the decision on
studies, one of which shall be American
graduation exercise participation in
history.
special circumstances, such as an
Smith stated that a few students in
illness or accident. In these cases, the
previous years had been allowed to
board will depend on teacher recomsubstitute another course for a required
mendations of the student's ability and
course. The committee recommended
reliability in completing the required
that this no longer be allowed to occur.
work.
In a business matter postponed at the
In some instances, present MHS
board's last meeting, clarification was
seniors who do not have the required
made of the coverage provided by the
number of credits will have their cases
bidders' public institutional, boiler and
brought before the board for review if
liability insurance policies. Baord
the principal and guidance counselor
members then accepted the bid of the
deem it necessary or in the best interest
Gene 1.andolt Insurance Agency for this
of the student.
three-year policy.
Curriculum committee members
Following an executive session
pointed out that all the high school
concerning personnel, the board apteachers were in favor of the policy
proved recommendations for substitute
change. High school students were also
teachers and Title VTR aides. A
polled before the committee.made their
• recommendation calling for the use of
recommendation.
part-time teachers to staff the study
State and local regulations require
hail, following the death of study hall
that the 18 credits include 11 required
supervisor Mrs. Idelle Bailey, was
courses and seven electives. The 11
made and approved by the board.
required courses are four years of

Pa
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March Wedding Is
Planned By Couple

IDeatt
82, He's Still
A Sexagenarian
DEAR ABBY: I am 82 and in good health. My wife died
three years ago and I live alone in an apartment.
Two years ago a nice-looking 65-year-old widow moved into the apartment across the hall and we became friendly. We
started eating together - usually at my place. She would
prepare everything at her place and bring it over.
After supper we watched TV. held hands, and exchanged
a few kisses. Well, before I knew it, things got out of hand
and she was spending the night with me. In my bed!
I finally put a stop to it when she began to tell me she was
in love" with me. At no time did I tell her I was in love with
her because I'm not.
Now she comes over every night without being invited,
and she's pressuring me to marry her.
I have no intentions of marrying this lady or any other.
How do I disassociate myself from her without hurting her
—

WANTS OUT

DEAR MIRY! We have two foxpall boys. OneisT4 and t*_
other is 21z. I feel that my husband expects too inuch too.
soon of them.
The little tykes come to the table happy and hungry, but
by the time my husband gets through correcting their every
move ("Sit Up straight, take your elbows off the table, stop
talking with your mouth full, you're eating too fast, you're
eating too slow etc.- these poor kids leave the table in,tears
with their plates practically untouched.
How can I make my husband understand that, besides
making the boys dread mealtime, it could be bad for their
health?
IN THE MIDDLE
DEAR IN: You have three "little boys." Tell the one
you're married to that there is•more effective way to teach
children. It's true that serious digestive problems often
develop when children and adults as well) attempt to eat
when they are upset.
Implore your husband to resist the urge to shout
elitielsma and orders at the table. Gentleness is the key
wad hare. Should be forget, gently kick him in the ankle.

iss Joni Leigh Guthrie
and Billy Joe(Bo).McDougal
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Guthrie of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Joni Leigh, to Billy Joe Bo i McDougal, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William H. McDougal of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Murray High School
and is attending Murray State University. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs Charles A. Guthrie of Hardinsburg
and Mrs. Daisy Carroll and the late Thomas A. Carroll of
OwensboroMr. McDougal, a 1976 graduate of Murray High Schoorr, s
also attending Murray State University. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy McDougal, Mrs. Vogel Louise)
Outland,, and the late Finis Weatherford; and the ,guat
erandSon of Mrs. EVa Provlee,alitrirurrav:'
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, March
10. at 6 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, Murray. A
reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.-

The Rev. Marshall Mines
will be the speaker at the
quarterly meeting of the Blood
River Baptist WMU to be held
Monday. Jan. 29, at 10 a.m. at
the Memorial Baptist Church,
10th and Main Streets,
Murray.
This meeting was scheduled
for Jan. 22 at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly, but was
cancelled due to the weather
--conditions and rescheduled
Monday at the local church.
Rev. Mines and his wife as
volunteer mia.sionaries for the
-Southern Baptist Convention
spent 15 months circling the
globe returning to their home
in Mayfield last July.
Although Mr. Mines has
been a Baptist minister for

Founders Day Celebration
PEO Held, Titsworth Home

Loan Fund, the International
In addition to those menPeace Scholarship Fund, and tioned, the
following members
the Fund for Continuing were in
attendance: Miss Ann
Education..
Herron, Mesdames N. T. Beal,
P.E.O. owns and operates Lewis Bossing, Larrie N.
Cottey College, a two-year Clark, Olga Freeman, L. J.
college in Nevada. Missouri, Hortin, A. C. LaFollette,
and many State Chapters William S. Major, Henry
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
support scholarships to McKenzie, Lawrence Philpot,
wedding sr a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Cottey. A student from Morgan Sisk, John C. QuerAbby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Bowling Green is now the termous, and Miss Joan
Send AI and a bag, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Kentucky Scholarship Maupm.
90212.
recipient. Interested high
The next meeting of Chapter
school senior girls are urged M was announced for Feb. 5,
to make application for the in the home of Mrs. QuerIn the one hundred and ten scholarship through members termous, with Mrs. Sisk
years since its founding, the of Chapter M.
assisting.
Sisterhood has grown to a
Luncheon hostesses for the
membership of more than two meeting on Saturday included
hundred thousand women in Mrs. Paul Sturm, Mrs.
And still searching for the grocery store and more
the United States and Canada. Maurice Christopher, Mrs.
closet space?
With personal culture and Gerald Hudder and Miss
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
education for women among Bernice Lutes. Following the
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
the concerns of early mem- meal, Mrs. Alfred Lindsey,
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
bers, the projects undertaken president, presided over the
basket-of gifts to delight your family.
By Paula Hurtt
by the organization through business meting, with Mrs.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
The Kentucky Department
the years have centered Harlan
called me. I hope you will, too.
Hodges leading of Parks has found a way to
around education, the major devotions. Reports from
Inge King 492-8348
make the long cold stretch
projects being the Memorial various officers and comOit
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
between
the midwinter
Library on the campus of Iowa mittee
chairmen
were holidays and warm weather a
Wesleyan, The Educational received.
little less dreary.
A Valentine Sweetheart
Weekend is planned for Feb.9,
10 and 11 at Lake Cumberland
Resort „' Park,
State
6ths Super Week!
Jamestown.
7:00,9:40& 2:30 Sat..Sun.]
Special entertainment will
include square dancing to live
,
s
YOU'LL BELIEVE ,40 pus
music, a Monte Carlo party
A MAN CAN FLY Nos. Me
2 Big Weeks
and a multimedia presen7.00-2 -SOSat.,Sun
tation about Kentucky's
—710-9:10 + 3:09Sat,Sun
parks, all in a Valentine atMARION BRANDO , ,
I.
a MASTERPIECE
GENE HACKMAN
.
mosphere.
Parks personnel add that, of
Of ANIMATION...
41111111.
1
11#(late Show Fri. & .at. 11:O Adult Entertainment
a
18 or over only
The annual celebration
honoring the seven founders of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood was
observed by members of
Chapter M in the home of Mrs.
Howard
Titsworth
on
Saturday,Jan. 20.
Mrs. H. L. Oakley led the
observance flanked by seven
lighted white tapers and the
pictures of the seven who
organized the Sisterhood on
the campus of Iowa Wesleyan
College in Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,
on January 21,1869.
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Swimming for exercise
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am
a 37-year-old male and I
have arthritis. I have found
that by keeping my body
weight down I feel better. I
am 6 foot 3 with a large
frame and weigh 190 pounds.
I am interested in jogging.
My stress test was OK The
problem is that there is too
much stress on my legs for
jogging.
Since strokes are common
in my family, I'd like to stay
as light as I can and still be
healthy. I would also like to
be active to the extent that
this might prevent problems
later on. Is my calculation of
an optimal weight of 170
pounds correct? Because of
my arthritis, I should do
exercises that work my
heart and develop my circulation but ones that do not
stress my joints. Are there
any that I could do at home?
DEAR READER — Regardless of how tall you are
or how big your frame is, the
rule is always the same. The

nearly a half a century, on this
tour he visited and worked at
Baptist establishments in an
area which has been his hobby
for many years-printing.
Mr. Mines served as a
consultant, holding seminars,
conference
on
COMmanications, working with
writers, printers and workers
in print shops, libraries and
the like in the various countries.
The
Convention
provided transportation and
housing for the couple,
however they were not on
salary. His official title was
technical consultant.
The couple left Mayfield in
April 1977 on their tour which
included stops at San Francisco,
Calif.,
Hawaii,
Philippines,
Malaysia,
Singapore, Panong, Jual
Lampour, Hong Kong, New
Delhi, Kashmari, Bombay,
India, Frankfurt, Heidelburg,
and Stuttgart, Germany,
Switzerland, Holland, and
England.
The Rev. Mines is retired
from teaching at MidContinent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield, and has
served as interim minister for
many churches in this area.
Mrs. Crawford Ray and
Mrs. Joe Sledd, director and
associate director of the Blood
River WMU respectively,
urge all women from the
various churches in Calloway
and Marshall Counties to
attend the meeting. Other
interested persons are also
invited, the directors said.
A potluck luncheon will be
served at the noon hour.

way to find out if you are too
fat is by measuring the fat
under the skin. That means
literally getting hold of your
skin around the waist. If you
have a half inch or more,
you usually have some fat
you could lose.
Since you are only 37, the
probabilities are that you
have rheumatoid arthritis. I
am sending you The Health
Letter number 4-11, Rheumatoid'Arthritis, to give you
more information about this
condition. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
You're absolutely right
about your concepts of
exercising. One of the best
exercises I know for people
who have joint disorders of
any type, whether they are
from osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis or osteoporosis is swimming. The

ROBBINS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Robbins, Clifty Road, Paris,
Tenn., announce the birth of a
baby girl, Kerni Danielle,
weighing seven pounds one
ounce, born on Monday, Jan.
15, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Cindy Norwood. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wales Robbins, Paris, Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Norwood, Mansfield, Tenn.
Mark Twain's first fiction,
"The Celebrated 'Jumping'
Frog -wf-CaigtTerttr-Clitinty..".:
appeared in the Saturday
Press in 1865.

buoyancy of the water helps
to support the body and
eliminates the undesirable
strain on the joints. At the
same time, swimming is a
good endurance exercise
and can build up your heart
and lungs.
Now I don't expect that
you have a swimming pool in
the back yard and since you
are from New York, I doubt
that you would be able to use
such a pool year round anyway. Most communities do
have an indoor swimming
pool someplace. I would suggest that you check out your
local resources for a swimming facility that you might
be able to use on a yearround basis.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 15-year-old girl and I don't
wear a brassiere. All my
friends joke and jeer at me
about it. I am writing to
prove them or me wrong.
What are the pros and
cons on bras? One friend
says that I can get breast
cancer. Is that true? Should
I Stay -comfortable and not
wear one or wear one for
health reasons? Or, does it
really make any difference?
DEAR READER — It
might depend on what you
have to put inside your brassiere.
A brassiere does provide
support to an ample breast
arid helps prevent sagging.
If you don't wear a brassiere, the ligaments inside
the breast tend to stretch.
That means the amply endowed woman is apt to have
sagging problems earlier in
life if she doesn't wear a
brassiere.
If you happen to be a
jogger or are physically
active, you might find that
not wearing a brassiere
could lead to irritations
merely from the clothing rubbing you.
Nia3ratuakii'Lget rtat _
cancer from not wearing a
brassiere.

Final Clearance
7he

Children's Fashions

Stoic „eatider

Bel-Air Shop-,,,,g Center
753- 1795

Hrs:9-6 Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Fr,.

It's Here?
Atlanta Channel 17 24 Hours A Day
ANOTHER CABLE EXCLUSIVE
JUST FOR YOU!

Valentine Weekend To
Be At Lake Cumberland

We've GotA GreatIdea For Your Weekend!

C

HEALTH

Blood River WMU Meet
Scheduled On Monday

DEAR-WAN TS:-111*--banest.
plans to marry her and she will probably disassociate herselffrom YOU. If she doesn't, you could cool the relationship by
seeing another lady or two.. or three.

DEAR MAX: Animals have a natural urge to procreate.
The lowest animals mate by instinct. Man, the highest of all
animals, mates not only to procreate, but to express the
ultimate in love.
Animals have no capacity for love. One mate is a good as
the amt. Casual and promiscomis mating among civilized
people i.e shnply using another to satisfy one's own selfish
sex urge) is not only immoral, it's meaningless. It is for
lower animals. It's also for the birds.

Scene Of Willing
Workers Meeting
The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of the Sinking
Spring Baptist church held its
January meeting in the home
of Jane Willoughby.
Patsy Neale, president,
presided, give the devotion,
and read an inspirational
poem. The group selected a
project for the month.
Mary Kathryn Starks led
the group in a play with each
member taking part. A game
was directed by Ruth Warren.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess, Jane Willough*by, and'the cohostess, Patsy
Neale.
Members present were
Nancy Bogard, Linda Roach,
Carol Turner, Mary Kathryn
Starks, Judy Smotherman,
Linda Cooper, Patsy Neale,
Jane
Willoughby, Ruth
Warren, Mary
Turner,
Carolyn Carroll, and Pat
Dalton.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY:Sex is an animal instinct which is normal in
animals. Man is an animal, right? SO when man feels the
natural urge to have sex, what is wrong with following his
natural instincts?
MAX

Willoughby Home
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Thin Thor.

t-15,9:30&2:30suril
Richard
Dreyfuss..

Fri., Sat., Sun.
7:15+11:00F Sl

Moses Wine
Private Detective.
...so go figure

the.
Blorijk

A WINERSAI PIC1URE

1

Mrs. Cunningham
Hostess, Martin's

:Chapel UMW Meet
Ito Poss.,
No Bo,gem N.

Mrs. W. A. Cunningham
opened her home for the
meeting of the United
Methodist Women of the
Martin's Chapel Church held
on Tuesday,Jan. 16.
The program on "Call To
Prayer and Self Denial" was
directed by Mrs. Jimmy Nix.
Programs were given to each
of the eleven members who
took part in the discussion.
Envelopes were given to
each one for the self denial
offering to be taken at the next
meeting to be held Feb. 20 at
the home of Mrs. Ralph
s.son.
• Roberrt.
David
By urn,
Mrs.
president, presided. Fund
raising projects for the year
were discussed.
The meeting was closed
with prayer by Linda Carter.

course, good food, scenic
Southern
beauty
and
hospitality, for which Kentucky's park system has
become famous, will also be in
bountiful supply, and that a
winter room rate of $19.25 per
night, double occupancy, will
be in effect.
Reservations 'for
the
Valentine
Sweetheart
Weekend may be . made by
writing or calling the park at
Jamestown, KY 42629, (502)
343-3111, or by calling toll free
to the Central Reservations
Service, 1-800-372-2961 from
any phone in Kentucky and 1800-626-2911 from surrounding
states.
Lake Cumberland State
Resort Park is in southcentral
Kentucky,some 20 miles north
of the Tennessee border, off
Highways US-127 and Ky-92.

COOKING1
_ IS FUN'
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Aosociatod Prose Food Eddor

FAMILY DINNER
Braised Beef
Potatoes
Horseradish Beets
Salad
Cookies
Beverage
HORSERADISH BEETS
It's like a relish.
1,2 cup plain yogurt
1,4 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon sugar
1 tablespoon well-drained
bottled horseradish,8',-ounce can diced beets,
well drained
Stir together the yogurt, salt,
sugar and horseradish. Stir in
the beets. Serve at once. Makes
11,2 cups.

Cable TV has added an exciting neo, finnel—
WTCG from Atlanta Now you can cho >e more
programs your family wants to watch
• Super movies—almost any time you re in the
mood for 3 movie. Channel 17 has one—
including early bird' flicks for night owls
• Exciting sports action—hundred of games—
every season yOU II get more coverage from
Atlanta s professional teams—especially
Braves Baseball—all home games and
selected away games'
• The most popular family shows ever—
something for everyone
Don t miss this great channel—round the dock

WATCH WTCG ON CABLE CHANNEL 41
Atlanta, Channel 17, comes to you at no
additional cost. This is another cablevision
effort to increase your television viewing
pleasure and will be a part of your basic
service.
And that's not all folks, check
cablevision, Channel 11, for unannounced
Madison Square Garden evening sports
programs.
Call

Murray
Cablevision Co.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
-Murray, KY 42071
753-5005
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Jeanette Belle Gilliam Married To Mr. Philpot
Miss Jeanette Belle Gilliam a gift from her mother.
became the bride of Timothy
She carried a cascade
Alan Philpot on Saturday, bouquet of lilies of the valley,
Dec. 23 at 5 p.m. in a can- baby's
breath,
and
dlelight wedding ceremony at stephanotis, centered with
the bride's home, 1712 gardenias and gamehas. The
Magnolia Drive. The bride is bride gathered the hollyNind
the daughter of Mrs. Robert ivy from her garden for her
Eugene Farless, Murray, and bouquet and for the other
. Philpot is the son of Mr. corsages and boutonnieres.
and Mrs. Samuel Lawrence Lilies of the valley were
Philpot, also of Murray.
caught in love knots to the
The Rev. Robert Eugene white satin that showered the
Farless of The First United bouquet.
Methodist Church, Murray,
Frank G. Gilliam, Jr.,
read the double ring ceremony brother of the bride, was the
in the presence of the family. only attendant to the bride.
Frank G. Gilliam, Jr.,
Lawrence Samuel Philpot,
:brother of tha.bride, gave the father of the groom, was best
introduction to the marriage man. Both wore dark suits
ceremony in the form of an with carnation boutonnieres.
original poem he wrote for the
The groom was attired in a
occasion entitled, "Isn't A black suit. His boutonniere
Friend?" The wedding vows was lilies of the valley.
were memorized by the bridal
Mrs. Ernest Lickliter, Incouple and exchanged bet- dependence, grandmother of
ween the two of them.
the groom, wore a formal
Magnolias, holly, and gown of green chiffon, and a
evergreens fashioned a corsage of white carnations
-background of greenery that with- holly was placed on her
covered the mantelpiece and shoulder.
walls surrounding the burning
Mrs. Coleman Waldrop,
fireplace where the vows were Mayfield, grandmother of the
exchanged. Gleaming bride, was attired in a formal
cathedral candles in gold dress of red peau de seau with
sconces with crystal prisms matching shoes and a corsage
adorned each side of the of carnations and holly.
mantel placed in the lush
For her daughter's wedding,
green. Two large white Mrs. Farless selected a forpoinsettias were sitting on mal gown of beige chiffon
either side of the fireplace.
layers fashioned with one
Bride's Dress
shoulder encrusted with gold
The bride, escorted to the beads, sequins, pearls, and
altar by her brother, was rhinestones. A white gamelia
radiant in a white qiana corsage was pinned at her
formal gown. The softly fluid shoulder.
lines were enhanced with an
Mrs. Philpot, mother of the
inverted
"hug-me-tight" groom, was attired in a formal
cummerbund. The --- high mauve qiana gown accented
shirred collar ' was un- with a gathered bodice and
derscered with a see through. Jong Hosing skirt. Cornkey-hole bodice overlaid Ateeeenting hez._dress,_was-a-• re-ernb.Mei
Ykteneturiace-.-vihtte orchid corsage:'
adorned with hand applied
After the pronouncement of
seed pearls and iridescents. marriage Rev. Farless in'he ,slender fitted sleeves troduced Mr. and Mrs.
tvere cuffed in the same see- Timothy Alan Philpot to the
Arough manner with ap- family. The white wedding
Vliques, pearls, and crystals. book from
which
the
The full skirt formed a chapel ceremony was read was given
to the couple.
F Tlie bride completed her
Reception
'msembIe with a cloche of
Rev. and Mrs. Farlesi held
lencon lace graced with . a reception for all the friends
• arls and iridescents, and relatives of the bridal
tching dress, to which the
couple at their home im, k illusion was attached
mediately following the
, tending the full length of the ceremeey.
, in. A finger tip veil of
The receiving line formed,
illusion was over her face.
in the living room before a
A pearl necklace belonging
gold pier glass mirror flanked
to the bride's maternal
by gold torcheres holding
grandmother, was around her
myriads of gleaming white
neck. She wore gold earrings, tapers
entwined
with
magnolias and holly. A large
white poinsettia was beside
the mirror. Reflected in the
mirror was a Douglas Fur
bride's tree which touched the
ceiling and held miniature
white lights, white lace
nosegays centered with
John Dale of 604 Elm Street, carnations, white satin
Murray, is scheduled to be a streamers, satin balls, and
special guest speaker at baby's breath. Bouquets of
Freed-Hardeman
College's flowers and'white poinsettias
annual Bible Lectureship Feb. adorned the hall, living room
5-9 at Henderson, Tenn. His and dining room.
topic will be "The Living and Centering the bride's table
Word
Abiding
Gives: in the dining room was a white
Direction to Our Lives."
candle tree entwined with
"The Living and Abiding white carnations, holly, and
! Word" is the theme for this baby's breath, flanked by five
year's Lectureship, the 43rd branched silver candelabra
such event to be held on the holding white tapers. The
college campus. Thousands of table was overlaid with imvisitors from across the ported lace and linen emcountry are expected to attend broidered table cloth. The
the week-long event.
(our-tiered bride's cake was
Special features of this crested with two large doves
year's Lectureship will in- and satin ribbon, and dainty
clude an appreciation dinner white cherubs. Two gold
for V. E. Howard, longtime wedding rings with china
radio preacher, on Monday doves on top were also used on
evening, a Gospel Sing-Song to the bride's mother's cake
be broadcast from the campus twenty-four years ago.
on Wednesday evening, and
Holly with red berries
Parents-Youth Night set for circled the tiered cake and the
Thursday evening,
silver punch bowl which were
Freed-Hardeman is a fully placed at opposite ends of the
accredited senior college table. Silver appointments
offering a liberal arts held the nuts, mints, and
education in a Christian en- fruited punch.
Assisting in serving at the
vironment.

John Dale
To Speak
At College

the
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;1,(Ng room with two white
loses, magnolias, and white
satin streamers cascading
from the top ,,f the mirror. The
guests were greeted in the hall
before the magnolia, holly and
ivy entwined stairway. Large
white doves were caught at
intervals along the rail, and
other arrangements of
Christmas greens and baby's
breath adorned the hall, living
room, dining room, and den.
A central arrangement of
baby's breath and boxwood
centered the living room
mantel and was flanked by
white tapers. Above these
were two magnolia wreaths
tied with white felt bows. The
large hemlock Christmas tree
was decorated with white
doves, velvet ribbons, and
miniature clear lights.
The tables were arranged
throughout the den, library,
and living room, with red
candles and holly as centerpieces. The hewed ceuple
were seated in the dining
room.
Each .0f--the hostesses
presented the couple a place
setting of their sterling silver
pattern selection.
Bachelor Party
A bachelor party was given
in honor of Tim Philpot by his
employers in Lexington.

Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Alan Philpot
bride's table were Miss Julie aunts of the bride, and Ralph
Waldrop, Mayfield, Mrs. Kim Thomas Waldrop, Mayfield,
Pulliam, Versailles, and Miss uncle ot the bride, and Rev.
Elaine Eversme_yer, Murray; Robert E. Farltss assisted
Mr?: Ruth Evetsmeyer,
reception''hospitalities.
Mrs. Pattie Ittpody, and Miss.
Eversmeyer served as l'elfirray, presided at the
coordinators of the reception. bride's guest register in the
Mrs. Bob Toon assisted with foyer.
other reception hospitalities.
When Mr. Philpot and his
A companion groom's table bride left in the evening for a
in the den was covered with a honeymoon trip, she was
floor length green felt cloth wearing a camel's hair suit
and centered with an with beige shoes and matching
arrangement of red car- bag, which had been carried
nations, holly and boxwood. by her mother on her wedding
Red tapers were'in the five day. A white garnelia corsage
branch silver candelabra on was pinned to her shoulder.
either side, which was placed
The bride and groom were
directly beneath the chan- both 1975 graduates of Murray
delier, which was also High. School, and both will
festooned with Christmas receive their bachelor of
greens and red velvet. Red science degrees from the
velvet ribbon entwined the University of Kentucky this
flowers and was garlanded May. Mr. Philpot is a member
with holly caught at intervals of Tau Beta Pi honorar
with clusters of velvet bows fraternity and is employed bj
and red berries.
the Kentucky Department of
The groom's cake was fruit Transportation. In the fall he
cake and was served to guests will begin a two year graduate
by Miss Kathy Fritz from program in Civil Engineering.
Louisville. Party sandwiches
The couple now resides at
and Venezian Coffee corn- 1586 Martha Court, Apartment
pleted the groom's table. Mrs. 14, Lexington.
Coleman Waldrop, the bride's
Rehearsal Dinner
grandmother, prepared a
Mrs. H. Coleman Waldrop,
small fruit cake for their Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Tipton
fiftieth anniversary.
Reed, Mayfield, and Mr. and
Two
large
matching Mrs. Charles Allen Williams,
hemlock trees flanking the Paducah, hosted a rehearsal
entrance to the groom's table dinner party in honor of the
were decorated in the bridal couple at the Reed's
traditional Christmas motif home, 612 Pryor Street,
with small colored lights, red Mayfield.
velvet bows, red and gold
The candlelight dinner was
satin balls, and _red car- served to forty-three guests.
nations.
Those in attendance included
A silver vase containing red the wedding party, their
satin rice-filled roses were guests, and close family
given to the guests to be used members.
as the bridal couple left for
The couple entered the
their honeymoon.
lovely home featuring a spotlit
Frank G. Gilliam, Sr., front door with "Ginger and
Lexington, father of the bride, Tim" written in large white
Mrs. Lemuel Morris Tipton felt letters above the
Reed, Mayfield, Mrs. Charles Christmas wreath. The script
Allen Williams, Paducah, was also on a large mirror in

Friday, January 26
A winter wiener roast and
slumber party for Acteens of
the First Baptist Church will
be held at 8 p.m. at the home
of Vickie Travis.
Exhibits in ceramics by
Jack Goodwin, Roanoke, Va.,
and in graphic design by Tony
Beard, Louisville, will open at
the Clara,.M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
ite University, and continue
through Feb. 7.
Saturday, January 27
Girl Scout Cookie Sale will
begin today and for orders
persons may call Diane
Spurlock,753-9734.
Willing Workers Class of
Grace Baptist Church will
meet at Fern Terrace Lodge
at 6:30 p.m. for fellowship and
singing with the residents.
Miss Kentucky Universe
Pageant will be at Paducah
Tilghman auditohum at 8
p.m.

Murray State Men's Racer
Basketball Team will meet
Tennessee Tech in a game at
7:30 p.m. at the MSU
Fieldhouse. The Murray Lady
Racers will meet the
University of Louisville at 5:15
p.m.

Wednesday, January 31
Village Homemakers Club
will meeet at the home of
Wanda Moseley at 9 a.m.

Estate Planning Seminar,
Calloway
sponsored
by
Extension Service, will be
held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock
Thesda y, January 30
and Exposition Center. This is
Dexter Senior Citizens are open to the public.
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
the Dexter
Community
Bowling for Senior Citizens
Center.
will be at Corvette lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 pin. for
Murray State University
activities by the Murray Lady Racers will meet the
Senior Citizens. For in-"' Morehead State women's
formation call 753-0929.
team in a basketball game at
MSU Fieldhouse at 7 p.m.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Heath Center, North 7th and
Olive Streets, at 7 p.m.

HOSPITAL NEVIS

Kentucky Sites
gAdded To List
q'tir Register—

01-15-78
Adults 158
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AF) —
Murray Al-Anon will meet
Nursery 8
at 8 p.m. at Carman Pavilion,
A total of 13 sites in Kentucky
Newborn Admissions
College Farm Road, Murray.
Robbins, Baby Girl Cyn- have been added to the
This is a support group for
thia), Rt. 5, Box 22, Paris, National Register of Historic
families and friends of
Tenn., Rogers, Baby Boy, Places, according to Eldred
alcoholics and for information
(Tammy), P.O. Box 1222, Melton, executive director of
call 437-4229.
Paris, Tenn., Catlett, Baby Kentucky Heritage ComBoy (Kimerly), 509 South L.P. mission.
Alpha Department, Murray
Mrs. Melton said the new
Miller St., Murray.
Woman's Club, is scheduled to
additions
are: the Owingsville
Discharges
meet at 12 noon at the club
John W. Dale, 604 Elm, Commercial District and
house with Joe Dick as the
Murray, Michelle E. Ward, Courthouse Square in Bath
speaker
-Finance
on
1608 College Farm Rd., County; the Long-Briggs
Figures."
Russellville;. the
Murray, Mrs. Dawn Work, Rt. House in
Courthouse in
County
Union
2, Box 276, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Woodlawn,
Both the Racer and Lady
Mrs. Thelma L Dixon, Rt. I, Morganfield;
Maysville
in
Racer
located
U
teams
will
host
the
men
Bruce Lee Clayton, son of
Box 109, Murray, Mrs.
Shelby
Mr. ard Mrs. James Clayton, and women's teams from
Geraldine F. Kendall, Rt. 1, Mason County; the
Houses in Fayette
1304 Olive Boulevard, Murray, Austin Pe.sy State University
Box 333, Cottage Grove, Family
C,ounty;i
fP
Ataik& ouia.,15 David Lipscointi°47
masa x.viitrum; County;' the Cohen arniiiiil"
- 41,-t?-4,14-aXT-7
att. as-Taii.,,
.
•Pieldtiouse
with
lady's
game
students t be
Coll
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Margaret
houses in Woodford County.
eluded in Who's Who in at 5:15 p.m. and the men's
L. Reeder, Murray Manor
Also: an archaeological site
game
at
7:30 p.m.
American Colleges and
Apt. B 3, Murray, Mrs. Sharon
Franklin County; the Paris
in
Universities.
R. Lueck, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Cemetery Gatehouse; the Dr.
Clayton, a graduate of
Glenda
Hainley,
Rt.
Tenn.,
G.
Sunday,January 21
Thomas Montgomery House
Murray High School, is a Churchwide
1, Box 139, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
study on
in Stanford; the Midway
Biblical
Baby
speech
Clara
and
and
Wyrick
A.
"Chinif Search For ComDistrict;
the
Historic
Languages major. He is a
Girl, Rt. 1, Box 122, Sedalia,
munity" will open at the First
McClure-Shelby House in
member of Pi Kappa Delta
Jim S. Ramsey,514 Broad St.,
United Methodist Church with
Jessamine County near
national speech fraternity and
Murray, Mrs. Lillie Outland,
a potluck supper at 5:30 p.m.
the
Nicholasville;
and
810 South 9th, Murray,
the Lipscomb Debate Team
Johnson-Peace House, home
as won numerous
William W. McMillen, 1500
and
of former Vice President
Clayshire, Murray, Mrs.
awards.
Monday,January 29
Richard M. Johnson, in Scott
Cletious Starks (expired), Rt.
Clayton, a musician, is a
Blood River WMU will meet
County near Georgetown.
Baptist
9, Benton.
member of the Accordion at the Memorial
Association of America. He Church at 10 a.m. with a
has appeared in concert twice potluck luncheon at noon. The
in Murray during his college Rev. Marshall Mines will be
career.
the speaker.
nominating
Campus
committees and editors of the
League of Women Voters
1
annual directory include the will meet at 8 p.m. at the
names of students based on Murray City Hall.
their academic achievement,
service to the community,
Recovery, Ine., will meet at
readership in extracurricular 7:30 at the Health Center,
activities and future potential. North 7th and Olive Streets,
Clayton joins an elite group Murray. This is open to all
of students selected from persons with any emotional or
Chestnut Street
Dixieland Center
more than 1,000 institutions of nervous problems. For inhigher learning in all 50 states, formation call Need Line 753the District of Columbia and 6333.
several foreign nations.
Desigher
Parents Anonymous will
BEANS CURE BALDNESS
Sets
Sheet
meet at the Immanuel
In the 17th Century, it was
Lutheran Church, 15th and
1
Group
thought that beans cured
Main Streets, Murray, at 7:15
Price
Towels
baldness. Witches used them
p.m. For information call 759to brew magic potions. In the
Group
1
1792 or 753-9261.
Middle Ages, beans were used
Price
Pillows
to cure common colds and
Singles Unlimited will meet
1 Group
coughs. Today, the smart food
1/2
at the social hall of the First
Soap
buyer knows that dry beans
United Methodist Church at
provide an inexpensive and
Place Mats & Napkins
7:30 p.m. Dr. Vernon Gantt of
nutritious means of providing
Price
the Speech and 'Hearing
Odds & Ends
delicioue-- winter meals. Dry Department,
Murray' State
beans are an especially good
Bathroom Accessories
University, will speak on
buy now, according to market
"Words Are Meaningless."
Price
Odds & Ends
reporters of the U.S.
This is open to all single adults
Department of Agriculture.
over 18 years of age.

Clayton Is
Named To
Who's Who

the green door
SALE

40% off

IA

J

Security Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc.

Got The Saturday
Night Fever?

RO

tion
tins
'sic

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Is not just another Savings and Loan.

Thurman's School of Dance
It's your friends and neighbors working to give
you the best Savings & Loan in town.

Disco Classes
Starting Soon

Beginners and Adv.

Call 753-9756
if no answer

753-5950
or inquire at

...mai le 140 000

Thurman's School of Dance
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray,Kytak.,,,.

1918 Coldwater Road
Ilhallreent Ostrection toophit plirately laimoiley *Tv Thor moil lot

•••

Security Federal (OUAIN
Savings & Loan Assoc.

759-1234
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Calloway People
Adjust To Weather
People seem to adjust if they
have to.
Up until two winters ago,
area folks were accustomed to
mild winter weather with one
or two small snows or just
enough to keep things interesting.
Then all that changed. Subzero temperatures and blizzards made'winter life tougher
than it had been for years.
:Businesses clOsed early
.
:because they told themselves
:that no one was going to show
up to buy anything. Meetings
were canceled and school
related people began to prod for
:flews to see if the classes would
:be held.
This is shaping up as the third
-bad winter season in a row. But
,attitudes are changing.

Progressive businesses are
beginning to hold back on the
panic button. They stay open
even when weather is bad or
re-ported to change to bad.
Many of our most progressive
businesses have held sales
during the worst weather to
generate more traffic and
sales. It has worked too.
The general public is not
taking a couple of inches of
snow very seriously anymore
and life goes on at a near normal pace. We are learning to
drive on the bad roads and
schools are staying open if at
all possible.
It just goes to show that
nothing - even the worst winter
weather - can keep good people
in or down. Calloway County
has adjusted.

Investors
Short-Changed
Like the nickel candy bar and
other victims of inflation, the
$25 U.S. Savings Bond is being
, discontinued by the Treasury.
- The , government should be
huibiliated,- in
announcing the small bond's
demise.
A government which sells
bonds to citizens as a long-term
investment certainly has a
responsibility to preserve the
value of its currency. So
profound is the failure of the
U.S. government in that
respect that $18.75 — the
amount the .government now
borrows when it issues a bond
worth $25 at maturity — is too
much of a pittance to be worth
all the paperwork.
Starting next year the
cheapest bonds offered by the
Treasury will cost $25,
„--

redeemable in 12 years for $50,
thus paying an annual interest
rate of 6 percent. How well they
do in the market place may
depend on whether the
- Treasury can—convince investors that they will not be
short-changed when they
collect $50 in 1992 for the $25
they loaned the government in
1980.
The record of the last 12
years, which saw the dollar lose
more than half its purchasing
power, does not inspire much
confidence in that kind of deal.
If the government finally gets
its fiscal and monetary house in,
order, and can bring some
stability to our currency, Uncle
Sam will not have to blush when
a child empties a piggy bank to
buy a bond and takes it home
with a sense of price and
security.,

The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-11176

By Dorothy aid Kerby Jambi.

•
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For the sake of identification of other citizens living in the
county prior to 1830, the following are listed: Joab Lassiter, Vincent
A. Wade, Lewis Wells, James Ingram, James Clayton, Luke Dees,
William McElrath, Jacob Sanders, Harrison Walston, William Curd,
Spencer Milliken, Dennison Dees, William Edwards, John Keys,
Mosa Gresham, Bailey Anderson, Edmund Taylor, John Hodge,
David Shelton, Charles Curd, John Allen, Bins Derrington, Reuben
• Nelson, William McW'ade, James Bell, John McGrew, George Goodwin, Chapman Miller, Gibson Gray, William Easley, Robert Whit_ nell, A. D. Jackson, John Hodges and others. Others purchasing land grants in the county but listed as non'1
residents were: John Eaker, Nathan G. Hale, John Strow, John
Elliott, John M. Gardner, William Anderson, William Clayton,
; George Owens, John Byrne and James Witherspoon. (Although
listed as nonresidents, all of them listed obviously became residents
soon after purchase of the land grants.)
By 1840 the county's population grew from the 1830 figure of
5,164k to 9,749, however the 1850 census shows a decline in the
official population of 8,096. Despite the apparent loss as recorded,
it must not be forgotten that the county's area was split in half
. 'through the establishment of Marshall County to the north, there• fore the area presently identified as Calloway still reflects a substantial growth during the period.
tr
Property valuation in 1846 was set at $868,004, however this
•
figure also is misleading inasmuch as it includes that portion of
the county ceded to Marshall County in 1842.
As early as 1837 a county division movement got underway
County, spearheaded by James Brien, a resident of
Calloway
in
the northern part of the county. On the issue, he was defeated in
L. his candidacy for election to the House of Representatives in 18381839, however was successful in the following election listed by
Perrin as being for 1839-1841. In February, 1842, Brien success::: fully sponsored and passed a bill in the House for the -establishment
.
of Marshall County. On the seventh of June following the division was effected.
Immediately following the division, commissioners were named
for the location of a new county seat more centrally located than
that of Wadesboro. Several sites were considered by the commissioners, however a place was located near the geographical
center of the county adjoining the village of Pleasant Hill in
SeFtion 26, Township 2 north, range 4 east, which they named Murray'in"—honor of Hon. John L. Murray, one Of the leading, lawyers
of the western part of the state, third member from the county to
t serve in the Kentucky House of Representatives, and for 11 years
member of the U. S. Congress.
s.

To Be Continued
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Sunda*School
Lesson

10 Year5.Ago
Kent McCuiston of the Calloway
County High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America was
winner of an award plaque in the
Kentucky Champion FFA Contest. He
was one of 71 chapter winners in the
event.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ann
Emerson McFarland, 43, Orville a
Dublin, 56, Hershel] L. Robinson, 68,
and Mrs. Eula Allbritten, 75.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, immediate
past president of the Murray Kiwanis
Club, presented the annual progress
report of the club at the meeting held at
the Murray Woman's Club House. John
Mikulcik is president of the Kiwanis
Club this year.
Mrs. Dewdrop Rowlett of Murray
State University was one of 200 national
leaders in coaching and officiating of
women's sports attendifig the Fifth
National Institute on Girls Sports of the
Universityet Illinois, Urbanan, Jan. 21
to 25.
Miss Barbie Keel was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls on
Jan. 21 at the Masonic Hall.

By H.C.Chafes

20 Years Ago

Based on corn righted outlines produced 4%
the Uniform Series and u.sed 5, permission the Uomnattee on

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.

The Stewardship Of
Life And Work

Since all that we are-and possess
constitute an entrustment from the
Lord, today's lesson challenges us to be
faithful stewards of all that He has
committed to us.
Nehemiah 2:11-18
HEARTLINE: Both my wife and I
In his youth Nehemiah was a captive
are over 65. We are retired on Social
in a strange land, and was appointed by
Security but both of us work and earn as
Artaxerxes, king of Persia, to the
much as we can without affecting our
responsible position of cupbearer, benefits. Someone recently told us that
.4-, we- Auld—earned— under—a certain: whichiaski aquu cape services of one—
whose character and loyalty were
amount in 1928, that we did not hair'e to
unquestioned. Later, when some
file an income tax return for 1978. Is
Jewish brethren, including his own
this true? — L.T.
brother, Hanani, were visiting him, he
Whether you must file an income tax
Inquired concerning his people and
return depends upon your income and
their beloved city. With sad voices they
filing status. Below is an excerpt from
reported that the Jews in Jerusalem
the 1978 Federal Incorne Tax Guide.
were in a miserable and deplorable
The guide suggests that you should file
condition, that the walls of the city were
a return even if you do not owe any
broken down, its gates burned, its
taxes due to the possibility of a refund.
streets filled with rubble, and its people
File a return for 1978, even if you Owe
living in proverty. Nehemia sat down,
no tax if you: were single (this also
wept, fasted, and prayed. ,
means legally separated, divorced, or
Normally Nehemia was happy and
married with a dependent child and
buoyant, so when he appears* before
lived apart from your spouse for the
the king with a sad countenance the
whole year) and your income was at
latter inquired as to the cause of his
least:
unhappiness. He explained that he was
$2,950
Under 65
grieved because Jerusalem was in
65 or over
3,700
ruins and his people were suffering. He
File a return for 1978, even if you owe
requested permission to return to his
no tax, if you: were married filing a
beloved city for the purpose of leading
joint return and living with your spouse
in the. work of reconstruction. The king
at the end of 1978 ( or on the date your
granted his request, gave him
spouse died), and your income was at
assistance, and sent him on his mission
least:
of doing all that he could for his people.
Both were under 65
.$4,700
Man of God that he was, Nehemiah
One was 65 or over .
.5,450
sought
divine counsel upon his arrival
.6,200
Both were 65 or over
there. After spending three days in
File a return for 1978, even if you owe
meditation, he arose in the night and,
no tax, it you were a qualifyang
with a few friends, made a personal
widow)en) with dependent child and
investigation
of the existing conditions.
your income was at least:
Then, he called a meeting of the Jewish
Under 65
$3,950
leaders and disclosed to them how God
65 or over
4,700
had led him to them, and what he inEven if your income is less than the
amounts shown above, you must file a • tended to do. So ardent was nis
eloquence and so cogent was his
return if you owe any taxes, such as:
argument that the assembly shouted,
as FICA (Social Security) on tips you
"Let us rise up and build." Nehemiah's
'did not report to your employer.
faithfulness in the stewartship of his life
as Minimum Tax
and work inspired others to join him in
as Tax on an IRA (Individual
discharging their duties also for the
Retirement Arrangement)
glory of God. Together they enjoyed the
as Tax from recomputing a prior
blessing of God upon their efforts.
year investment credit.
If you need other information, you
should call the toll-free IRS Informaticin Service for your area. To get
qht vndwate
this number, call your operator for
assistance.

R AFTIrlr1

HEARTLINE: My father died in
December 1978 of a stroke. He was 78
years old and was drawing Social
Security. He also had Medicare. Since
there is no one else to handle his final
affairs, I am trying to do it. Most of the
medical and hospital bills have been
paid by Medicare. One bill which is still
outstanding is for the ambulance
service which took him to the hospital
when he had the stroke. I need to know
if Medicare will cover this bill, how
much they will cover, and where to get
the claim form to send to Medicare.
Please help. — S.M.
•
Medicare Medical Insurance will
help pay for ambulance transportation
by an approved ambulance service to a
hospital or skilled nursing facility only
when (I) the ambulance, its equipment
and personnel meet Medicare
requirements, and (2) transportation
by other means could endanger the
patient's health. Medical Insurance will
only pay the reasonable charges for
transportation to the nearest facility
equipped to provide the services you
need.
Transportation under these conditions also applies when being transported from hospital to skilled pursing
facility, hospital to hospital, or. skilled
nursing facility to your home.
Medicare will cover 80 percent oethe
reasonable, charges for an approved
ambulance service. You can obtain a
Medicare Request for Payment form at
a Social Security office.

John 15:1-5
When about to leave them Christ
informed the disciples that they could
maintain an intimate fellowship with
Him, which relationship was like unto
the figure of the vine and its branches.
Fellowship with Christ is the secret of a
radiant personality, the untroubled
heart, the victorious life, and effective
service. It results in fruit-bearing for
etopst- tiecau*Her
vine, the believers, who are the
branches, should bear much good fruit
for the Lord. This calls for pruning,
purging, and cleansing. While this
process is not always pleasant, it is
'profitable. Often, when the believer is
pleased with what he has done, the Lord
purges or cleanses the branch in order
that it may produce more and better
'fruit.
For abundant fruitfulness in the
Christian life, there must be a regular
study of the Word of God for correction
and instruction, a frequent calling upon
God in prayer, and a consistent
dependence upon Him for the necessary
strength for victorious living, and for
the doing of all things that are harmonious with God's will. When the
Christian's surrender and Christ's
strength unite proper fruit always
results. In the bearing of fruit for Christ
the believer fulfills his purpose in life
and the Lord is glorified. The more fruit
of the right sort that the Christian
bears, the more that the Lord is
honored and glorified.

Bible Thought
After this f beheld, and, la, a—
great multitude, which no man
could number, of all nations, and
kindreds, and people, and tongues,
stood before the throne, and before
the Lamb. Revelation 7:9.
The population of heaven will be
unexpectedly large and varigated
and glorious. If you do not care for
that, you may not make it

Funny World

Walter Blackburn, Jr., Murray High
School, placed first in the Eighth Grade
American History Test conducted by
the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. Scoring only one point
behind him were Sandra Outland of
Murray Training and Joyce Yarbrough
of New Concord. Others taking the test
were Billy Parker, Hazel, Charles
Fennell, Almo, Dan McDaniel, Lynn
Grove, and Gail Treas, Kirksey.
Deaths reported include A. J.(Sime )
Burkeen, 87.
Two buildings on the court square
will be remodeled, according to J. D.
Seatonaawneaolthe bui1dingsoccupied
by Hughes Paint & Wallpaper Store and
Ward & Elkins Appliance Store.
In high school basketball games Cuba
beat Hazel and Fancy Farm beat New
'Concord. High team scorers were
Wiggins with 21 for Cuba, Waters with
14 for Hazel, Hobbs with 30 for Fancy
Farm, and Rowland with 18 for New
Concord.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Cat On A Hot Tin Roof" starring
Elizabeth Taylor, Paul Newman, Burl
Ives, Jack Carson, and Judith
Anderson.

30 Years Ago
Pvt. Joe E. Reeder, son of Mrs. Eva
Reeder of Murray Route 2, is now on
duty with the 25th Reconnaissance
Troop stationed in Osaka, Japan. He
joined the Army on Aug. 4, 1947.
Deaths---reported include Troy
DoneLson, 21, killed when hit by a car
last night, Jesse Nevel Townsend, 45,
killed in an automobile accident,
Robert E. L Boggess, 72, and Mrs. C.

New officers of the Calloway County
Conservation Club are Burie Waldrop,
Robert Hopkins,and James L. Johnson.
"Safety Education" is the theme of
Safety Week being sponsored here by
the Parent-Teacher Associations of
Murray High School, Murray Training
School, and Douglass High School,
according to Mrs. W. F. Baker,
president of Murray High P.N.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Mayfield Cardinals in a basketball
game. High team scorers were Robert
Glin Jeffrey with 22 for Murray High
and Cain with 7 for Mayfield.

Dogs traveling regularly on buses
and trolleys in The Hague won theright
to hold a young person's season ticket
as long as they carry an identity card
with their photograph, name and the
name of their owner.
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Senior Citizeris Say Thanks
Dear Editor:
The senior citizens who are shut-ins
and dependent on the hot meals sent out
by the Murray-Calloway County
Nutrition Center would have been
denied this service during the recent
icy weather had it not been for the
response of several generous persons.
Mike Watson, Mark Elkins, Max
Dowdy, Steve Ladd, Bill Marcum,
Clayton Garland, and Robert Trenholm
all members of the Rescue Squad took
over the routes during these hazardous
days.
In addition to the Rescue Squad these
men made deliveries: Rev. William
Cox, Jace Wilson, Charlie McKinney,
Danny Claiborne, and Dennis loon.

Opposes 4-Lane
Dear Editor:
On January 18 at the regular meeting
of the Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club it was voted to go, on
record that the Home Department is
opposed to the four laning of Main

Street.
'Margaret Taylor
_Secretary Of The
Home Department

We want to express our appreciation
to these men who cheerfully delivered
meals in spite of the dangerous road
conditions.
Sincerely,
Wilma Wilson, Site Manager
Tripp Thurman,
Senior Citizen Director
Irma La Follette,
Chairman, Nutrition Committee

Thanks
Dear Editor:
I appreciate your efforts, during the
recent inclement weather, to inform
residents of the need to place refuse
containers curbside for collection.
The residents were extremely
cooperative and the job of refuse
collection was made much safer for
each employee whose efforts were
responsible for service to city
residents.
Please accept my thanks and that of
the Sanitation Department, for your- •
continued cooperation in informing the
public on matters that relate to oily
services.
Sincerely,
Jerry Wallace
Superintendent

dorm
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Goys', Racers'Records Dismal,
But Meeting Ranks As A 'Must'
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
The Austin Peay press release
read: "Many people feel the Murray
game may be Austin Peay's best and
East chance for a road victory this
year."
And in the words of Murray State
basketball coach Ron Greene:
"We've got to have it. I mean,to have
any chance (for the post-season
tournament) at all, we've GOT to
have it."
Motivation, then, should be no
problem when the Governors and
Racers square off in the Sports Arena
Saturday (7:30 p.m.) in the Ohio
Valley Conference game.
In many respects, this'season has
been a similar one for Greene and
Austin Peay coach Ed Thompson.
Murray and Greene are just 3-14 on
the season, but that third triumph
came last Saturday over Western
Kentucky and ended a seven-game
losing streak. Since then, the Racers
have dropped an OVC contest to
Middle Tennessee (84-71). Only a
fluEry of a finish will steer Murray

from its worst won-lost record ever
Austin Peay is currently on a fivegame losing skein itself and stands
only 6-11 and 1-3 in league play. Not
since 1972 has a Governor team lost
five consecutive contests.
Even with the two teams' dismal
won-lost conference records, both are
still in contention for one of the four
post-season OVC tournament berths.
The winner of the event will
represent the league in NCAA
competition.
"For us to get into the tournament
would be a real hat trick," said
Greene. But his basketball spirits
have been lifted considerably from a
week ago. And it's not just because of
the 67-65 triumph over the HilltopPers.
"The second-most important thing
about that game, aside from the win,
was the crowd," Greene said as he
sat slumped in a chair following
Thursday's practice.
"It was really uplifting to see that
many people at the game (5,200), and
I think it made a difference. I know
my players felt it."
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By the Associated Press
AUURki. Ala,zz..iiis team
had just lost a 86-83
Southeastern
Conference
basketball thriller to defending national champion
Kentucky and Auburn Coach
Sonny Smith was speechless.
"This is one of the first
nights of my life I can't talk
after a ball game," Smith said
Thursday night. "It's one of
the most frustrating moments
of my life."
The play that left Smith
speechless came with just 13
seconds remaining when the
Tigers had the ball and the
lead, 83-82. But Auburn
bobbled the ball and Kentucky's Jay Shidler outraced
Rich Valavicious to grab it
and seJrethe winning basket.
"If we get the ball across
mid-court and catch it, we
win," Smith said. "But we
dropped it and after that it
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Rose Ross, at S-3, ran into a tall target in 6-1 Marshall County
center Barbara Faughn last night. Foughn scored 10 points to
help her team to a 55-53 overtime win over Calloway County.
Story, page 6.
Photo by Tony Wilson
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healed properly. "But he neverffully
recovered,' said Greene. "It slowed
him down and he lost his greatest
asset — qwckness."
The Austin Peay game is the first
of a stretch of six home games in a
seven-game period. The Racers host
Tennessee Tech Monday, then
Louisiana Tech, a nonconference
opponent, Feb. 1.
Probable Murray starters and
their scoring averages are: Keith
Oglesby, 12.8 points; John Randall,
12.6; Hammonds, 5.7; Barry Snow,
4.6; and Torn Adams, 3.1.
Austin Peay will go with Tim
Thomas (6-foot-4, 12.4) and Kiittis
Webster(6-5,10.2) at forwards,Steve
Mitchell (6-6, 8.0) at center and
Alfred Barney (6-3, 16.6) and Larry
Kingery (6-2, 4.0) at the guard spots.
The women's game, set for 5:15
p.m., will precede the men's. Murray
State is 8-8 and 2-3 in the OVC, while
Austin Peay is 3-9 and winless in
league competition over the past two
seasons. The Govs are 0-6 in the OVC
this season.

Auburn's Smith Stunned
After UK Escapes 86-83
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Greene admits that he considered
redshirting Kenney Hammonds, one
of two starting freshman guards for
the Racers, prior to the 1979 portion
of the schedule.
"I knew he was going to be a good
player, but I didn't think he would be
thrown to the wolves this soon,"
Greene said. In Murray's last two
games, Hammonds has scored 30
points, and against Western, he sank
8-of-11 attempts from the field.
The Racer squad has been trimmed to 10 with the apparent departure of junior Havey McNeal. When
questioned about McNeal's absence
in Thursday's practice, Greene
replied: "I don't think Harvey will be
with us any more. He's a great kid,
and he admitted that he wanted to
stay in school and get his degree."
McNeal, a transfer from Phillips
County (Ill.) Junior College and a
native of Cairo, ill., was pronounced
by Greene prior to the season as the
"best pure shooter on the team."
And even after McNeal injured a
knee that required surgery, Greene
felt that he could be of value if it

You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
only 2
49
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Sunday& Monday
Murray
•

was history. Our whole team
matte__ _freshman-114s
mistakes." -Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
said he had instructed his
players to foul Auburn in the
closing seconds, but the Tigers
coughed up the ball before the
Wildcats got a chance to foul.
''If they had waited another
two seconds, they would have
been at the foul line," Hall
said.
After Shidler's basket put
Kentucky ahead, forward
LaVon Williams sank two free
throws to ensure the victory.
Kentucky is now 8-7 overall
and 3-5 in the SEC. Auburn is
8-8 overall and 2-6 in the
conference.
Freshman Dwight Anderson
led Kentucky with 19 points
while Williams added 15 and
Kyle Macy had 14. Center
Bobby Cattage led Auburn
with 23 points and Valavicius

added 20.
The _Jlentuc_ky,7_4jaws.p.._
matchup was the only SEC
action Thursday night, but a
full slate of games is on tap for
Saturday.
Mississippi meets Tennessee in a regionally
televised
while
game,
Alabama is at Mississippi
State, Florida travels to
Kentucky, Auburn is at
Vanderbilt and Georgia entertains ISU.
KENTUCKY M
Whams4 7.19 24 15, Anderson 7 5-6 4 0 4
19, Cowan 2 5-9 5 0 4 9, Claytor 5 1.1 0 1 2 11
Macy 4 6-6 1 5 2 14, Sfudler 1 4-4 00 1 6,
Verderber 4 2.3 5 1 1 10. Tillman 1 0-0 2 0 42
Totals 23 20.3730 9 22 96
AUBURN 83
‘'alavIcius 9 2-3 11 3 20, Banks 0 0-0 4 0 3
0. Cattage 11 1-1 8 3 4 El, Pnce 5 2-2 3 3 9 12,
Card 1 3-4 36 5 5 Anthony 41-9 2 0 4 16,
McGrew 1 1•30 113. Hart 0 2-2 2 1 1 2,
Stnnger 1 0-0 0 2 1 2 Totals 32 19-21 21 17 27
13
Hatfttme—Auburn 40, Kentucky 39 End
of regulatton-72-72 Fouled not Price,
Card. Total fouls—Kentucky 72, Auburn
27 A-11,41112.

Another Rich Yankee
Griffith Preparing Offer For Slugger Carew
By the Associated Press
BOSTON — Minnesota
Twins owner Calvin Griffith
awaited the New York
Yankees'
expected
multiplayer offer today for
batting star Rod Carew, who
does not want to return to the
Twins.
Although Yankees owner
George Steinbrenner denied a
deal was in the works,
Yankees President Al Rosen
confirmed on Thursday that
the World Series champions
have all but settled on a
package for the seven-time
American League batting
champion.
"We have a pretty good idea
of what we will offer,- said
Rosen at the Boston Baseball
Writers 40th annual dinner,
"but it hasn't been formalized
yet."
Griffith, in Orlando, Fla.,
said the Twins have given the
Yankees a list of several
players -- believed to include
first baseman Chris Chambliss and outfielder Juan
Beniquez — that the Twins
want for Carew. The Twins
owner said he would deal the
batting star either to New
York or the California Angels
by spring training.
"Right now, I'm just
waiting for an offer from the
Yankees," Griffith said.
"George Steinbrenner and Al
Rosen promised they'd call
me no later than Friday
morning with their proposal."
Meanwhile, Carew, who
thought he had negotiated a
contract with the Angels, set a
Feb. 10 deadline for escaping
Minnesota and added that if no
deal is made by then'he would
resign himself to playing
another season for Griffith.
The perennial AL batting
leader is not a free agent, btft
he has insisted he wants out of
Minnesota because of contract

and other disputes with
Griffith. He could become a
free agent after the 1979
season.
Carew was interviewed at
halftime of the MinnesotaPurdue basketball game
Thursday night, at which time
he set his Feb. 10 deadline.
He also was asked if he
preferred the Angels to the
Yankees.
"Well, I do," he said. "I
think it'd be hard to go to New
York to play because there are
distractions.
so
many
Baseball is the way I make my
living, and I don't want to take
anything away from that....
"I've been at Minnesota for
12 years and I don't really
care for the city of New
York," he added. "I've got
three kids and it's a tough
place to bring up kids. I'm
looking for someplace that the
environment's pretty good-The Boston dinner attracted
a crowd of more than 1,000
fans and a head table of stars
that included newly elected
Hall of Famer Willie Mays. It
was notable for the private
discussions between Steinbrenner and Rosen, who met

in the Yankee owner's hotel
suite to discuss their offer to
Griffith.
Despite complaints by
baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn that he fears imbalance
if the Yankees persist in
acquiring high-priced stars,
Rosen said the Yankees would
not be deterred.
Steinbrenner and Rosen
were honored at the dinner as
baseball Executives of the
Year during a program that
included appearances by AL
MVP Jim Rice of the Boston
Red Sox and AL Cy Young
award winner Ron Guidry of
the Yankees.
Mays was given the Judge
Emil Fuchs memorial award
for meritorious baseball
service.

Murray State coach Ron Greene knew freshman Kenney Hammonds (above) would be a good
player, but 'I didn't think he would have to he thrown to the wolves this soon,' Greene said. In
the Racers' last two games, Hammonds has scored 30 points. Murray fates Austin Peay in the
Sports Arena Saturday night.
Staff Photo

MOTORIST
TORTURED
ON HIGHWAY

What's Up
Today
Murray High boys (8-3) vs Hickman County; 8 p.m.; 1st
round, Ballard County Invitational Tournament;
(makeup of Wednesday game); admission: $2 adults,
$1.25 students.
Saturday
Murray State men (3-14), women (8-8) vs Austin Peay;
„ Sports Arena; women's game,5:15 p.m.
Murray High boys (if winners) vs Marshall County-St.
Mary winner; time undetermined.
Calloway County boys (3-12), girls vs. Lowes; Jeffrey
Gymnasium; girls game,6:30 p.m.
Monday
Murray State men, women vs. Tennessee Tech; Sports
Arena.
Murray High girls vs Mayfield; home.

Driving a sluggish car that coughs,
misses or drags on the highway can be
sheer torture. Erratic engine performance is often caused by _crankcase
contaminants and sticking mechanical
parts. In such cases you can help restore
lost performance thanks to a spec al
formulation called WYNN'S* ENGINE
TUNE UP. This famous oil treatment
works in 10 minutes as you drive to
help quiet valves and lifters, while it
dissolves away harmful deposits. So to
help end highway torture, GET WYNN'

ENGINE TUNE-1.1P
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TRUCKLOAD
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Gregory Fighting

is

To Stay In Picture

Coming To Your Community

NEW YORK (AP) — Eddie
Gregory, fighting to stay in
heavyweight
the
light
championship picture,- fights
David Conteh tonight at
Madison Square Garden's Felt
Forum.
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This opportunity will only come twice a year for you to buy the highest quality seatoods at the loves, c‘ncs,ble or.cec

SO STOCK-UP NOW"
and
SUPORT

Michael T. Ridley DMD

YOUR LOCAL ORGANIZATION
announces rf wagon of

SPONSORED BY THE

Oral Surgery Office To

Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycee's

The Medical Arts
Building

Jan. 27th 11 a.m..until Dark

300 So. 8th Street
• First Floor. Suite 109
Far thA practice of Oral rind Matillofactal Singers

Ph. 759-406.7
insu‘red 24 Hrs. it fIrw

liv
Appointment

LOCATION

D & W Auto Supply
South 12th

SHRIMP

LOBSTER

OYSTERS
SCALLOPS
FISH FILLETS
CRAB '
SOUPS
Many Won %sick and really le cook seafood dakaues
'
This bi yearly seafood sale is bong handled exclusively by — TODD SEAFOODAll of these items
are unconditionally guaranteed
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Todd's 32 Points
A Record-Breaker,
But Calloway Falls
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Mina Todd's final basket
gave her a school-record 32
points for the night, but it's a
sure bet she would have
preferred not to have the
opportunity to accomplish the
feat.
Todd took a perfect pass
from Rose Ross for a layup
and her 28th point with five
seconds remaining in the
fourth quarter. That pulled
Calloway County even _with
Marshall County at 49-all and
sent the game into overtime.
In the three-minutes extra
period, Todd garnered—tourmore points, and the record,
but Marshall County edged the
Lakers 55-53 last night tb
avenged its only loss of the
season.
The Marshals entered the
contest with an 8-1 record, its
only blemish coming Dec. 5
when the Lakers triumphed
63-43. For Calloway County, it
meant a second-straight loss
after an 11-0 start.
"When you have as many
turnovers as we did ( 25),"
Calloway
coach
said
Marianne Davis, "you can't
expect to win. That and our
missing free throws was just
too much."
For the record, Callowv
made half of 14 tries from the
CharitY_s_tripe, but'_Marshall
oitply was much Worse It hit only 7-of-21 attempts, but
committed just 12 turnovers.
The Lakers forged leads of

16-8 and 28-23 after the first
and second quarters, and held
a seven-point margin — 41-34
— after three periods.
But Marshall's Barbara
Faughn scored on a rebound
and putback to give her team
its first lead since the early
going, 44-43, with 4:20 left.
Calloway trailed by as much
as five points in regulation,
and the Marshals had a
chance to ice the victory when
Julie Lawrence went to the
foul line with 36 seconds left
and her team ahead 49-45.
But she missed the bonus
toss, and Todd whirled and
ssed in-a, 10-foot baseline
jumper 17 seconds later. With
19 seconds left Jill Bennett
went to the lint for the Marshals.
She, too, missed, setting the
stage for the Ross-to-Todd
layup and overtime.
Marshall County took a fourpoint edge in that session with
38 seconds left on Lawrence's
eight-footer, but Todd hit a 10footer, and the Lakers

regained possession of the
ball, setting up a chance to tie
with nine seconds left. But a
walking violation ended their
comeback chances.
Todd's scoring effort broke
the old mark of 30 ( held by
accomplished last
her
season. The point total was
also the high for an individual
among the four high school
teams in Calloway County this
season.1
She was the only Laker in
double figures. Mary Wagoner
chipped in six points, and Rose
Ross and Stephanie Wyatt
added five each.
Lori Barrettiellii triQ.
double-figure Marshal scorers
with 19 points, followed by
Lawrence with 11 and Faughn
with 10.
In the junior-varsity game,
Marshall County thumped
Calloway 47-20.
The Laker girls face a
strong Lowes squad Saturday
in Jeffrey Gymnasium. The
game will precede the boys'
game and is set for 6:30 p.m.
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Mina Todd (23) lost the boll on this play, but it was one of the few times she
did last night. The 5-9 junior scored a career•high 32 points, but Calloway

pinning In Slow Motion
Smith Amazed At Advancement Of Basketball

By WILL GRIMSLEY
Mersha Cetarty 55, Calleosy Casey 53
AP
Special Correspondent
fg fu ft fat reit pf tp
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. —
Mks toad
16 IS I 1 17 2 32
nese new
Occasionally, North
2 14 1 1 2 3 5
fitepharde Wyatt
..2 1 1 3 13 2 5
Carolina's Dean Smith, the
Mwy Warsaw
2 2 2 4 1 2 6 _ most successful of active
Peary Owiehry
0 0 0 0 1 WO
college basketball coaches,
lastes Otradoey
0 2 0 0 1 41--11
hauls out some old films just
"Melissa Misr
4 3 S 8 4 3
to 'see how they played the
Mews Iteddea
1 9 0 • 4 1 2
game 10 and 20 years ago.
23 66 7 14 54 14 53
Teish
-Plep-ean---haedly—beifeve
allnharAll
7
"
Mashed Coady
is 6.55
eyes. It's almost as if he is
Caberay Casaty
14 12 13 II 4.53
spinning the reel in slow
laweitell CS. • tad Sonatt, 19; flarbare Few*,11; Mslaavasos, 11; Maio
motion.
Menigsa, 4; Jil Issetett, 9; Donets Cothran, 3
"It doesn't resemble the
game we are playing today,"
says the youngish, _darkhaired hardwood genius.
"There are so many more
good players — bigger,
'stronger, faster. The intensity
is so much greater.
"Take Clyde Lovellette, for
instance. He was thy teammate at Kansas back in the
FULTON, Ky. — A coach victory, but Murray High
The Tigers, fresh off a early 1950s, rated the best id
many times must fear a let- coach Rick Fisher had little to triumph
top-ranked the country. But he comes off
of
down by his players after a bik
worry about.
Calloway County in their last slow and a bit awkward
outing, placed 10 girls in the
measured by today's top
Murray Mob 62, Felten Oty 16
scoring column and pasted an
players.
fg fga ft Ws reb pf fit
outmanned Fulton City squad
Jam %mbar
"To make it in basketball
9 21 3 5 6 1 21
Teems Aierawier
6 14 2 2 II I 14
62-16 last night.
today — college or pros — the
Laurie Merril
3 5 4 4 4 2 10
The triumph was Murray's big men, the 6-9 and 6-11 guys,
Camay Wawa
3 6 2 3 4 1
fourth straight and lifted its have to be as fast and quick as
lam Washer
11 3 2 2 4 2 2
season record to 6-3. Its last the smaller guys. They must
Velvet lease
1 3 S 9 I 2 2
loss came to Mayfield, and the have the touch also or they
Kay Rowel
I 1 2 3 1 2 2
Mem Griffith
Tigers will get a chance to don't make it."
S 7 1 2 I 4 1
Cariesta Catlett
I 1 1 2 1 1
avenge the defeat when they
Smith not only is the winStrawy Mobley
0 1 1 2 2 1 1
face the Cardinals at home ningest of active coaches with
Steer law
S 1 0 0 0 0 0
Monday.
at least 12 years experience,
townslb•sopeoS 1 0 4 3 0 0
Murray High vaulted to a 10- but he also is regarded as the
Liras ley
I 1 0 0 1 0 0
2first quarter lead, upped it to sport's premier tactician and
Dow 1166666
• • 16111/11
Teta%
38-6 at the half and led by 41 innovator, teacher and
22 65 18 28 48 11 II
Neves Oty • Dersen,4; ireyies, 2;lets, Carderell, 2; NW.2.
points, 52-11, after three producer of star players as
M.-iv7IS.
ii 23 14 10•62
quarters.
well as coaches.
Wile airy
2 4 5 5-16
Senior
guard
Jaina
Three of his proteges —
Washer's point total was Billy Cunningham of the
1 enough to beat the Bulldogs. Philadelphia .76ers, Larry
She scored 21 points, while Brown of the Denver Nuggets
sophomore Tonya Alexander and Doug Moe of San Antonio
chipped in 14.
— are established in the pro
Laurie Morgan hit all four of coaching ranks.
her field-goal attempts and
How does Dean Smith
two free throws for 10 points, himself manage to escape the
and Candy Jackson added pros?
eight.
"I like the campus atMurray High just 33 percent mosphere, I am happy with
(22 of 65) of its tries from the what I am doing" he insists.
field and 58 percent (18 of 31) He refuses to elaborate on his
PLUS FREE
from the charity stripe.
many offers to coach in the

Tigers Romp-Past Fulton
For 4th Straight Victory

1

95

SILADIUM CLASS RING
CUSTOM FEATURES!
Design your own class ring

Racers Open Track
Schedule Saturday

Other top performers for the
MSU Sports Information
Murray State men's track Racers at Illinois will be Keith
coach Bill Cornell will send his O'Meally in the 600; Brian
Racers to Champaign, Ill., to Rutter and Jerry Odlin in the
begin the indoor season in the two-mile; Bill Bradford in the
University of Illinois In- high jump; Brown and
Michael Austin in the triple
vitational Saturday.
Host Illinois rates as the jump; Odlin, Barry Attwell
strong favorite in the 11-team and Richard Charleston in the
field with Murray State and mile; Marshall Crawley in the
two other OVC represen- 440; Terry 7sive in the hurtatives - Western Kentucky dles; David Rafferty in the
and Middle Tennessee - of- 1,000; Brown, Cornelius and
fering a challenge for the Mitchell Tippen in the sprints
and Attwell, Charleston and
team championship.
Mitchell Johnston in the 880.
"On paper this looks like the
Other teams in Saturday's
Come in and try on our class rings.
best team I've ever had," said competition
include CinHave one of our jewelers fit you.
Cornell. "We lost just one cinnati, Illinois
State, Kenperformer from last year's tucky State,
Louisville, tinteam (distance runner Martyn coin, Northeast
Missouri
UV!
memories you w.,
Brewer) that came within a State, and
II
Northwestern.
•-CLASS RINGS INC
couple of points of the OVC
The Racers were unable to
BRING IN THIS AD TO GET THIS OFFER
indoor title-and we've added attend last
year's competition
WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR SILADIUM RING
several talented people."
due to snow and icy conditions
High jumper Axel Leit- and Cornell hopes he doesn't
mayr, who holds the OVC encounter_ the same Snivel
4e'
indoor record of 7-2, along problems this year
"This will be the first indo,,i
Li with defending OVC 1,000-yard
g run champion David Warren tneet ?of- several of the teams
and 1978 league 880 champion in the field," said Cornell.
Li= Central Shopping Center
153-1606 Patrick Chimes, lead the "We really need the opportunity. for competition"
—A Racer representation. 4

A

County lost to Marshall County 55-53.

Photo

Toad Wilson

HERE'S
HEALTH

pros,
including
heavy
pressure at one time from the
New York Knicics.

Atlantic Coast Conference, the
hottest of college basketball
hotbeds. He is to North
In 17 seasons at North Carolina what Bear Bryant is
Carolina leading up to the to Alabama and Joe Paterno
current one, Smith has seen to Penn State in football.
his team score 363 victories
Duke and North Carolina
against 121--losses for a .750 State, with veteran starting
percentage. - They have lineups returning, were
reached the NCAA final favored in the ACC this year,
fftr five times- — Dflly- tlUf -9(0311- drupped
thE
John Wooden- and UCLA Tarheels, now No.2 behind
having more with 12. He Notre Dame in The Associated
coached, the U.S. Olympic Press poll.
team to a gold medal at
Smith put Dave Colescott, a
Montreal in 1976.
ball-handing Houdini from
• Smith has established -Marion, Ind., in Ford's old
'himself as a legend in the spot and teamed him with

players such asMike
6-7
O'Koren of Jersey City, 6-6 Al
•
Woods of Grey, Ga., and
Dudley Bradley of Edgewood,
Md., and turned them, into a
formidable,
smoother-working machine.
Some say this could be
Carolina's first national
championship team since the
11-3
1957 thit --beat - WiTt Cham- -4 iy De. Brien 71.101B1
berlain and the Kansas
"Surprise" benefits of
Jayhawlcs in triple overtime
chiropractic
for the title.
Ask most people what
"I was cheering for Kansas
chiropractic is and what
then," said Smith, a pupil and
it can do and they'll
admirer of Phog Allen, "But
probably say that it's a
I'm on the other side now."
method of treating back
problems. They're right,
of course. Chiropractic
does deal a lot with back
strains and sprains. But
that's only part of the
story.
Every chiropractor can
tell you many cases in
which patients derived
surprise benefits. A man
comes in to seek help for
an aching back and finds
to his delight that not only
the back feels much better but the chest pains
he's endured are eased
considerably. A woman
whose back was adjusted
happily reported that her
migraine headaches went
away,as well.
Such things are not at
all surprising to the
chiropractic practitioner.
While his intensive
training
seemingly
equips him to apply his
skills to back problems,
he knows that the nerves
that branch out from between the vertebrae either
directly or indirectly serve bodily functions.
When one of these
moveable vertebrae is
out of position, it can
dramatically affect the
nerve and the organ. So
when the chiropractor adjusts the spine — moves
the vertebra back to
where it belongs — a lot
more than the back itself
can benefit. And that,
really, is the whole basis
of chiropractic.
Stephanie Wyatt tries to shoot through the arms of towering Barbara Fought+ during the first half
Office: 903 Sycamore
of last night's Calloway County-Marshall County clash. Also shown is Robin Donigan (10) and
Phone: 753-9909
Mary Wagoner.
Photo
by Tony Wilson

WHEN WAS THE
LAST TIME
YOUR RADIO OR
TV GAVE YOU

RVED

Cook's Jewelers

They never have ... have they? Well, with • copy of
our newspaper. you'll he able to save every week on
your grocery hill. With today's cost of living
)1114 ore xoilka to need all the help that you
tan met
I e W. help you save, Gia e our cirrulal ion department
a Gall today to basin your home deliyorry. You really
• cannot afford to mi., alied.our money sayingtouponn
everyday

Wierrayledger & Times
753-1916
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North Carolina, Bruins Triumph

Wolverines Suffer 4th Big 10 Loss

•

•

By JOHN NELSON
A'F'Sports Writer
A few weeks ago, Michigan
State was ranked No. 1 and
eyeing a possible national
basketball championship.
Now the Spartans will be hardpreised to win the Big Ten.
"Our title chances?"
Spartans Coach Jud Heathcote asked himself after a 4948 loss to Michigan Thursday
night at Ann Arbor. "I
wouldn't say they're terrific at
this time.
"We felt we had to win to be
a title contender. But we won't
hang up our uniforms yet."
The fourth-ranked Spartans,
who dropped to 11-4 overall
and 4-3 in the Big Ten,tied the
game 48-48 on a basket by
Earvin Johnson with 51
seconds left.
The Wolverines then-ran the
clock down to 15 seconds
before working the ball to
freshman Keith Smith. Smith
was not Michigan Coach
Johnny Orr's choice for the
last-second shot, but he drove
to the basket and was fouled
by Johnson. Smith sank the

Winning free throw with no
time left, and Heathcote was
in a rage.
"I thought there should be
no call," the Michigan State
coach said, "or there should
have beenai charge on Smith. I
thought Johnson had position.
"On the road,it's 50-50 you'll
get that call in your favor."
The Michigan coach was
angry too — but at Heathcote,
not the referees.
"I was mad about the
delay," Orr said. "He (Smith)
must have had to wait two or
three minutes before they
would let him shoot."
Smith wound up with just
five points. Phil Hubbard had
13 points and 12 rebounds to
lead the Wolverines, 9-6
overall and 3-4 in the conference. Greg Keiser led
Michigan State with 22 points,
and Johnson added 16.
In other games involving
ranked teams, No. 2 North
Carolina downed Wake Forest
76-69, No. 6 UCLA whipped
Washington State 89-71, Iowa
upset eighth-ranked Illinois
and No. 10 Ohio State beat

Northwestern 73-61. Ohio
State's victory gave the
Buckeyes a 7-0 Big Ten
record, a two-game lead in the
conference over Iowa and a
three-game
lead
over
Michigan State.
Mike O'Koren scored 19
points, had 10 rebounds and hit
foupfree throws in the final 15
seconds as North Carolina
used its "four-corners" offense to hold off Atlantic Coast
Conference rival
Wake
Forest.
Wake Forest closed the gap
to 70-67 with 32 seconds left —
nearly 41
/
2 minutes after the
Tar Heels had gone into their
slow down, spread offense.
But Rick Yonakor hit a pair of
free throws, and O'Koren
connected four times from the
line to put the game out of
reach. '
North Carolina, 15-2 and 6-1
in the ACC, had all its players
healthy for the first time in
two weeks, including O'Koren,
who had a sprained ankle. Tar
Heels sophomore Al Wood also
hit four critical free throws in
the late going, including two

Old-Timer Tommy Aaron
Grabs San Diego Lead
of
•
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the combination, it's probably
as bad as I've ever seen," said
Jim Simons, clutching the
hand warmers he kept in his

the second half without
scoring while Iowa controlled
the hall. Iowa is now,12-4
overall and second in the Big
Ten with a 5-2 mark.
Ohio State, meanwhile, held
onto a two-game Big Ten lead,
beating Northwestern behind
Kelvin Ransey's 17 points, 12
of them in the second hall.

'
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Sere
money.. .
pipe bending
to your specs.
TAILPIPES v DUALS
EXHAUST PIPES
FORMING
EXPANDING

Discount

Mufflers
from
10% t°

20%

Om Exhaust °V
Paris

'Free
Inspection*

8ertlawited Nailliewier teeter

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868

Boys Games
Ballard Co !evil Ten
First Round
Mayfield 53 lie40 49
Carlude Co 74 Ballard Co 52
Southern Ay Athletic Gel Ws
Quarterftaal
Henderson Co 83 Daviess Co 67
Green Co 119 Caverrui
Adair Co 75 Metcalfe Co 68
Regular Seasos
Bowling Green 56 Warren Cent 55
Christian Co 63 Trigg Co 45
Webster Co 97 Providence 70
Tho Jefferson 73 Jeffersontown 67
Valley 67 Fern Creek 06
Boyle Co 82 Danville 43
Central City 99 Breckinridge Co 64
Enunence 74 Carroll Co 66
Ghis Game§
Ceatral It y Cod Tee
First Rousd
Boyle Co 63 Anderson Co 40
Woodford Co 118 Mercer Co 54
Madison Co 45 Jessamine Co 36
Garrard Co 49 Lincoln Co 42
Louisville
First Risaind
Sacred Heart 76 i,ez Lafayette 62
Allen Co 38 Southern 35
Western 79 Presentation IS
Butler 51 Paris 50
Assumpticion 36 Seneca 35
lisoldasville lawS Tea
First Rood
Madisonville 76 Christian Co 33
Regular Sewell
Evangel 311 South Central Ind 33
Deming 44 Fleoung Co S
Dixie Heights 85 Beechwood 44
En l St Henry 76 Silver Grove 48
Greeriup C4 55 U Brerlunndge 35
Hart Co 72 Earnonson Co 43
Henderson Co 71 Davien Co 51
Manor Co 55 Bardstown 49
Maysville SO Augusta 47
Monticello 49 McCreary lent 31
Oweruboro 56 Apollo 48
Shelby Co 48 Owen Oi 39
Todd Cent 62 Auburn 50
Warren East 49 N Hardin 46
Webster Co 52 Providence 43
Ft Thin Highlands 58 Simon Kenton 44
Franklin Co 42 I.ex Tates Creek 41
Lawrence Co 59 Magoffm Co 31
Clinton Co 72 Russell CA 48

Engine Tune-Up

$34848.$3988,_
Includes listed parts and labor — no extra charge for air
conditioned cars $4 less for electronic ignition

Helps Insure Quick Cold Weather Starts
• Electronic engine, charging, and
starting systems analysis• Install new
points, plugs, condenser, rotor

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD,Inc.

753-5273

Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME-LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
ZW OR USED CAR
*OF

• Set dwell and timing • Adjust carburetor • Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW,
and light trucks

Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first.

Front End
Alignment

—

National League
NEW YORK METS—Signed -John
Violette and David Michael, pitchers.

manual.

REGISTER FOR FREE GIFTS!

-ALSO• -71 Join The Smoke Shoppe Pipe Club
•
And Be Eligible FAL-• Discounted Prices On "The Pipe of the
Month"
10% Discount On Your Birthday
r Buy 10 Pipes and Get One of Equal
Value FREE
Store Hours: 9:30-530 M-S
I FREE COFFEE ALL DAY

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• We do professional work.
7:74-1,Yet de enlyilievoFk yolvituthoT.#4Ac _
• We return worn-out parts.
• We honor our Auto Service Warranty
nationwide.*

Tiel1111/0
Double Steel
Belted Radial
With Over 10,000 Hard'
Working Tread Edges
For Traction!
Tiempo has special tread
compounds too, plus an
aggressive tread design
that helps'add traction on
almost any road, in
almost any weatheir. Yet
Tiempo's radial construction saves on gas,
rides quiet, doesn't
wander on grooved
concrete. See it now!

P155180813 or
P155,80115 blackwall
plus $1.59 or $1.71
F E.T. and oid fire

Helps Protect Tires And Vepide Performance
• Inspect and rotate all four tires • Set
caster, camber, and toe-in to proper
alignment • Inspect suspension and

60

$38

Additional parts and services extra
if needed. Front wheel drive and
Chevettes excluded.

BASEBALL
Amerirao League
CLEVELAND INDIANS— Signed Tom
Veryaer, shortstop, Tim Glass, catcher,
Dave Rivera, outfielder, and Gary Nielson
and Bobby Cuellar, pitchers.
KANSAS CITY ROYALS-- Named Ken
Frading minor league pitching instructor
and John Schuerhoix club vice president.

753-3174

*Free Pipe
oFree Pound Bog of Tobacco of Your

MINTON THE
NAME YOU
KNOW BEST

and Free Tire Rotation

"Nab

102 N. 516

-Murray's Exclusive Tobacco Shop"

Edgar Ray Currin, a 6-5, area newspaper as one of the
245-pound defensive lineman top three major
college
from Lake County High School prospects in west Tennessee
in Tiptonville, Tenn., is the after his impressi
ve per12th announced player to sign formance for coach
Cliff
a grant-in-aid to play football Sturdivant.
for Murray State.
"He has all the tools to
Currin
anchord
the develop into a super college
defensive line of the Lake player," said Murray State
County squad that finished 11- coach Mike Gottfried.
2 last season and reached the
Currin was chosen all-state,
Class A semifinals. _
all-west Tennessee and allHe was also selected by an district this past season.

Sports At A Glance
Transactions

Saturday,January 27,1979
of

Confidence Starts Here...

in the extremely difficult
conditions, all played at the
6,667-yard, par 72 North
course at Torrey Pines.
—Simons'-round -ort-pi*--72-was
And Tommy Aaron said the best score on the tougher
nothing at all. He just smiled 7,047-yard South course.
shyly.
The players shift courses for
Aaron, a former Masters the second round, then play
champion who had to qualify the last two over the Seuth.
to get in this event, fought the
"It was probably a big
winds — estimated by one advantage, as much as 3 or 4
tournament official at 50 mph shots, to be playing on the
in gusts — and the biting cold North today," said the 47for a leinder-par 69 that made year-old Casper. "A realistic
him a 2-shot leader after par today probably would
Thursday's first round of the have been 73-4 on the North,
1250,000 Andy Williams-San 77-8 on the South."
Diego Open golf tournament.
The wind was fierce.
"I was just trying to get in,"
It actually plucked the
said the 41-year-old Aaron, flagsticks from the cups on
who hasn't won since the 1973 three holes. Several portable
Masters at Augusta, Ga. "I've toilets were blown over.
never thought of myself as a
As an example of the
good cold weather player, -strength of the gusts, Tom
but," and he smiled again, "I Watson played the 522-yard,
guess you don't think about par 5 first hole on the North
that when you're shooting 69." Course, the first hole he's
Tied for second at 71 were played this season, with a
Casper, Jones, McGee and driver, another driver and a
Victor Regalado. Those five, five-iron, and was short of the
the only men able to break par green.

Prep Basketball

"Everybody is falling by the
wayside — except us,"
Ransey said of the Big Ten
race.
The Buckeyes, 12-4 overall,
now have their longest conference winning streak since
1971, and Ransey has scored in
double figures in 47 consecutive games.

Currin Signs
With Racers

(most exhoust pipes too)

es
ter
se•

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
SAN DIEGO — The players
fought for balance and leaned
•inthowIlser-V171ittN -Mitt
whipped off the Pacific and
lashed the tees and greens
jutting on headlands over the
white-capped surf.
They talked not of birdies
and pars but of survival-. was
actually
frightening," said 47-year-old
Billy Casper, his portly bulk
bundled under two sweaters
and a windbreaker.
"It was a survival test,"
said Grier Jones.
"The toughest conditions
rve played in," said Jerry
McGee.
"1,'ve played in higher winds
and'colder weather, but for

after the Deacons' bench sea
hit with a technical, and
finished with 23 points.
UCLA went on an 11-2 spurt
midway in the first half to take
a 22-12 lead en route to a
surprisingly easy win over
Washington State in the
Pacific 10 Conference. Brad
Holland scored 22 points and
Kiki Vandeweghe had a
career-high 21 as the Bruins,
13-3 overall, took over the top
spot in the Pac 10 with a 6-2
record. The Cougars are
second at 5-3.
Ronnie Lester, who scored
17 points, quarterbacked a
delay that began with 10
minutes remaining as Iowa
upset Illinois in the Big Ten.
Iowa led 34-29 at the half and
went up 46-37 on William
Mayfield's basket with 12:22
left. Lester then WA over the
ballhandling chores in the
Hawkeyes' stall, and Iowa
built its lead to 57-45 on two
free throws by Mayfield with
11:13 left in the game.
Illinois, 16-3 and 4-3 in the
Big Ten, went nine minutes in

steering systems • Most US. cars,
some Imports

Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever corniss first.

Lube & Oil Change'
Helps Protect Moving Parts

$588

Natioual Football league
LOS ANGELES RAMS— Named Dan
Fladakovich.offensive line coach.

P165/75613,
P165i80814,
P165/80115 blackwall
plus $1.65, $1.72 or
82.09 F.E.T.and old fire

Snow Tire
RETREADS!
Deep-Biting
Lugs For
Traction
When You
Need It Most.

• Chassis lubrication and oil change • Please
call for appointment • Includes light trucks

includes up to Li
roaior brand 10 30 c.
Oil filter extra if need.d

Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first.

OVC Box
At Evansville, lad.
TENNESSEE TECH 73
Abuts 2 2-2 6. Troute 73-4 17, Kanapiel 6 34 15, Howell 35421.!Atka 1 1-2 3, Chadwell
1 2-24. Patterson 1 6.02, McNish 0 34 3.
Johnson 1 042,Roberts00-00. Treats 27 1925 73
EVANSVILLE,.
Anderson 6 1-2 13, Bullock 3 5-5 11,
Olsthoorn 554 15, Barns 3 5-6 IL Watley 7
34 17, Long 00.00. leaf 4 4-4 12, McGhee I
1-3 3. Hallstrom 1 0-0 2, Kelly 2 0-0 4.
Tewksbury 0 0-0 0, Sherwond 0 2-2 2.
Weston 0 0-0 0 Totals 32 26-34 90
Halftime—Evansville 42. Tenn Tech 29
Fouled out—Howell, Olsthoorn, Weston
Total fouls Tenn Tech 27, Evansville 25
A-4,206

Ashe Upsets
No.2 Vac's
PHILADELPHIA — Tenthseeded Arthur Ashe upset No.
2 seed Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina, 6-3, 7-5, to gain the
quarter-final round in the
$250,000 U.S. Pro Indoor
Tennis Championship.
In other matches, top.---/seeded Jimmy Connors, the
defending champion, defeated
Wojtek Fibak of Poland 6-4, 76; John McEnroe lopped Hank
Pfister, 6-2, 7-6; Vitas
Gerularitis defeated Johann
Kriek of South Africa, 4-6, 6-2,
7-5; Harold Solomon. beat
Gene Mayer 6-4, 2-6, 6-1, and
Roscoe Tanner defeated
Eddie Dibbs. 6-7.6-2, 6-2.

Transmission Service
Helps Protect Your Automatic
Transmission

'17

.Drain and replace transmission fluid • Install new
pan gasket iv Replace transmission filter, when
equipped • Adjust linkage and bands, where applicable • Most U.S. cars, some imports
Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first.

$
26
88
Additional parts and services
extra if needed.

Brake Service-Your Choice

$6

88

Helps Maintain Stopping Power

2 WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install
4-WHEEL DRUM. Install new
OR
',ont brake pads and grease
brake lining. all 4 wheelS• New
•—Resurface front rotors
front grease seals • Resurface
•'
pack front wheel bearings
drums • Repack front bearings
Additional parts and services
•
ipect calipers and hydrau
extra if needed
• Inspect hydraulic system •
vstem • Add fluid (does
Add fluid.
Most U.S. cars, most Datsun
r
include rear wheels)
Toyota, VW
Warranted 12 months or 12,000 miles, whichever Cornet first.

Choose 6.95.14. 6.50-13.
A76-13, or 5.60-1S elacswa,i
plus 444 to SOc F 0.1 tepee
Mg on Size. No trade needed'

Blacliwall
Size

PRICE

Plus F E.T.
N. Trade
Needed

D78-14
G 78- 1 4
H78-15

$20
$26
$26

510
590
590

OUR

Whitewalls $2.50 more.

*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted for at least 90 days or 3.000 miles.
whichever comes firSt — many services, much longer It warranty
service is ever required, go to the Goodyear Service Store where the

original work was performed If, however, you're more than 50 miles
from the original store, go to any of Goodyear's 1500 Service Stores
nationwide

9 AMICK Goodyear

Just Say Charge It 1....

121 S. 12th St.

Murray, Ky.

chorge'v'Account

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master
,Charge • Visa • American,
Express Card • Carte Blanche • ()inert Club • CaSh

Store Manager Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.

Goodyear Service Store
Store Nedra: 730 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. laily - Open Friday Veil 1:00 p.m.

•

Phone
753-0595

THE MI KRAL Ky., LEDGER & TIMES

...Attend Church

HOME FEDERAL
•

11411;!:

0A• ks3OCIATION

12th & Main - Murray,Ky.

Attend The Church Of YOUT Choice

Max Keel
1106 Coidwiner It

EMS ROWS
Werielpliervicv
Emaring Worahip

lel Air Center

Ideraleg Wontup
Eleming Worship

10:46am•

II.Ma-NL
p.m.
7:0p.m

MG WONG
Mortung Worsl
irpal
en1.4 Woratup
111011T161106
Morning Worship
Et,ening Worship

Boyd's Auto Repair

MAUL BAPTIST
iderfing
crening w
Wenh
0TAIP
ip

Gerald lirrni-Oarawr
•Cemplee• Ansaiatic Tramaiiisioe Santini
yaw
-'

POPLAR
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Werth 12th Street
NO
510-111isirs
61111111 a.m.-/ I p.m
Fri. & SM.
0:0 a.m.-10/Waglit

Murray Auto Auction
Thursday

Roy.541,limo, Ky.

mu

Wodamiley Threning

Shop For The
Entire Family

EMPTY HOUSES

111113mh

FOIST WSW
liarsiag Worship
Worship
Emaing

•

1/ 00 M
7 00 P 50

Rudy LoviTt-OWOW AO
_______:-

lhorr 1. somethuig
ahem ma
rotpi. how., *idiom the ..ansalt and Lem
et • lama.,,• home I. wedge. hag• hallow
.hell tilled with memories of happier dint

-

11 00 ass.
7 00 p.m.

7:31pm.

ires-e
ziNeups

GRACE BAPTIST
Samdny School
45 a m
Niantiog vreeeMp
3645 a.m
Wars. 3:3111.6:01p.m.

Ikeedifust Served
kW &MAIM,Oa.

Carroll Tire Service
iniffurfALI

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th

1105 Pogue

Phone

753

1489

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Meeting, Kw Conditioning, Sheet hIsts1
Chestnut

753-4432

111181.11"
116WWFUerillito
EsawieWerahlp

NOM:

(inane veu VT
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

America's Favorite
Drive-le
641 North

Hwy

753-900'2

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM- MGR.
cr Ski Boat sod Poatoen Beat Rental
Ky. Ialse Steno Perk
_

Ph.474-7245

'It's Finger lickin' Good"
Try Om Delliciews Lief ma Nam smituirms
Sycamore at 1 2tio
Call in Orders 753-7101

Murray Cablevision
Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

11 00 am
7 00p m

OUSTWUT soini GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 CM.
Morning Worship
1 00• m.
LIDINTTNI MOSIONAIT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 03a m
Preaching
)1 00a in 08 00p in
Wednesday night
7 00 p in
SPRING(HEX
BAPTIST MIMI
Morning Worahlp
11'00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m
ST. 10111/ BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10.45 a m
Sinday School
M a rn.
DEXTER BAPTIST
Wednesday Service
Sunday School
Worship Service
Sunday Nat.

aeons
6 30 p.m
10 00a m
11 00 a.m
6 30p m

pre POOVIDENCE

Sunday School
Service
Nightly Service

111 a.m.
11•.m
0 p.m

EASTWOOD BAPTIST C3111.131 t
Sunday School
10.00 sun
Morning Worship
II:10a m
Evening Worship
7:110p.m
Wednesday Evening
7:1111p.m.
_

Christian
Let us Entertain You
Murray

Theatres
Murray Memorial Gardens
Mousoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

The
c'W41 PEOPLES
MURRAY

BANK
NY.

nest anntims
Warship Darvires

753-7175

Myr roe i Most Complete Deportment Store

753-3404

MANUFACTURERS OF
SAFETY GLOVES
AND APPAREL

753-7781

THE SAGER GLOVE
CORPORATION
TIM R.416 $t. Murray
Compliments of

TAYLOR SEED CO.
753-5742

Captain D's

10.45a.m.,S:SOp.m.

„seafood

111 N. 12th

Church of Christ
NEW PIOVIDENCI
Morning Worship
11 00•.m
Evenuig Worship
1:30 p.m.
UNIVIIISIT1 -Morning Worship
LehWa.m.
Evening Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Worship Service
Wed Worship

10 a.m
10 45• m 11pm
7 30 p.m.

Wm AMWAY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10- 30am.
6 00 p.m.

UNION sport

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10 Ma in.
6 00p In

matins a Portal

ST. LW CATNOLK

CiViCS
Sunday Masses in ,11 a m .4 30p in
Saturday Maul•30 p.m

MURRAY CIIIMKN
Sunday School
9:45airi.
Worship
16:45 a.m.
11. Worship
5- 15 p.m.
Evening Worship
6.10p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7.00p.m.
LOOM GeOwt MOO
Naming Worship
11:00am
Sinday School
10:011a_m.
Evening Worship
5311p.m.
0 Y P S. Worship
5:411p.m.
Wednesday Evening

Presbyterian

NNW COMM
Morning Service
Evening Worship

MITT
Sunday School
Worship Service

111:3111am
CM p.m

NOON PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1:45 am
Weratup Service
1106a m

mom

atmeastAND
10.00 a.m
11 10a.m.

OM INNIM
Sunday Schoer--:
10-01a.m.
Worship Services
II a.m.,7 p.m
MOMIT PUASANY
Morrang worsinp
11•60a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p_m
FIRST PRENITTUDAN
Church S,-hooi
311.m
Worship Service
10 45 a.m

mai

COLDWATER
Morning Worship
Slam.10
Evening Worship
1:110 p.m.
11111111311
Of MIST
Sunday School
10-00am.
Morning Worship
1110am.
Evening Woraup 7 00 p.m (Sunday &
Wednesdays)
10-Main.
11 -00a.m.
S 00p.m.

111/40 INIONTS
WNW%Weed*
Itemaksalleedila
7:10e.as
MEHL w COMM
School
10:10 a.m.
Services 11:1111SAL,$:ie
CEIEWABT
bade,*boot
107111
Iferditp bribes 11.411CM.,7 MI p.m.

=

BUST MMUST
Sunday School
morning Worship
&Deily Evening
TIMM Mite

S:e,

WOO a m
11 00 a m
7 00 p m
7-00pm

INWARDS CNAPti
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Worship Service
II:00a.m
Evening Worship
7:00p.m
FIRST
Sunday Worship io.oes.m. aitasp.m.
7:00p.m.
T'aes & Thurs.

nano

ST. MIMI EPISCOPAL
Worstup Hour
9 45 m
Mach School
11 00 a in
IMIAANVIR LUTINIAN
Sunday School
S 15 a m
Morning worship
10 10 a in
WORN DAT ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 10 Slain
Worship Service
Sat 9 IS. m

Miller Funeral Nome
Hazel,Ky.

Sunday School
Worship

UNITED 10.00 a.m.
11 00 a.m.
MAIMS MARL IMMO
Worshm Service
9:111a.m.
Daiday School
10 Slain.

492-8758

Beale Hardware
'Serving Yee Sines INT"
Blue Grass-

Menhirs*
Case I Soak hives

214 Mai h.

753-1543

15% oinic p

INIMPENDOKS 111111111
Sunday School
10• NIam.
Morning Worship
11.0111a.M. MEDICARE
BMW METED
Sunday School
10 •00 mm. DISCOUNT
Morning Worship
11
a.rn.
Evening Worship
7:1111 p.m.
753-8302
COLDWATER MIND
Worship Service 11111
ut & hid
Sunday., 10.00 am. 3rd
4th, Sunday
School 10.00am 1st Ind Sunday, 11 - OD
am 3rd 4th Sunday

-The PrescriptIoN So( whits'

TEMPLE NILE INDITES
Morning Worship11:01am
Sunday
II Nam

WincheSter

MST MITIDOWST
451116:50am

INSSELS OIAPIL RENTED
Sunday School
10:IN MITI.
Morning Worship
1100am
LYNN GROVE
9 45a in
Worship Service
I0 45. ni
Church Sc-hool
MIDI:BST
aura,School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
II 00. in
Evening Services: Worship
6 30 p.rn

FREE
DELIVERY

iffm-tust, AMC.

5th ST

104 N

MURRAY,

[PRINTING
Services

The Busuiesi.ii ian s Choi,e
For Fine Ltinting•

102 N. 4th

753-5397

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nehme Os.Mr.6. W. Owned.Sept.
753-0371

Highest

*ZAMA
DEXTER-KARDIN UNITED
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00a.m,6 00pm
Worship
MT. IMI*0111
Worship Service 10 00 a m 1st Sunday &
11 00 •.m. 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
11.00 a.m. lit Sunday - 10 00 a.m Encl.
3rd.Is 4th Sunday
07. Mem
Worship Service 10
a m 2nd Sunday.
11:00 •in. 4th Sunday. Sunday School
10:00 am. la, Net & 4th Sunday 11 00
am.2nd Sunday.

BETHEL OWED
Morning Worship
4 30 a in
Sunday School
)0 30a m
1st It 3rd Sunda) Night
6 00 M.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 Warn
2nd 11, 4th Sunday Night
7 Sap m

This Page Made Possible
By Those

11110V AN'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
1430•.m
Bible Lecture
30 am

Complimentsof

10
1 00
ML
am

WAYMEN OIAPR
AME 011/1101
Morning Services
10.45 a.m.

OMISSION'SPEW
SWIM
Farmer Ave and 17th St.. Murray, Ky .
n
,cla
ncrs 11 00 a rn. Testimony meeting
Wedricsdaylpm

7534383

COLES CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
111-00

--UMW 310 OMAN AVE.
=or
dip
1000 In.
7 OS pin
MMAMATUA OIRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
1112 Mee
Services
Monday & Thursday
- 30 p m
Stuart Small Pastor

Worship
Sunday School

Worship

Pentecostal

Of BOO

Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

amegi
_ounleLona_m.

Worshirrrvi
!
a
c Ulf"11111"1
10,
•1211.
)
1:111&
m.,
Sunday School

10 Miis
4.1111p.m

PLEASANT UMW
Morning Warship
11:1111am
Evening Worship
I:01pm
SECOND STIED
Morning Worship
111:45ami.
Evening Worship
11:10 pm.
FRIEMPSIIIP
Sunday School
11:10
Morning Worship
11:0a.m.
OATH CNUIKI
01
1001
Bible Study
10 50
A . M Worship
P.M. Worship
600
Mid-Week
7 00

HAZEL UMW MITNOINST
Worship
10•00a.in
Sundayphi
Asows
School

17141

Worship Service
Evening Worship

AMMO
MURRAY 01/ISTLUI FILIOWS01101
Worship
10 30 a in
ilible School
S 10 am
Evening Service
600 pin
MIRO Of FOOS CIUMST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman ri World Bldg
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Evening
Service
4 30 p at

Methodist

Nazarene

meadtm Far

Central
Shopping
Center

Owner

Lynn Grove Rd.

twat

Kentlickw fritti Chau

NW ION

11:19001.

LONE OAK 1110A IT1Y1
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
10 30 a m
MUM* BAPTIST
Semelay School
10 10. m
Woritup Service
11 Warn
Evening Service
6 00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Services
11 00. in
Evening Services
6 00p m
FAITW BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 CO:, in
Evening Worship
6 30 p m

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

7ss:7
WRECKER &WYK!

Railroad Ave.

1110101110117171MIW1U 1111,7157
- Sainday School
•le
Worship
11 00 a.m.

'20TS.3fir

1
0
-_-_

Farmer's Grain &
Seed Company

OWINT OMNI
MorniagWarship
a
Evenifiellarlhip 5 /0 p in.111:
At.

Funeral Nome

--

Tom Maas kleclim..,

_

753-6450

:I.:

suosa MEI

%Lai N. Churchill

10

....-

500S.4th

KIMSEY BAPTIST
Allenims Worship
1 1 :111116•11.
INNINSWorstup
7:36p.m.
11111101141ilinelf_____
Monibig Worship
am
Evenise4Worstup
6-00 p m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening woraup
7 00 p.m
nun sar7167
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p in
Milt CORNER
Morrung Worship
11 50. in
Everung Worship
7 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Everting Worship
6 15p m
SALEM ROME
Monism Worship
11:16aNi.
Even!!g Worship
7:
Marais.Worship
EveniesWorship

=
---7
--

Building Supplies Inc.

Attend Church

Regularly

Night

Rickman &
Norsworthy

u
or tooneose you love, nu thie
Ar.criplboa. •Orod the church of your choke
dii• .eek. Ilt.-rro.is,ill iiime the emptifilled with the lose of
,tos feel
Cod.

11001rn
6 30 p m

-

T

people are lac empty hemem.
The, 'ern, to have bide Imlay theamelvee
them in Moe. of miss. 71my
le
•.o.irot of •alue, to make them whole
rupl,
leek the warmth mod
love that faith in God can brie&
Some

11:Masa.

sytim

753-7111

Carl Howard

11:50a4m.
1:11p.m.

MISSIONANT

ITEST
Manlecianins
iontitp

Acres of
Free Parking

•Campine Tenet* I Repair Service

Tear Casmpiete Tire Service Canter
"We Service Them All - Large or Smell-

Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference S. Inspirational Books
Confer of SquareC.Sp.c0pnimpat
753.7722

Radiate;8, Auto Gloss Service

Keel Purchase Tire

IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

0/ohmanh

204S 1?It

AN INVESTMENT

Supporting

Sunday Moffett - 11 to 2
wy.641

South

753-5986

Gallimore's Restaurant
Speciallzing in Catfish 0-n -,ors
We Cater To Parties

Hazel, Ky.

492-9785

Compliments of

Pagliai's Pizza
510 Main St.

753-2975

WNW PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
I 454 rn.
Morning Worship
IS 45• m
Evening
7 00o us
STORIIII CHAPEL VINT=
Sunday School
10 00 a M
Morning Worship
11 00a en

Firms

ZWA.
of Murray

Compliments of

Calloway Monument Works
bide* Memoriais

7531962

Compliments of

DIM Auto Supply

Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

And Equipment

So. 12th St.

.Auto Glass Installed.

753-4563

Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.

AI: Cmaitiemem Heinen C

nil liefreperiniew

12th &

chestnut. 759-4646

401 Olive - 753-5312

East Main Street

Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SMELL Olt PRODUCT
S
M.e'v
Sev.w Calle•as Groves
151 1113
Ind C•ehtle Couottet

West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen 8. Seers, Gen.

Hendon's Service Station

Manager

CLOSED ON SUNOAT'S
PHILLIPS 6.6 PRODUCT

Sae veva Graves. Callewes Merslsa. Catisk (ousit41
Homy Cs , Toga.

COMPLIMENTS

Paschall Truck Lines

or 247-4350

Rutledge Funeral Home
'Serving Murray for 25 Years"

753 1717
I15 line St

Pete and Anthony Rutlege
753-3452 or 7534965

75'4-1)40

Kentucky lake

Phone 753-1713

• 753-4351

Murray, Ky.

Building Blocks I Ready Wiz Concrete

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

Murray Electric System

Rt . 4

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

Ward-Elkins
403 Maple

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 7534181
SO2 Chestnut

Pius Hut
•Plus•Pasts•Ssiiihrielms

Bel-Air Shopping Center

God Is Love

''Go To Church Sunday'

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Storey's
Food Giant

West Kentucky Rural Electric

No Ilth

Street

Phone 753-1921

Sam Calhoun Plumbing Electric
Sales and Service
Phew* 753-5802

205 N 4th St.
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Headquarters Move
Ordered For TVA
Knoxville Offices
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. t AP) referring to a residence for
- Only three years into a 20. legal purposes."
The argument, in part, was
year lease, the Tennessee
Valley Authority has been over whether "principal ofits fices" means "headquarters"
move
to
ordered
headquarters from Knoxville, or just "offices."
Tenn., to Muscle Shoals, Ala.
Butler said TVA's attorneys
US. District Judge Frank would "take a look at the
McFadden issued the moving ruling and take whatever
order Thursday on a suit filed steps they deem appropriate."
in 1977 by then-Alabama
McFadden's order affects
Attorney General Bill Baxley. more than 3,000 employees
McFadden said, "The TVA working at TVA's $12 million
is enjoined from located or Knoxville office complex. The
maintaining the headquarters federal agency holds a 20-year
of the Tennessee Valley lease on a 3-year-old, twinAuthority in any place other tower building downtown.
than the immediate vicinity of
TVA Board Chairman S.
Muscle Shoals, Ma•"
David Freeman said, "After
Muscle Shoals, in northwest we read the opinion, depenAlabama, is the location of ding on what it says, we will
TVA's National Fertilizer undoubtedly have something
to say about it." •
Center..
Bailey's suit, filed March
TVA supplies electric power
16, 1977,said the congressional to consumers in Tennessee,
act setting up TVA in 1933 Virginia, Kentucky, North
specified that its headquarters Carolina, Georgia, Alabama
be established at Muscle and Mississippi.
Shoals.
Baxley, now practicing law
in Birmingham, said earlier
suits against TVA over the
headquarters issue were
thrown out of court on
technical grounds.
"The courts never would
COLD SPRING,Ky.(AP)—
rule on the law itself. They
would throw it out on a Veterans' Administration
technicality. That's why I health programs will be
wanted to handle it myself," starved by President Carter's
1980 budget, according to
Baxley said.
He said the suit was "just officials, of the Disabled
personally American Veterans.
something I
The $20.5 billion budget
wanted-to cb TOT a Tong time
because I felt like TVA was request for the Veterans
wrong about it and I felt like Administration "will result in
Itnite-lobs_strautd bc:itc:rorttin3ted-777.:Murat'
Alabama instead of being in deterioration of the nation's
veterans' programs unless the
Knoxville."
The government agency has budget is increased by
offices in Muscle Shoals for its Congress," according to Billy
Division of Power Utilization Hightower, national cornof mender of the 600,000-member
and
the "Division
organization headquartered
Environmental Planning.
TVA here.
In
Knoxville,
''The administration is
spokesman Mike Butler said
the agency would wait to using the sick and disabled
comment extensively until it veterans as scapegoats in its
had received and studied the anti-inflation drive,"
order. But he said TVA will Hightower said, adding that
maintain "principal offices in his organization plans to seek
the vicinity of Muscle Shoals." increases in these benefits in
He added:. "Traditionally,. line with the Cohsumer Price
we've considered the law to be Index during the current
a jurisdictional provision session of Congress.

New Budget Will
Starve VA Health
Plans, Says Official

POETRY ART STUDY — Murray Middle School seventh graders studying poetry were
helped by Jean Geurin, art teacher, in displaying their original poems. The students
illustrated their poems on one side of a disc, wrote their poems on the other and
laminated the shape. The finished products were assembled into a mobile. Shown
reading their classmates'oris are,from leftWeite Rushing,Lori Wynn,Robert Perrin
and Robert Marquardt.

By MALCOLM N.CARTER
hair 'to match her clothes.
Associated Press Writer
She is, except for the hurt in
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) her eyes, like almost any
— For 9-year-old Rebecca toddler.
Holmes, today is a day like
But Rebecca Holmes is no
any other in her new life: the toddler. She is 9-years-old, and
love and care of her foster her pediatrician says she may
parents, a cheerful, room, a never catch up.
"The prognosis for her
day of play.
Her natural parents faced walking fairly normally is
another kind of day: an ap- good," Dr. Joel Widelitz said.
pearance before a Superior "The prognosis for her inCourt judge that could bring a tellectual development has got
maximum of three years in to be guarded.
"It would seem to me it's too
jail for having imprisoned
late to expect her to catch up
their little girl at home.
The common-law husband and be normal intellectually.
and wife — Alice Hernandez, On the other hand, she has
32, and Daniel Holmes, 34 — progressed rapidly.
were. convicted last month of
child endangering.
They never admitted to
hiding their daughter,- but
relatives said they hadn't seen
Becky since soon after her
• birth.
The couple also denied
telling the Los Angeles County
_Sherifrs Department that the
mother, who had given up
Adjusted family income is
another child for adoption,
resented the girl. Instead, no longer a factor in deterthey said, they were doing all mining eligibility of students
they 'could for a child with to obtain loans from private
lenders
through
the
severe medical problems.
Guaranteed
Student
Loan
Becky's story began to
•
unfold last April 18, when Sgt. Program (GSLP).
Johnny McDougal, director
Miriam Travis and Deputy
John Rondina of the Sheriff's of student financial aid at
Department responded to a tip Murray State University, said
like hundreds of others. They the Middle Income Student
found Becky in urine-soaked Assistance Act of Nov. 1
clothes, asleep on a hard cot in specifies that family income
information is no longer
her parents' bedroom.
"She was almost like an necessary for a guaranteed or
federally insured student loan.
animal," Travis said.
"Students otherwise eligible
Her .world then was the
bedroom and its closet, in for such a loan through the
which she was kept for untold GSLP automatically qualify
hours. Now Becky lives in a regardless of adjusted family
income for loans disbursed
spacious foster home.
'She's gone from nothing to after Nov. 1," he explained.
McDougal added that
where she's at — that's a hell
of a lot of progress in my lenders and schools are adbook," Becky's foster mother vising students that they
said in the suburban house should not complete questions
where she has vared for 55 on GSI.P applications relating
• children in the last 14 years, to family income. No income
Since Becky's rescue, she information will be requested
has gained 12 pounds and on new application forms.
Law still requires that a
grown 6 inches. But she is still
as a condition of
borrower,
a mite,for she weighed only 24
pounds and stood only 32 in- receiving federal interest
benefits, must submit a
ches tall last April.
When she was found, Becky statement to the lender from
couldn't even crawl; now she the school which sets forth the
walks. Then, she knew only a student's estimated cost of
few words — now she speaks attendance and financial
in sentences. Once trapped in assistance that has been
her own • filth; - her skin awarded.
An amendment to the law
blistered by diaper rash, she
now uses the toilet. She wears provides an additional congay ribbons in her curly red dition for deferment of a

"I don't know about her
growth. I don't think she could
catch up to normal, but it's
very impressive so far. I don't
know of any way to predict
whether that's going to continue."
Widelitz said the most
striking thing about Becky
was that she once never cried.
"It was almost as if she had
been taught not to cry or as if
she had learned the consequences," he said.
The doctor says Becky may
have a mild case of cerebral
palsy, but that alone could not
have prevented her from
walking.

Glenda Jeffrey, director of food services for Murray City Schools paid a visit to Carter
fourth grade students of Eunice Mills, recently. The class has been studying food and
nutrition. Other activities have included menu planning, constructing posters and.
vocabulary study. From left are Doug Monsky, Fonda Beach, Mrs. Jeffrey, Melissa Mc:::
•
Cutcheon and Ben Yoo.
•
•
Photo by Kaye Peebie.4:

Senate Caucus Okays Modified!
Bill Reducing Traffic Fines 1.
By HERBAIT SPARROW
"Of course we want to voirk
costs in contested cases from
Associated Press Writer
$27.50 to $20. In non-contested as quickly as we can anct,:as
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
cases where the traffic fine is best we can, but there iS):110
A modified bill to., reduce
pre-paid, the costs would be date for adjournmed,"
traffic fines has been endorsed
reduced by $2.50 for speeding Richardson said. "As far -es I
by the Senate Democratic
offenses and by $12.50 for am concerned, there is no date
caucus. But the decrease will
we have to be away from
other violations.
not be as much as originally
here."
The
House
Highways
and
proposed.
Richardson suggested the
The Democrats Thursday Traffic Safety Committee was
nekt
work
threw their weight behind a expected to vote on a similar legislators
normally • a
committee substitute for bill today. The measures are Tuesday,
reducing fines that was expected to come up for a vote legislative holiday in Or
reported favorably earlier in in the two houses early next servance of Franklin b.
Roosevelt's birthday, instead
the day by the Senate week.
Judi
-airy-Courts Coiiimittee.
d of the following Saturday grstd
eed
Committee chairman, Sen. theMS
ernawfat
te DeCS-ocullrvratsana
He said he felt
William
Sullivan,
D- during their caucus to shoot
lierniernoilr_sa4Tsiewilitg _a,. _for enttirli the speaial.TVinTi Legtstatare was on!
abide- by by the end of next week, requiredDemocratic senators "feel the. agreeing to meet on Saturday, legislative holidays durthg
regular sessions j.and not
committee substitute on fines Feb. 3, if necessary.
Sessions — although
special
is a reasonable approach."
However, House majority
Senate Bill 1 originally floor leader Rep. Bobby they did observe too
would have removed the Richardson,
D-Glasgow, legislative holidays last week.
entire $15 increase on
minimum
traffic
fines
adopted by the 1978 General
Assembly.
However, Sullivan said the
committee substitute would
reduce the fines by only ;5
across the board. It also would
reduce court costs, however,
resulting in a net reduction of
$17.50 in some cases.
The bill would reduce court

'Free For The Asking
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

Kurt Waldheirn, Austrian
diplomat,
was
elected
secretarygeneral of the
United Nations in 1971, succeeding retiring U Thant.

• GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
SERVICES
Sunday:
Bible Classes
Worship
Worship
Wednesday: Bible Classes

Family Income No
Longer Factor
In Student Loans
guaranteed- or federally insured loan during any period
the borrower is pursuing a
training
rehabilitation
program for disabled individuals which has been
approved by the U.S. Commissioner of Education.

discouraged any talk of ending
The Senate caucus also
by that time.
discussed a proposal to lingt
"There has been talk about property tax revenues to -4
adjourning," Richardson told percent of the previous yeaes
the House during a brief collections but took no action.
"It was the consensus they
regular session.
tell you
when we adjourn is when we want to wait and see what t&
House does," Sullivan said.'
get through with our work.

10:00a.m
10:45a.m
6.00 p.m
7.00p.m.
t!FtRA Y

South of Murray on
Old Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206

VISITING LECTURER — The Illinois Basin, the major oil producing area of Southern
Illinois and West Kentucky, was the discussion topic recently between Dr. Paul Potter,
right, a University of Cincinnati geologist, and earth sciences students at Murray State
University. Shown with him, from the left, are: Sandy Moore, Crossville, Ill.; Doug
Reynolds, Owensboro; and John Hohman, Brookport, Ill. Potter was on the Murray
campus as a visiting lecturer.

Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO(1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch.7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You"

Believe that our business is more than money.
It's people helping people.

Security Federal

•••

I' 1(
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...WKMS Schedule...

Schedule For The Week Of Jan. 27 - Feb. 2
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
,

WIWI 2

WSIL-3

74111-kereby
600- Gospel Nr.
. $:3S-b. of Soper6:U- Marie
ftienis
liglic- kw*
$:30-Choi. a Sewer1040-FOsfit.C.
111:21-Pbb Pee*,
fries*
11 40-Speed
10:00- Fengfece
11:311-111nademed
10:30-Poi Psalter
of
12:310-beakethall
11 :$1- sef 1•
2:30- his Ilwadars
Meseta
COO- World ef Spes.
11:30- landstand
5:30- 1111 Done
12:30- basketball
114111- lawrown Web
2:30-Pre Seeders
7:1111-Delft Neese
400- World of Spits.
7:30-Illefter
5:3111-11ewseretek
11:011-Line Beeii
11:00- lees Berney
940-Penton Wel
7)11111- letter
loll-N...
7:30-Cart., Ce.
It:15-News
1:00- Lew Seel
9:00 _ surtoo,isinif
10:3111- lack Concert
1215-N,..
10:00- Nowsoratek
10:XI- Mavis
12:30- Nein
12:45- Movie
3:00- Newsweek
3:31- Movie
5:00- Mery Griffin

WSM-4
sas-ker, USA
Iii IS-feria *gee
Ili311- beep Pests
740-Gulag Goof-bps
7:30-imeastic 4
$111111-411111111111
PSI-belly Deck
1040- Veld's
11 All-fie.limMon
1 1 :1111- bey Oly Maws
1 2:11111-Mayme Doi*
12311- lasbeffall 11161s. vs.!....
2:30- beediethedl Notre
Dime at Marykeed
4:30-Porter Weems/
5:55-Pep Gees The Cs.
5:31- Nashville lbw
6011-Scene et 6
630- Bert's Moshe&
7:4111-Gbips
MN- Mee*
1000-Scow at 10

KFlIS-12
•6:MI-Seenriee
bile-Nem
7:4111-Popp
LIM-Ow loamy
llISG•iS9:30-Tarim
11 40-Specs Aced.
11:30-Fal Abort
12:00-*Mimi

ii 3S

140-Sall. Matinee
2:Ill-Utile Rescals
2:30-*Mak Affairs
340- Andy Mamas
4141-Sports Spec.
y.5:011- Mews
530-lbws
640-Illee Nye
7 AM-bleite Shadow
1:11111- Movie
10441-116ews
1114110lCb-Delly
11:00-Gomm*
12:410-NPIville
1235- WI* II* Mai
12..45-News

lus

111:30-See. Night Live
12:50-Movie

TV GUIDE F
WNGE 2
6:011- Bleck Woman
6:30- TU
7:00- Neese of Wet.
Awns:in. Greco
8:00- Little Reseals
8:30- 3 Stooges
1:30-Rex lkisellearil
10:30- VIIoemismose lep.
11:30-News Coed.
12:30- T1A
1:00- TU
2:15-Ha
2:30-Linereacs Wellt
3:30- Alm*
5:30-Mid IMO=
6:00-11mdp Sags
' 740-8011beter Seim
Ills----1:0-1111woia •
10:01-11somille1
-_1k.11Alionefop

WSIL-3

W$1114

WPSD4

WTYF-5

11140-%wise Sent.
1141-fana Sliest
.'arl
7:00-Den Teel"
630-CV Tipe
6:30- Vie. Seep
740-Gesepl Neer
7:30- Day 0 Disc.
740-Gel Ubert1 lieell
1:00- Jimmy Seneeprt
141- James Iteihnen
7:30-Dennis
1:30- James Ulises
II:30- Orli Roberts
1:011- At Nome
9:00- Gospel Nr.
9:00- Oral Roberts
II:30-Da of Disc.y
10:00- Archies9:30-Two Rims
9:00- Gospel Sinew
10:30 -It Is Vhittee
1030
:-Asimals, Ube9:30-Din.io Faith
Ms
11:00- Teem Church
10:00- Nereid ef ire%
11:30- MI DOM
11:00- lames li Ans.
10:30-Com. Worship
12:00-awl* 11°ms
11:30-Divine Plen
11:00-Public Affein
12:15-SU Istk•tl°11
Club
12:00-700
11:30-Meet the Press
s ot
.-:
"
---NSA /akball
"
Telellew
12:00-Olyeellic 10eWiliam"
-*Ay
3:00
He-WfwW 91 511°'"
i)oolasketiall Menh
Geff
5:00-News
vette awl Nike
News
5:00
Club
5:30-700
3:00-Seertswerid
530- VITYF Reports
Tarim
Sooday Scoots
6:00-60 Mime*
1.40-111W1
3:31- Nevn
7:011 -/J IN lb,Fos.
1•700
_Dab_
----‘1111-D5seey
7:W-Aikel
TalaIllem
111:00-111wle
7:S0-IIy hoot Caw
3:00-Sip Off
10:00-Nevis
toseid
. 10:30- Game*/ 4146-1146 Noes
.
II:3°-°•"114110111
•1641111--cead et 10' - - 12:00- Nest Temp 111411- Movie
12:30-Cwwfw• Mud
12:30- WI* this Rill
1.00 News

-• .
KFYS-12

6:0-110011W1010---/ 51"-"Ill. Damill
'
Mem
.
7 AN-411101100
6:25
Owistopior
7:30-amp.finging
6:33- This Is Life
Lye_ puked Div.
7:2S- Nereid of Treth
1:1S-Ilsollho Oros.
7:55- News
1:JO-Clwieleplaes
11:410- News
1000-Chows Does
9:30-le Baptist
10:30- Medd ef Tref%
10:30-Face the Nation
1140-Ardmat
11:00-Mr. Magee
11:311- Meet the Press
1130-Cl,. Club
12:00-Special
12:01111-Ched. of Swan
1:00-Cal. Basketball
12:43-NSA Beskertleall
moots.al Nato
3:00-Aiedy Willianis
a:00_ses. worm
5:00- News
5:30- News
600- Walt Disney
74111-011 bolt
9:00--11161Sepe
10:00- Noes
10:30- lea Greene
1140- CP•ided 410
7-- -

- --

5:00-News
5:30- lbws
6:00-60 Mieretts
7:00-Al in the fem.
7:3141-Allwe
5:00-Ikvie
10:00-News
10:15-Mows
10:30- Goassooke
11:30-1.0K Up
12:00-News

Friday. January 2$
9 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. Karl Haas visits
Salzburg, the birthplace of
Mozart (first in a series of
two birthday programs for
Mozart).
Saturday, January 27
10 a.m. Folk Festival U.S.A.
The Twelfth
Annual
Pipestem Folk Festival
(repeat of last week's
program), featuring
traditional music and
poetry
of the
Appalachians.
Noon-National Press Club.
Evangelist Billy Graham
speaks and fields questions
from the Washrorfpress
corps.
9 p.m. Earplay - "Custer,"
Robert
Ingham.
by
Highlighted by music of
the period, a vivid retelling
of the life and last stand of
Custer.
10 p.m. Woman Made Music.
Blues singer Dimetra
Taliaferro Shivers.
Sunday, January 21
1 p.m. International Concert
The
Berlin
Hall.
Philharmonic
performs
Sibelius' Symphony No. 4,
Beethoven's Symphony no.
7. Herbert von Karajan
conducts.
3 p.m. Toscanbil. Rossini's
William Teii Overture,
Strauss' Blue Danube
Waltz, Brahrns' Hungarian
Dances and Sibelius'
Finlandia.
Andre
Kostelanetz is the intermission guest. ,
9p.m. Jazz Alive. Stan Getz is
among

WSM-4

WTVF-5

WPS0-6

KFYS-12

5:45- Woutlier
5:15-Co. boreal
5:30- Not For "0"
620-Weather
1
"
7:011- Moraine Anc
5:30 - Sunrise Sem.
5:53- Morning Der.
5:30-Carl Tipton
Only
630- News
1:0-700 bob
6:00- Breakfast Show
6:00
Ralph
Inteiry
6:00-News
6:00-Uttle Rasa*
7:00 - Today
7:00- News
10:30- FornelyFeed
7:00-Tidily
0:25-Cr.w Acres
7:00- Copt. lenearee
9,99- Phil Donahoe
11:00-Capt. Kangaroo
7:25 -Sews Twiny
6:55- News
1140-S20,000 Pyre.
10:00- Romper Room
0:00-111wWeP ml0
9:00- All in the fern.
7:30- Today Skew
7:00-Geed Morn. Lou.
I1:30-Sys Mops
8:30-Joker's WIld
I0:25- Pluto,511mIki
1:30-Price is Right
1:23 -Sews Today
9:00-AS in the Fab.
1100-Al My Children
10,30_ wheel of for- 10:30_ Love of Life
9:00-520400 Pyramid
II:30
Today
SboVI
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.
,
Iwo
9:30-Price
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One
Life
to
Live
1:00
Spines
9,30 _14ollywood
10:55-News
9:00-Phil Donahue
1 0:30- Le v•
af 11:411- Jeopardy
2:00 -Gen. Nospital
11:00- Toone S. Rest
1000- Nappy Days
10:00-Nip Rollers
tight
Edee
of
3:00
10:30- ramify Feed
Lifs/M144
"
114.$
11:30'
P smerd Plus
11:30-Search For To.
of Feu
11:00
04
*
1
Young
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News
10
:30
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Theatre
-61
12:00
3:30
MGM
11:00- Edge of *Pt
12:00- Farm Pict
tune
11:30Search
for
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or
Tea.
12:30Days
n.
11:30- Ryan's Rope
12:05-ws
Ne
11:00- leeperily
12:00- Tel the Troth
Lives
12:00- Al My Child.
12:30-World Turns
4:00-f-Jake MI
11:30-NOON
12:30- World Terns
1:30-Doctors
1:00-001 Life
1:30-Guiding Light
430-F-SeM Trani
12:30-Days of ow
1:30- Gniersol Light
2:00- Another World
2:00- Gen. Nrespital
2:30 -M•A'S'll
SAN- M-Directioas
Lives
2:30--M*A•S•N
3:00- Throe Stomps
"
ed Sgver" 3:00-Match Game
3:00 --11°41
1:30-Doctors
3:00-Match Gene
es
AFriends3:30-Tel
the Truth
2:00-Another World
4:00 _lime to$cid,
3:30-VIP*
Weed- 3:30-My Three Sons
3:30- Ire* Beech
3:00-Tem
A
Jerry
pecker
4:00-1za
4:30- Andy Griffith
4:00- INetriege F"'
3:30-Lost in Spice
4:00- bolsters
,
4:30-Brady Beech
5:00- Mows
5:00-Cross Wits
4:30-Sepermen
4:30- Adam Fern*
5,00-News
5.30-Defies Game
5-30-News
5:00- Bewitched
5:00-Carel A Friends
s;30 _ News
6:00- Newsweek
6:00-News
5:30-News
5:30-News
6:00-News
,
1 30 Crosswits
*6.00- Scare err 6
6.00-News

WNDE 2-

WSIL-3

5:35-Costs. Pets
7:00- YU
6:15- News
11:00- Pre Bowl
6:30-News
10:45- Newsweteb
.11:15-Peke Story
7:00- bebop
12:15- Mery Griffin
11411-Pep OW
I:15- Menwefel ---- TO:U-llinee '
1245-Sip Off
11:15-a..Id Scam
, .
12:05-News

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WTYF-5
WSM-4
7:00- Movie "Ileckstais. M. Os Illitio
10:11111-Sasea ad*
70130-lialila
L241-Tesiirow -

6:30-Newlyweds
7:00-YU
7311-YU
11:00-SK laskothall
111,00-News
10:30- The Cora _III_
Gress
12:30-Rockford
1:43-Till. TU
3:40-News
4:10-Sip off

WPSD-6
0:30-Per Geos the Co.
7:00-Meet.
10:00-News
10:30-Ky. Besketheill

KPIS-12
6:30- Piehlk *Rain
7:00-148*A'S'S
7:30-WIMP tri Cin.
0:05-Con.is Green
10:50-12 Reports

10:30-Movie
12:30-News

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WIDE 2

WSIL-3

WSM-4

7.00- Nappy Days
7.30- Laverne & Shirley
COO -3's Campery
$:30- Taxi
900- Starsky a. *Ode
10:00- Newswatch
10:30-Movie
12:30-16ewswetch
1:00-Sip Off

5:30-Cactus Pete
6:15-News
6:311- News
7:111- Nem Days
7:31- Lavery,1 Shiriey
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11:30- Tee
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10:00-New.
111:30-News Otesemp
12:10- News

7:00- 10110111101" if 11
"
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Circus
8:00 - Movie
-The
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10:00-Scow et 10
10:30- Teel*
12:10- Temerwra

WTVF-5

WPSD4

6:30-Newlyweds
7:00-Paper Chase
1:00_ wow

6:30-Demme fere°
7:11-MM Twain
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1040-News
10;30- May T. Meere
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10:00-News
10:30- twig*
12:00- Toeserrew

KFYS-12
6:30- Name the Twe
7:00-Paper Chew
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10:00-12 Report'
10:30-Movie
1:30-New

12:15-Illeneeek
2:00- News
2:30-Sip Off

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WIDE 2
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0:00 - Vegas
10:00- Newsweek
10:30- Peke Miaow
32:30- Newswedi
1:00-Sign Off

WSIL-3
5:30-Cacho Pete
6:15-News
0:35-News
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12:55-News
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700- Movie
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12:00- Tomorrow
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7:00- Nelli
11:00- One Day
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1040-12 Reports
10:30-Movie
12:30- News
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WIDE 2
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100- Mort I, lillady
5:30-Cecile' Pets
What's
New6:15- News
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1:30 - Soap
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10:00 Newswetch
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4:13_ News
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7:00- Nappy Days
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1010-News
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11111111P

WSM-4
7:00- Uttle Whew
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ICU-Tonight
1240- Temerrew

WrifF-5
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11:1411-1111weaby knew
IS-IS-New.
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:-Miry T. Meer,
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11:45-Celembe
1:15- News
1,45-Sip on

TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WSM-4
WTVF-5
7:40- Diff rent Stroke.
7:30- Bret A Sister'
1:15- Torsi**
5:35-Mel.. Larry
940-Sweepstalues
1104111-Scone is 10
14:31- Toahale
1241- Alkheight sir'

4,30 Newlyweds
1:00 Nowa.9hoomo
140 -Deb*
9.00- Dalas
., .
10:00- News
10t30-11871 1.1""
11 411- Movie
12:15- Needier'
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___1430 -*We_

WPSD-6
630- Marty lebbilms
7:1111- Grew Serer
MOO- Wiwi
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10,10_Tosior,
12:111111- Yeaserrew

WPSD-6 '
6:31- Femily feed
740- Wirral, Strokes
1:10,-.11tet. a 57111e1
100- Terwebee
1:30-*Be Larry
9,66.- Sweepstakes
10-00 - Nom
10:14 Teed*
12.00 Midnight.

KFYS-12
6:30- Wald of Ae.
7:011- Mr. None
9:00-Baruaby Jews
1040- 12 Repent
l0:35-Movie
12:00 - New
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6:30 - Medi Creme
-7:1111 - Weeder Weniem
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910- Dulles
1040-12 Illeporr:
ICU-Movie
1:31-Ohm
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tonight's performers.,_Bill

Monday, January 29
a.m.
Options
9:30

(

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WSIL-3

guests

Evans and Trio.

_

_
WINE 2

the

Education. Part 2 of "A
Day in the Life of a High
School Principal."
6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. The artistry of

Artur Rubenstein.
p.m. Racer
Warmup
followed by Murray State
vs. Tennessee Tech.
Tuesday, January 311
7:30 p.m. Spider's Web.
Animal Makeup Tales with
Mr. Dick.
8 p.m. Big Bands. Host Bruce

by
next month
when,
hopefully, the schools will be
able to be in session regularly.
MURRAY CITY
MURRAY 'HIGH-Monday-

submarine or grilled cheese;
Tuesday-chicken fried steak
or
pizza;
Wednesday--

parents after nearly 3thz years.
His family is warm and
receptive. It wants to make up
for lost time.
But for little Jonah Corelli,
home means torment. It is a
place where loving words and
reassuring gestures seem like
devilish jeers and -taunts.
Home is a place for the
hearing.
"And Your Name is Jonah,"
Sunday on CBS, is a fine
telling of the anger, hurt and
confusion endured by ordinary
people trying to cope with
extraordinary circumstances.
And these are good folks,
these fictional Corellis, proud
working class Americans who
suffer because they can't
understand.
And because they can't
quite cope.
Sally Struthers and JAmes
Woods are Jenny and Danny
e-collar New
Corelli, a
York couple' who try to
reintroduce t ir deaf son
Jonah into the mainstream of
their life. For Jonah, who is 7
when he returns home. 4 is
like a 'prison -- he can't
communicate and his family

TDE

Thursday, Feb. 1
9 a.m. Options. Family

final segment.
1 p.m. First Hearing. Commentary on new recordings by critics Martin
Bookspan and Edward
Downes.

Noon.

Styles:
how extended and contemporary family styles
work.

Radio Reader. The
Great Las Angeles Blizzard by Thom Racina.

1

p.m. BBC Promenade
Concert.
7:30 p.m. Spider's Web.

6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. A program devoted

to Schubert.
7:30

p.m. Spider's

Choices: Portraits
Great Women

Web.

11:23
1:25
4:30
5:00
J:30
6:00
6:30

7:00
:00

MCINDAY
TUESDAY
1,4EDNESDAY
Jan. 29
Jan. 30
Jan 31
-Orl
S-1,gn-cn
MIT10011
Afternoon
ernoon
Devotional
Devotional
Devotional
A Better
Human
Ladies DaY
Dimension
Way
FdCI.EFOCUS
-FOCUS
NEWS 11
NEWS. 11
-IEWS 11 _.
Advances in
Washington DePanoreaa 37
Health & Medicine bates: The Press
Sign-off
and the Courts:
A Charging
Competing Pm-. Society
ciPles
Sign-off
W-KIA
Sign-Off

of

A

THURSDAY
Feb. 1

FRI DAY
Pet 2
Si -or.
ere
Devotional
-Quest -for
Adventure
FMCS
IEVE- 11
Sportscone

srternoon
Devotional
Modern
Almanac

mar-

NEWS 11Pbcus on
Energy
Sign-off

Si

Is

-off

GUeei-appearing cn "Focus" this week will be:
Monday, January 29
1. Mike Perry, Director of Carpus Lights
2. Phillip Sparks, Assistant Dean of Environmental Sciences
3. Speech and Theatre, guests will be Dr. Bob McGaughey and
Dr. Bob Valentine
r
TUesday,
, January 30
1. Jim Johnson, Secretary of Chamber of Commerce
2. Political Science (weekly feature)
a.
Wednesday, January 31
1. David Earnest, English department book review (weekly feature)
2. Weekly Shopping Basket
3. History in Perspective (weekly feature)
Thursday, February 1
1. Richard Valentine, Director of Cammity Theatre
2. Gilbert Mathis, Economics department (weekly feature) --Friday, February 2
1. Mergaret Trevathan, Library Corner (weekly feature)
2. Pet-of-the--Week (weekly feature)
3. Murray Ministerial Association (Amay-Yeature)

)

spaghetti or ham sandwich;
Thursday-pizza or tacos;
Friday-roast beef or sloppy
joe. Hamburgers, hot dogs,
chili bar, salad bar, and a
variety of fruits, vegetables,
and salads are featured each
day.
MURRAY
MIDDLE-Monday-pizza or corn dogs;
Tuesday-hamburgers
or
barbequed chicken sandwich;
Wednesday--pizza or roast
beef sandwich; Thursday-hamburgers or fish sandwich;
Friday--pizza or beefaroni.
Dessert and a variety of fruits
and vegetables are served
each day.
CARTER and ROBERTSON-Monday-macaroni and
cheese, green beans, fruit
salad, peanut butter cookie;
Tuesday-turkey and gravy,
cranberry. sauce, green peas,
biscuits; Wednesday-pizza,
corn, slaw, cake; Thursdayhamburger, french fries, fruit
gelatin, cookie; Friday-meat
loaf, green peas, cranberry
sauce, cookie.

part of Jonah's little brother,
Todd, a hearing child who
resents the special treatment
enjoyed by the new family
celebrity.
Then Jonah's father begins
to bend under the pressure. He
wants a normal Jonah, not the
Jonah he's got. He, too, begins
to resent the disruption caused
by Jonah's presence. When
Jenny _suggests a birthday
party for Jonah, Danny Corelli
snaps, "What are you gonna
do, invite a bunch of kids to a
freak show?"
Danny leaves home, and
here "Jonah" becomes the
story of a mother and her
afflicted child. Miss Struthers,
late of "All in the Family," is
believable as a guilt-stricken
mother who tries to deny
reality with love and wishful
thinking.
Jonah is portrayed by 9year-old Jeffrey Bravin, a
deaf child whose performance
is remarkable not just
because he's handicapped.
This boy is something to see.
All down the line, the
characters ill this movie
behave as real people would,
for better or worse. That is its
strength. Its weakness is that
it takes sides in what has
become a controversy among
the hearing impaired, the
question of whether the deaf.
should communicate by sign

can't get through to him.

language or lip reading.

Slowly, Jonah's presence
a strain. It begins
with childish jealousies on the

• The polemics clutter the
story, but this movie will get
to you anyway.

beCUrftell

Wednesday, January 31
9 a.m. Special: Atlantis, The
Lost Coatinent. Fourth and

li

For Jonah Corelli,
Home Is Torment
By PETER J. BOYER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)- A
deaf child, institutionalized
because he
was wrongly
diagnosed
as
mentally
retarded, comes home to his

Blue.

January 29 - February 2

LuncH mEnu

CALLOWAY COUNTY
libue to the schools being
closed because of the weather
and the availability of food,
the menus were not listed for
Calloway County High School
and for East, North, " and
Southwest
Elementary
Schools. Mrs. Adams said she
hoped to be back on schedule

Brother
"Pygmalion"

PMGGRAM SCIIETUrF aipit,EL 11

SCHOOL

The menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and
city schools for the week of
Jan. 29 to Feb. 2 have been
• released by Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor for Calloway
County, and Glincia Jeffrey,
foods supervisor for Murray
City. The menus are subject to
occasional change due to
availability of food and the
weather conditions.
Menus are as follows:

Smith plays big band
music from 1939

'Sneak Previews'
The music fades and the Their feelings about "Coma"
movie disappears from the were exactly reversed. And
screen. As the house lights go while Ebert told viewers to
up, two men in the first tow of stay away from "The Greek
the balcony turn to each other Tycoon," Siskel told viewers
and begin discussing what that it was "a good, trashy
they have just seen. NO, this movie."
Not only do the two film
isn't a local movie house. It's
the set of "Sneak Previews" critics recommend that
and the men are film critics viewers see good movies,they
Roger Ebert and Gene Siskel. beg them to stay away from
It's time once again for KET's the losers. Each week's
bi-weekly trip to the picture program has two featured
show to see highlights of the "dogs of the week" that Ebert
and Siskel want viewers to
lastest film releases.
"Sneak Previews," a "avoid at all costs."
Next time on "Sneak
consumer's guide to movies,
tells viewers what to expect, Previews" "Movie, Movie,"
what to see and what to avoid with' George C. Scott, and
in current motion picture fare, "Same Time Next Year," with
and while both critic Ebert Alan Alda and Ellen Burstyn
and Siskel claim to be looking are featured along with
for the same quality goals in several other films. See
the movies they review, they highlights from these movies
often see films quite dif- on Thursday, February 1 at
ferently. For instance, Siskel 10:30 p.m. (ET), 9:30 p.m.
liked "The Goodbye Girl" (CT) and Sunday, February 4
with Richard Dreyfus and at 3:30 p.m. fE'r, 2:30 p.m.
Marsha Mason, but Ebert (CT) - and don't forget the
didn't care for it that much. popcorn!

Turntable Tips
By The Associated Press
Here are the top record hits
as listed in Billboard
magazine:
TOP SINGLES
1. "Le Freak" Chic
( Atlantic)
2. "Too Much Heaven" Bee
Gees (RSO)
3. "Y.M.C.A." Village
People (Casablanca)
4. "Do You Think I'm Sexy"
Rod Stewart (Warner Bros.)
5. "My Life" Billy Joel
(Columbia)
6. "A Little More Love"
Olivia Newton-John (MCA)
7. "Ooh Baby Baby" Linda
Ronstadt (Asylum)
8. "Hold The Line" Toto
(Columbia)
9."Every l's A Winner" Hot
Chocolate (Infinity)
10. "September" Earth,
Wind & Fire (Arc)

TOP LPs
1. "Brief Case Full Of
Blues" Blues
Brothers
( Atlantic)
2. "Blondes Have More
Fun" Rod Stewart (Warner
Bros.)
3. "52nd Street" Billy Joel
(Columbia)
4. "You Don't Bring Me
Flowers" Neil Diamond
(Columbia)
5. "Greatest Hits, Vol. II"
Barbra Streisand (Columbia)
6. "C'Est Chic" Chic
( Atlantic)
7. "The Best Of Earth, Wind
& Fire" Earth, Wind & Fire
(Columbia)
8. "Greatest Hits" Barry
Manilow ( Arista)
9.
"Double
Vision"
Foreigner ( Atlantic)
10. "Cruisin'" Village
People (Casablanca!

Special
ON

Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Reg. VA Tapes and Albums Only $6.39
The Bee Gees

New Release

Fronk Zappo
-Sleep Dirt"

will Be Here

Monday

Nazareth .
"No Moon

Kris 8 Rita
-Natural Act'

Bonnie Tyler
"Diamond Cut"

We Am Meek 11-Track awl
(lessens Tepee

•

es /
1
2 PriesSaie

ThoWsl Sole, 510,-, of /opt arid Albums in sh15 oreo

oria o Sound
222 So 12th St

753 5865
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House May Be Voting On First Tax Reduction Today
purposes. Other incidental
uses - such as a workshop in
a garage - would not void the
exemption.
The owner or 'operator of
multi-unit rental property or a
trailer park would not be
eligible for the exemption.
Condominium owners and
persons owning shares in a
residential corporation would
be.

By MARIA BRADEN
Asseciateecl Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The House was expected to
vote today on its first tax relief
measure of the special session
- a bill to take the 5 percent
sales tax off most residential
utilities.
The measure, House Bill 43,
was amended by the House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee Thursday, but the
latest changes don't affect the
heart of the bill..
Under the amended bill,
utility customers would be
eligible for the tax break so
long as the service is used
primarily for
household

Although telephone service
would still be subject to the
state sales tax, an amendment
sponsored by Rep. Pete
Worthington, DEwing, would
levy the tax on the basic rate
charged for residential service. Currently, it is levied on

resolution after passing over a
bill to increase the standard
income tax deduction from
$650 to $850.
Several, committee members were critical of the bill.
Rep. Joe Clarke, rftlanville,
the committee chairman, said
he thought it was "very
misleading to the public."
The sponsor, Rep. Bill
Weinberg, D-Hindman, said
Kentuckians want immediate
income tax relief, and do not
want to wait until 1990.
However, he acknowledged

Two Indiana Firms Want
$1 Million For Towboat Damage

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
Eiitountered
4 Classify
8 Chinese pa'
Oda
11 Ponder
12 Aline
13 Sick
14 Near
15 Conjunction
17 Courage
19 Stitch
21 Distant
23 Wire measure
24 Killed
26 Church
bench
28 Stone
31 Bushy
clump
13 Oolong,. e.g.
35 Ocean
36 Perform
38 Simplest

the basic rate plus any school
tax or other levy.
The measure would become
effective with billings on or
after June 1.
The conunittee also approved and sent to the House
floor a resolution which
directs the interim Joint
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee
to
continue
studying personal and corporate income taxes, and to
report to the 1980 General
Assembly.
The committee adopted the

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle
DOWN .
1 Roadside
hotel
R
2 Interjection
3 Number
4 elt
5 tpjunction
(110Q BCOOLOOES
6 L uor
7 Abound
8 Names
9 Everyone
10 Beverage
11 Gap
16 About
MOO 00AO0 DOE
18 Gratuity
BOO
20 Damp
22 Withdraws 40 Cover
59 Carpet
25 Sorrow
43 Blades
60 Guido's high
Time period
27 Tiny
note
48 Three Pre- 61 Lamprey
29 Allow
fix
30 Youngster
63 Declare
32 Obstruct
50 Brag
67
Note of
52 Towers
34 Snake
scale
38 Plunge
_ 53 Duct
35 Girl's name 69 Symbol for
37 Mineral
cerium
57 rost
39 Noticed
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Two Jeffersonville, Ind.,firms
are seeking $1 million in
damages in connection with
the Dec. 31 sinking of a
towboat in the Ohio River
downstream from Owensboro.
Inland Tugs Co., owner of
the Owen Childress, and
American Barge Lines Co.,
which had chartered the
towboat, filed a suit Wednesday in U.S. District Court
here against the Ohio River
Co. of Cincinnati.
According to the suit, Ohio
River Co. owned the submerged barge that the Owen
before
Childress
struck
sinking.
The suit charges that the
accident was caused solely by

owner's
the
barge
"carelessness or negligence";
that the owner permitted the
batge to remain Sunken in a
navigable channel without a
buoy, flag or light; and that
the owner failed to give notice
of the barge's location or did

not give sufficient notice.
The plaintiffs' damage
claims include the costs of
salvaging and repairing the
towboat and reimbursement
for the loss of its use.
The 580-ton Owen Childress
was pushing 14 empty coal
barges downstream when it
sank. Nine crewmen were
rescued, but one is missing.

2. NOTICE

that his bill would not take
effect until 1980, and would not
actually benefit Kentuckians

Win
that
they
from
eek's
lured
Ebert
)rs to

>neak
wie,"
, and
'with
irstyn
with
See
iovies
1 at
p.m.
Lary 4
p.m.
A the

IF YOU
NEED THEM
Airport
489-2414
Ambulance
753-9332
Comp. Care
753-6622

Weinberg said. He said people
would rather hear that the
Legislature enacted a specific
proposal than that it's going to
study the issue.
Some committee members
said the bill would not provide
widespread tax relief since it

would benefit only those who
take the standard deduction.
Faye Ellerkamp of Taxpayers Action Group said the
measure would benefit lowand middle-income taxpayers.
Rep. Buddy Adams, DBowling Green, said afterward that the bill would not
provide tax relief any quicker
than the 1980 General
Assembly could, and in fact
might be a slower mechanism.
He said it is the type of bill
that gets publicity.
Some people want to make
themselves look better," said
Rep. Carl Nett, D-Louisville.
That bill was a joke."
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numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep in handy
ear the telephone.

n

publication.
All
reader
classifieds mast be
•submitted by-tt noon
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/THI5 i5 PROBABLY
THE WAY IT ALWAYS
WILL BE

I* TOO LfOUN6,TO
WORRY ABOUT IT

.
,
0

WHY DID YOU
RUN WHEN I SAID
'CASSEROLE' ?

OH-H ---I
THOUGHT YOL
SAID''CASTOR

OIL."

Asa
,,44t.‘14

BEETLE BAILEY
WANT A
DIET E TIC
FORTUNE
COOKIE,
GARGE1

tan umted Feature srAitiA.,iii Inc

DIETETIC?
ARE THEY
ANY GOOD?

YEAH, BUT
THEY HAVE DULL
MESSAGES

WARNING: THE SACCHARIN
IN THIS FORTUNE COOKIE
MAY BE HAZARDOUS
TO YOUR HEALTH

Wind
Fire

lorry

;ion"
DAGWOOD, WE
NEED TO DISCUSS
-i THE KNIPPLE
CONTRACT

664?,

day
YOU RE OKAY, DIANA
NO PROBLEMS. WE'LL
RESERVE A HCOPITAL
ROOM FOR )01.1.

HOSPITALS ARE 50 CROWDED,
IT'S NECESSARY TO 5ooK
FAR AHEAD.

- zb

NOT

HERE
WHERE?

I.

90 900N,
DOCTOR?
I've TIME.

NOT YET.
I'M NOT SURE
I'LL- HAVE THE
:
BABY HERE

AT,k ,

HAVEN 1
(
DECIDED

MAYBP.
FAR AwA•r...

You'll make an important

romantic decision now, but
you're also inclined to neglect
your health or attempt to do
too much.
LIBRA
15%1
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)It will be easy now to fall
into the rhythm of having a
good time, but you may be
somewhat impatient with a
loved one.

rkeV

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Others are inclined to
procrastinate. Take the intiative yourself re a home
project, but avoid friction with
other family members.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21))
e
Mixed stellar trends make
you practical about financial
matters but careless about
keeping appointments. Avoid
arguments.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ald
Extreme care is needed in
financial matters. You could
follow up one extravagance
with another, thus depleting
both credit, savings and ready
cash.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You needn't give in totally
nor should you insist on your
own way. The only alternative
left is cooperation. Avoid
hasty decisions.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Find a way to express what
is bothering you without
coming on too strong. Don't let
inner tensions accumulate.
Protect health.
YOU BORN TODAY are
very versatile and can succeed in a number of careers.
Yours is a birthdate that inspires you to a leadership
position. Your individuality
has its
your
roots in
universal
awareness
of
principles and a sense of
belonging to the brotherhood
of mankind! But do not let a
desire for material success
keep you from being true to
your own self. You have the
ability to touch the heart of
humanity and can succeed as
a writer, teacher, lecturer,
musician, lawyer, politician
and public servant. Birthdate
of: Lewis Carroll, novelist;
and
Mozart, composer;
Samuel Gompers, labor

leader.

Fact
Wrapping
Ls itSpri.mity At
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'
5. LOST & FOUND
LOST: LARGE female dog,
tan with brown, mixed with
German Shepherd Call 759
1612.
LOST: LPN student lost 2
diamond rings and $24 in a
cigarette case, January 24th
between lands o'clock at the
Special Education building
or Owen's Food Market. If
found, contact owner at 755,1139 or 436 2117 after 4.
Reward is offered.
LOST: BLACK long haired
cat in Gatesborough area.
Call 753-6931
LARGE MALE, black and
white part pointer bird dog,
wearing flea collar. Lost in
vicinity of Hwy. 94 east and
east Y subdivision. Will offer
a reward. 753-5693.
6. HELP WANTED
AVAILABLE NOW, position
in the business office of a
large medical practice.
Business office experience
mandatory, some medical
experience helpful but not
mandatory.
Send
applications to Box 943.
WAITRESS WANTED apply
in person Syke's Cafe, S 2nd
Street.

EMIT TO NIT .. . 1141is
pm aim pwesp, 4
drive mel 1144 te 1973
Velkseepea.
4344455
•
GARBAGE DUMPSTER,
cashv-register with 2 or 3
totals Phone 753-4.170 after 5
pm.
TWIN BEDS, prefer maple.
Call 753 8393
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 5025211362.
WANT TO buy, Internatim0
tractor, size 656 to 856. 1-374
5268.

15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
GUITAR (HARMONY) wftii
case, street length mil*
coat, stereo turntable witti
Iwo speakers - and stand,
three tier stand. Call 753684.4.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUE OAK chiffarobe
753-6054
EARLY AMERICAN livinb
room suite, 5 piece, excellent
condition 435-4323.
•
FOR SALE: Twin site
conmattress, excellent
dition. Call 753-2911.
FOR SALE: four pieCe
livingroom furniture se4,
excellent condition. Call 7530367.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

22)

1111161

JAN 30

liege

Fire (City)
753-1441
Fire(County)
753-6952
Foster Parents
753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn.
753-0849
Humane Soc.
759-4141
Learn To Read
753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens .. 753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol.
1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone

a

TI-IERE ARE 6000 PEOPLE
THERE ARE BAD PEOPLE
AND THERE ARE MEDIUM
PEOPLE..THI5 iS THE WAY
IT HAS ALLAYS BEEN...

MY REPORT
ON PEOPLE..

9. SITUATIONS WANTED •
GRADUATE STUDENt
seeks full time employment,
retail
in
experienced
management, clothing and
tailoring, and restaurant.
7D-9322.
14. WANT TO BUY
100 ACRE ROW crop farm,,
level, fertile, desire owner
terms, no realtors 753-5610.

Starks Ilardwws

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before

Horoscope
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neglect family.
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(May 21 to June 20) $01- The- Kentucky Jaycees 'has
42 Irritate
• What --kihd. -6f day WM13
12
outing
or
A proposed trip
the
day
before
44 Deface
tomorrow be? To find out what
named its five outstanding
sense.
much
make
not
may
18
publication.
45 Cocoon
15 16
17
14
the stars say, read the
young men of 1978, and said
Avoid mix-ups and changing
47 Shut up
forecast given for your birth
they will be honored Feb. 10
21
n
19
n
plans in midstream.
49 Network
Sign.
organization's
the
during
51 Ago
FOR WATKINS Products,
CANCER •
gji
iii
26
-meeting
board--eontact Holman Jones, 217 S.
54 Anger
21IU'° -winter
ill
(June 21 to July
--.AWES.
--13th.,
phone-753 3128.
•
•
32
Lexington.
31
56 Cry
Though you and a datitillie
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
FREE STORE.759 4600.
58 Pronoun
The winners, selected for
be
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you
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are
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41
•
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se
39
36 37
Come to an important
"GOD IS LOVE!" There is no
59 Scold
contributions made to their
unpower on earth greater than
decision re career, then relax, in the mood to take an
62 Roman
45
42
professions and communities,
love. Let us show you how
risk.
necessary financial
a
but be sure not to come on too
bronze
il "
you too may have this love.
are state Rep. Roger Noe,
impulse
against
52
Guard
as
47
64 Hebrew
strong in a social situation.
Our phone is answered 24
Ronald
optometrist
Harlan;
buying.
hours a day by servants of
month
TAURUS
Mil
57
55
God; Not A Tape. Call 759.
LEO
65 Rubber tree
51II Pierce of Ashland; District ( Apr. 20 to May 20) lr-SeW
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
61
22)
a
Aug.
Judge William L. Graham of
to
66 Deposits
23
59 60
(July
broadcast over WCBL-FM
Be careful not to overlook
63
Mid
68 Land measFrankfort; Louisville lawyer
In your enthusiasm to make
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
any details of a business
WSJ
PAM,Sundays at 12:30.
ure
off
turn
happen, don't
Northern, broad'IU Richard
69
move, and in following this things
70 Vapor
the
impress
71
wish
to
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you
of
those
Levin
Arnie
caster
advice, be careful not to
71 Landed
WIUU
most. Downplay ego, and
Louisville.
D4at h Tt.it.1••••••• wweliew • we
72 Affirmative
consider the wishes of others.
PE111117
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
T1415 15

OH,NANCY-COME IN AND
TASTE THIS
CASSEROLE

Joel

Western Ay. Peels

authority
of
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new
Legislature?" Clarke asked.
"It would go into effect in
1980 - this biennium. It's no
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442-9747

fraud to tell people exactly
what we're going to do,"

NOTICE

Swimming
Pools

until they filed their tax
returns in 1981.
"Don't you think it's a fraud
on the public to enact a tax
relief measure usurping the

Your Individual

Five Men Voted
-Outstanding
- By Jaycees

2.

Check
Your
Ad

We Buy, SIB Or treds
Appliances

Used Furniture or

Hodge & Son, Inc.
WaselW: Usaimoil
blele
eWsperseissWW my
forested le wadi! Is 114.
Wermy wee. Caine Worm
Mee,753-3/43.
DEALER FOR national
building store to be used as
residential and commercial
building. Call (812) 275.6510.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
Cattoway
person;
Manufacturing • COrnPartYA
Murray.
111 Poplar St.,
MAID, FULL or part time.
Merit pay plus bonus plan.
Regal 8 Inn.
WILL 00 babysitting in my
Panorama
and
home.
Lakeway Shores area. 4362504

GENERAL
ELECTR1•C
refrigerator, 21 cubic fee.
only 2 years old, automatic
icemaker. Excellent conditi . Call 753-2615.
LIVING ROOM suite, dinette
set with hutch, bookcase,
stereo, rocking chair, guitar.,,,,
Call 753-7567.
MATCHING COUCH and
chair, green velvet, in ex
cellent condition, $115. 7533803.
PORTABLE
CLOTHES
dryer, good condition, $73.
753-2906 or 753.6474 or 7554601.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1.
443.6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.

11. FARM EQUIP.
HELP

NEW

1978 A812, sing('
phase,
Farm Fans crop
,
dryer. Phone 1.354-2794.

WANTED

23. EXTERMINATING

Employment for local
supply
electrical
store. Prefer someone
with knowledge of
electrical supply. Permanent position, good
salary, and fringe
benefits for the right
person. Send resume
to Box No. 32Z.

Kelley's Termite
& Pep,st.cRAtrol

1978 Pontiac Bonneville,4 door,extra clean.
Adv•rtlsiTs - ore
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections
This
newspaper
will
be
responsible for only one
incorrect insortion ANY
ERROR
SHOULD
BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY. 50. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, 11,000

actual miles.
1977 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door,low mileage.
1977 Cadillitc Sedan DeVille, all the extras, one
owner.

1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, loaded, one
owner.
1977 °Womb& 88 Royale, low mileage, new car
trade in
1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 4 door, extra

clean

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger it Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-1 918.

Sports

Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 75319/6ond 753.1917

1977 Ford LTD, 2 door, 30,000 miles, one owner,
new car trade in.

1977 Wien B210, 4 speed, 4 door, a little gas
saver.
1976 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, loaded, one
owner. New car trade in.
1976 plasm:441e 88 Royale Coupe, 33,000 miles,

one owner
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, Silver, a young man's

dream
1977 Ford XI,T Pick-up, with camper hull, like
new.
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, extra

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO

•Weddings
'Portraits
753-8291
WHAT WE do best is care
Needline, 753 6333 .

clean.

Oldsmobile Cutlass S Coupe, double power
and air

1974

1974 Pontiac Lemans Coupe, double power and
air.
See Wells Purdom, Jr., Jim Kuykendall, Jerry
Hopkins and Mike Outland.

Entire Stock

Fall & Winter

Purdom

g
werem.

Merchandise
40°
.-

OFF
The College Shop
50°0

The MS Shop

•

ea

"Satisfied Customers ire Our
Maim Ceeeere"
Olds-Poritiac-Cadillac
1411$ West Main-153-6315
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24. MISCELLANEOUS.
REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
8 & 16 CC 43.
sinkers
SO no box 515.50.
Strotoam Insulation
inch
4 X 8 52 40, 1 inch 4 X 8 S3.110.
Particle board ' 2 inch 4 X 8
.57 50,
inch 4 X 8 5.4.25.
. Plywood ' a 4 X 8 57.50, se
;inch 4 X 9 58 25, .
3 inch 4 X II
,J,10.00. Exterior siding IX 8 .
t47.00 and 4,1d Paneling SO
....selectins of 4 X 8 sheets from
-52 95 to 56 75 Wafterboard 4
854 50 and up Cedar closet
lining 4 X 8 54.50 Shingles
::S13 50 per SQ New load of
Profewonal Sem ices
doors 55 75 IS up Cabinet
With The Friendly Touch'
topping
30 cents sq ft.
Vanities
545 and up. Tub
OFF WITH THE
kits
$30 and up Shower
stalls $125 complete Carpet
OLD & ON WITH THE
33 50 sq yd by the roll only.
NEW . . . Tastefully
Inside window shutters - 10
decorated 3 BR. home,
cents vertical inch. Tuck
- Salvage Mdse., Inc., Hwy. 45,
shag carpeting, elec1, miles south Martin, Martin,
tric heat, living rm.,
IN 38237. Rherna-181-3000.
dining rm., kitchen
.Open on Sat til 3 pm.
Hydroponic
SALE
FOR
greenhouse, used one year
Call 753 8254
36. TV-RADIO
'TAKE UP payment on 25
,inch
color
t.v. under
Warranty. 753 7575.
MOB.HOME SALES
3974 HALMARK 12' X 50', 2'
partially
bedrooms,
furnished, underpinned. Riveria
Trailer Courts. 753-8706.
)972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4074
br 753- 1877.
-TWO,8' X35' TRAILERSf0r
sale. $500 and 5800. 436-2306.
MOB.HOME RENTS
FOR RENT. 1973 mobile
home, 12' X 60', nice, natural
heat,
furnished.
'Ras
1,..ocation, Mobile Home
Village Phone 753-3895 or
753 3482.
FOR SALE or rent: 1972 12'
X 65', 3 bedroom trailer,
complete with carpet. 753.
6764.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent Shady Oaks Trailer
Court 489-2533.
WO BEDROOM mobint
EOme for rent, $110 per
Inonth. 753.8060.
'RAILER FOR rent. Oars
Trailer court, located
Murray Drive Inn theatreentrance: See Brahdon DPI
IS. BUS. RENTALS
FOR
RENT: Warehouse
Space. 2100 square feet with
office, 10' X 12' with air
conditioner
Good, safe
(ocaticin at 4th and Sycamore
Street Very reasonable rent.
Phone 522-8469.

FOR RUIT
Commercial
space
on
southside of court-sie
Formerly QuIcken'sCorner
Space now available. For
details contact, Don Overby,
Murray,,753-1292
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray. State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753.3018
after 5 pm.
ii. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom
apartment, carpet, central
neat and air, water fur•
itished. 1414 Vine.
ONE SMALL apartment on
45loodriver lake, 3 miles from
pew Concord, for rent. $SO
/Mr winter months 436-2427.
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
carport, 1101 Circarama.
Adults, no pets. 753 0291.
36. RENT OR LEASE

w/range, refrigerator,
disposal. VI acres,
barn, great for horses.
OFFERED AT ONLY
$32,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

Reeky
7113-1222

FAMILY AFFAIR" "Quality Plus" best
describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel.
Fireplace
with
heatalator, built-in appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump,
therrnopane windows
are only a few of the
quality features of this
home. The price is
right! 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,753-1222.

"THE WORST THING VVHITE HOUSE
SEC URIT Y HAS TO FEAR 15 THE DAY
BILLY CARTER pEcIvEs TO MAKE A
'
s
/DIA
isu1
SOCIAL VISIT, II

CAiteCel COPE IIROKElt

753.1651
1600 Catalina is the address of this neat three
bedroom brick in ex;
cellent condition.
Storm doers and.windows, carpet, stove,
refrigerator, three air
conditioners. Excellent location;
reasonably-priced.

Rustic Luke Atmesphstiol
ttet is.. tie lets
yes
awmy fn. it 6111. A I
Mt, 2 bolt bow desired fee
holly Swims. Speciees deem
stairs else assiinas kitchen,
*bin oW4.4.16411 rum
14116 h
loss. 044
'olloimos fro.tun. $47,504.

Jolts $oft, Boater

BOYD-MAJORS"I
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Profesuunal Sen.ices

South 12th at Sy eamor•
TELEPHONE

With-The Fnendly Touch"

MOVE RIGHT IN ...
No Delay in putting
your family in ill
comfortable 3 or 4
bedroom hofffrThea
on a large lot in excellent neighborhood.
Home has 11-2 baths,
all appliances, large
closets & many other
ektras. PRICED TO
SELL! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N
12th St.
Matey Auction
Beatty Sales_
ca.Imo Mtn
- ___eAlleboneer RealtorAppraiser

Ph i901 479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn.

_

Professtonal Services
With The Friendl Touch

Each - side has 2 BR.,
living tin,, kitchen &
bath - Central gas heat
- central air. New carpeting
&
new
refrigerators,
plus
stoves. In Excellent
condition. 100' x 125'
lot located in Westwood Sub. Mid 40's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since / 95t

JUST LISTED, 3 bay body
shop with 1800 sq ft of
working space on 3 acres of
prime development property
in rapidly growing corn
munity. Call 753-1492 or 437
4446 for details.... offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one'half acres only 500' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or
trailers.
John
C
Neubauer, Realtor,, 1111
Sycamore St. 753-001.

The Nelson Shroat Co
REALTORS
759-1716

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery Ow PreecripReas I. Oty Wilts

The City of Murray will offer for sale two 1977
Plymouth Volari Police Cars with 360 cubic inch
engine, air-conditioned, power brakes, AM-FM
Radio, all bids will be sealed and turned in to the
city Clerks Office no later than five o'clock P.M.,
Feb. 2, 1979.
The City reserves the right to refuse any all bids
Capt. Dale Spann
Chief Director of Maintance of
The Murray Police Department

Happy Birthday
Puppy
46, efeer
•

N. USED TRUCKS

1976 CUTLASS, T TOP, AM.
FM tape, 5 way Power seats
and windows, loaded, 5,
4700
753-6764
1970 CHEVROLET, GOOD
condition, very cheap, just
S260. 759-1583.
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet
Caprice, very good condition,
$795. Call 753-8333.
1975 GRAN PRIX, air,
factory I track tape, power
windows, tilt wheel, 38,000
original mties. Good clean
car. 489 2613.
1973 MONTE CARLO, AM
FM stereo, power windows,
lots of extras, must sell,
$2,000. Call 753-7203 after 5
pm.
1972 PLYMOUTH CRICKET,
4 cylinder, automatic, excellent gas mileage, $500.
1968
Plymouth
station
wagon, S150. Phone 1.3546217.
1978 T BIRD, 5800 miles, T.
root, loaded, excellent
Condition, for sale or take up
payments. 753-6345.

L
IN
D
KOPPERUD

5271468 - 7539625

4.
We have two beautiful
lots for sale in
Storage Space
Kingswood
SubFor Rent
division. Paved streets
753-4758
with city water. These
lots are in a neighborhood of beautiful
31. PETS-SUPPLIES.
A,KC REGISTERD 6 month
homes. To talk about
old Doberman, $85, also 8
these or other listing,s,
month old English Setter,
call ot come by The
S75 753 2725 after 5 pm.
Nelson Shroat Co., Um,
ICEESHAND PUPPIES. AKcle Jeff's Shopping
C, 6 weeks old, Alaskan type
dog, silver and black_ Call
Center, 759-1707
753 3520.

•

49. USED CARS

A LITTLE planning will put
yoo first in line to see this
first showing.. tight you/
fire! In this home with the
wood burning fireplace, 3
FIRST TIME on market... bedrooms arranged so that
43. REAL ESTATE
you're miising something... VOA/ can have your privacy,
71"1
-K,W.,Mmk P
it you don't inquire about this galley kitchen, balcony
brick
home
near
the overlooking spacious living
room
...all
this plus garage
university... 3 spacious
bedrooms, bright sunny located on wooded lot. Call
kitchen... large lot .. priced 753.1492 or 753.1499... offered
in the 530's Better call soon by Loretta Jobs Realtors
or this deal will be gone „ --insor •
753.1492 or 753-2249 offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors

Mini
Warehouse

48. REAL ESTATE
FOUR UNIT brick apartMent building in McKenzie,
Tennessee, $8500 Call Paris
(901i 647 0633

43 REAL. ESTATE

753-5646

1534222

BARGAIN
HUNTER'S
DELIGHT.
Would you like to live
near the lake or have a
nice house just to get
away from it all? Take
a look at this practically
new
two
bedroom home in
Baywood Vista. It has
a nice kitchen, living
room, one bath and a
full walkout basement
with central heat and
air. Priced to sell fast
at only $21,500. Don't
delay- phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALTY 753-1222.
41
11

Soi.icre

604 So. 12th St.

If so, there is an opportunity
available as an Orthodontic
Laboratory Technician
(must be 21 or over, high school education)

Send Resume To Bo* 32Y.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Our Service Department is open for your
convenience. Repair on most all stereos and
TVs.(Car and Nome)

World of Sound

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
(

Murray
Datsun, Inc.

-Do You Like To Work
with Your Hands?
-Would You Like To Be In
the Health Field?
-Would You Like To Learn
Specialized Skills?

Raab/

cc

Savers"

222

1978 4 XI GMC JIMMY,9,900
miles, loaded with all extras,
still under warranty. Call
753-6275 after 6 pm.
Si. CAMPERS
STARCRAFT,
MID
WINTER white sale. Prices
reduced on all travel trailers
and
pop
ups
through
February 15 This means
prices you won't believe.
White's Camper
Sales,
located on Highway 374 East,
753-0605.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or) 362-4895.
CONCRETE
Ri,
BLOCK
WORK. Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476. •
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates,
satisfied
references. Vibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gourd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753-5827.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs. Call 436.
2562 after 5 pm.

ROOFING,
or
FLAT
ShingleS, water proofing and
mobile homes 15 years
experience Call 435-4173.
excellent
ROOFING,
references
Call
753 1486
between 7 am and 3 30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
WILL DO plumbing, heating,
carpentry repairs. Call 7532211, it no answer call 7591531.

12th St

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe JackSon 753 7149
after 6 pm
BASEMENT? We
WET
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed. call or write Morgan
Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night 1_
442 7026.
WILL DO sewing. Phone /365402.

-N

'The Gas
143
AP.
ACRES,
PROXIMATELY
72
cultivaton, paved road, good
water, New Providence. A.
Williams, Pt 8, Box 517,
Mobile, AL,(205)649 4417.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
COMPETENT WORKER
will do house cleaning or odd
ASSUME VA loan, 9/
1
2 per
cent, Lakeway Shores, 2
1974 1 BIRD. All power, iObS. 753-7562.
bedroom frame, 900 square
loaded, new radial tires, low FENCE SALES at Sears
feet, on lot and 1,2. $3500
mileage, excellent condition, now Call Sears 753.23)0 for
equity, 436-2283 No realtors.
753-7745.
free estimates for your
3 BEDROOM BRICK, in
1974 TORINO, GOOD tires, needs
Hazel; kitchen with built in
runs and drives good, $400. GUTTERING BY SEARS,
utility room large living
Call 753-5421 after 5 pm.
Sears continuous gutters
room, large game room.
per
1977
your
THUNDERBIRD, installed
Located on large lot with
specification
s
Call Sears
power brakes and steering,
several fruit trees Call 492AM FM tape, tilt wheel, 753-2310 for free estimates.
8595 after 4 pm
cruise, electric seats, win- INSULATE AGAINST the
dows, door lock and trunk. high cost of fuel bills! Blown
BRICK HOUSE,)bedrooms,
family room, 2 full baths,
Call 753.0370.after 5 pm.
attic insuTatioTfland foam-In-near University 753 5791 or
place urea fromaiehyde.
SO. USED TRUCKS
753.2649
Free
estimates,
no ,
1974
CHEVROLET obligation'.
FOUR ROOM house with 2
- KentuckyCHEYENNE Super, 2 whee/
--a•c-wes-e4-4and-e0-711 414 3044 -cfrive7-123003 9975-ettevroter Tennessee insulation,Rt. 7
call anyNtrie.
custom deluxe 4-wheel drive, Box 258, Murrark, Y 4071.
FOR SALE by owner: 1 year
54000. 753 4112 ask for (502) 435-4527
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
'old, two story home in South
Robert.
Marshall County on 9.5
1974 FORD PICKUP F250, Sears, save on these high
acres. 4 bed roam s, 21
/
2 baths,
power steering, brakes, and heating and cooling bills.
formal living room, family
air, 4 speed V8 motor, big Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
room with fireplace, dining
mirrors,$2500. Call 753-8500.
room, kitchen. utility roorn
1967 FORD TRUCK. Short LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
and 21' X 21' attached
prompt, efficient service,
wheel base,5675. 753-3008.
' garage. Call 5278.33. $70,000.
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
FORD 5 LUG, 10 inch white
47. MOTORCYCLES
MARY K cosmetics, for free
spoke mags. 753-3008.
facials or supplies call
1973 HONDA CR•125, ex1978 r. TON CHEVROLET, Evelyn Willie, 759-1867.
cellent condition has been
4
wheel
drive,
lots of extras. NEED TREES Cut?
bored, 3 over size, ported and
Landoll
Call 492-8374.
polished, included new rear
Tree Service. Call George
1973 4 WHEEL DRIVE for Landolt, 753 8170.
Knobby.$300 492 8586.
1978 YAMAHA 650 special, sale. No power steering or NEED FIREWOOD? Order
power brakes, 360 4 speed.
perfect condition. Call 753now. all oak- S25-rick. Call
Cali 489 2203 after 5 torn
7108.
John Boyer at 753.8536
49. USED CARS
1975 CHEVY NOVA,4.door,6
cylinder, power and air, 7535267 before 5, 753.8721 after 5.
1978 CAMARO, sky blue, air,
AM FM tape, 55000 753-6764.

Do You Have Manual
Dexterity?

KOPPERUD
asi

44, LOTS FOR SALE

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

NORN4ICKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE 110tIRS
Monday -Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PIIICE HAIR CUT 31.50

NICE SHAVE $1.25

For hospital I house calls please call 753-3685 one
day in advance.

INDUSTRIAL REUTIONS
A manufacturing plant located in NW Tennessee is seeking qualified candidates to fill the
position of personnel supervisor. This position has
responsibilities for a broad range of personnel activities including: employment, union relations,
employee relation programs,administration of personnel records and the administration of lay off,
recall & job bidding procedures.
No prior experience is necessary. A degree in
business or industrial relations is required. Applicant must have career aspirations in the field of
industrial relations.
'Send resume in confidence to:
Murray Lodger & Times
P.O. Box 321
Murray, Ky. 42071
M Equal Employment °modernity Employer

PHILLIPIrKLAPPEAMD-1:4 111
,
r);

LEW Oli

17.43.11111tlar*

new location at

300 S. 8th St.,
Suite 304
For surgical practice, limited to ears, Mlle an
thmat.

759-4811

Start The New Year
Off Right
In Your New Mobile Home
From

Morris
Mobile
Home Inc.
of Benton,Ky.

753-5865

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451
.TARTER OR retirement
home on quiet street near
hospital. This two bedroom,
living room (newly paneled)
and combinatin dining
kitchen can be yours for
under 520,000
John C.
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111
Sycamore St., 753.0101 or call
Bill Wilson at 759-4985

FREE
20 NILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 n 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home ad ons and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
EXPECT TO BE IMPRESSED - If unique
is what you seek, we
have it. This 3-story, 5
bedroom home has all
the extras - marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways, central vacuum
and intercom, custom
made
drapes
throughout. This is
that "dream home"
you have been waiting
for.
Price
just
reduced. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,
7634242 for courteous
and competent real
estate service.

NURSE CLINICIAN
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Progressive teaching hospital has immediate
opening for an individual to assume responsibility
of assisting with an on going education program for
all nursing personnel in a 272 bed facility.Will also
assist in transition to new 401 bed facility this fall.
Prefer experience, also BS or Masters preferred but
not required. Above average salary, full benefit
package and desireable hours. Send resume to:
Personnel Office by Feb 20th
Bookies County limits(
232 Madill Ivo.
Ilafloornik,IT 42431
An Equal OpportunitN Employer

411111011We'

Save Hundreds of dollars during the
1st of the year clearance sale
Over 100 Homes in Stock
To Choose From In
12& 14 wide and double wides

There is no tight money at Morris. We have
local bank financing available.
Now is the time to buy, Morris is the place, the
money is available, the price the lowest ever
and the selection better than ever.
See

Jerry Morris or George Stovall
527-8322
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REALTORS CORNER

:RED

I repair
753 7149

r?
We
its dry
guaran
Morgan
!oute 2.
ih, KY
night 1

one 436

Ved
5 00
Si 25
i one

muiTIPLE UST1NG %NICE

MLS

SCOld
I. fin Wank (R-19) or own of silk Washita's
Tos 2 pts.; No -1 pt
2. hisolutios m Boors olive

MURRAY

watteted

trawl spot*
Tits-I pt., Nis-0 pt

Energy Efficiency Quiz
How Does Your Home Score?

3. korai windows doors
Us- I pt.; No-0 pt.

BOARD

4. Cooking & amitherstripping oreand
windows 1, doors
los- I pt.; No-0 pt.

Are your home's monthly operating expenses as low as
they could be? Find out by comparing your home to the
energy-efficient home in the illustration.
If your home scores 10 points or better, be assured your
fuel bills are well under control. A score of 5 to 10 points
nrans your home may still benefit from selective energysaving improvements, such as increased insulation. A
score lower than 5 points indicates that a tot of your
heating and cooling dollars are being wasted.

5. Mininsow
illt11111
ia sidewalk
Yos-1 pt.; No-1 pt

1 1)

OF

inswietioo

REALTORS

6. Insolated bosoms*, its
Ys•I pt.; No-Opt
7. Adoquoto attic ventilation
Tits - I pt.; No - 0 pt.

$. tight adored root (in wenn climatal)
Yos-1 pt.; No-0 pt.

S. Shaded let
Yes • !pt.; No

TeoVibe
has
I sedans,
!per'off,

0 pt.

10. Proporly triasersismO wid adjusted
boating and cooling equipniont
Yes-1 pt., No-Opt

in
Ap1d of

11111 11

A COUNTRYSIDE ACRE!

AIR FT

Scenic view in tranquil setting.. On a large tree
shaded lot overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Priced at only $44,900.

-COZY-RETREAT. Completely-tarnished and-ready to move in. Built in range, refrigerator,
washer and dryer, and more. Everything you
need to start housekeeping. 3 Bedrooms with
central heat and air located on a large tree
shaded lot in Keniana Subdivision. New listing
only $17,800.

Ready for retirement on a mini farm? We have
Just
chickens.-_
and nogs...Has two outbuildings and a double__

garage...House has 2 bedrooms, living room, kitchen and utility and all the appliances. When
would you like to see this property?

DONALD R.

UCKER

75j-1492
1200 Sycamore

REALTOR

t%,

•:

ngs Call.
Jot' K enniInN 436-5676
Bud Nall 753-4868
Den Tucker 753-1930
.
Beth Smith 753-3383
Rizel
75'1513

Sid Jobs 753-6079
Mrorwlis Jones 753-5221
Judy Johnston 437-4446
Loretta Jobs 753-6079

When it comes
to selling your
---119me,we know
the way.
If you're thinking of selling your home,call us.
You can rely on our expert, professional help at
every step of the sale, from first showing
to final closing.

GUY SPANN REALTY

Amos McCarty 753-2249

-

otituditSmith 753-1499
Helen Spann 753-5579
Russ Spurlock 753-9734

Louise Baker 753-2409
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Guy Spann 753-2587

NEW LISTING

2 ACRE SHOWPLACE
Get away from the city to one of the prettiest parts of the county. You'll have 2 acres with a lovely
landscaped front & back lawn complete with
fruit & nut trees. The home is a white brick 3
bedroom, 2 bath ranch, outside storage, 2 car
garage,storm cellar & more. Call or come by

This new listing offers quality construction,
many luxuries, and distinctive exterior and interior design. City water, electricity, and central-gas heat. Great roonl with cathedral wood-beamed ceiling, fireplace, wool carpet, cedar wood walls and built-in cabinets itz shelves is
25x30 feet. Modern kitchen with self-cleaning
oven, pantry and breakfast nook has double
French doors leading to patio. Living and dining
room separated by see-through fireplace have
beauitful bruce wood plant floors. 3 BRs,2 baths
and utility room with cabinets and sink.
Beautiful pella windows. Double garage with full
wall of built-in storage. 2 Beautiful wooded lots
to
with wood fence. $69.500. Call for appointment
_
see this home.

To see, call or come by...

The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS

'
4 1%'' BOYD-MAJORS
,

Waldrop Real Estate

"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
EVENINGS

Marie Hicks 759-1056
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538
Sam Harris 753-8061

THE COUNTRY CALLS
And what a nice place to be when one wants to be
alone! Set on 12 tendable acres, this quality
home offers 3 bedrooms, great rm. w/fireplace,
formal dining, central heat & air. Large outside
storage building. ONLY $49,900.

753-5646
John Loftis 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-724,4

Janice Austin 753-8674
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker

y MAI 5 j
REAl ESTATE

REAL ESTATE

L_ 753 SOSO

-The Professional Service
with the
Friendly Touch Warren Shropshire 753-8277
Audre Moody 753-9036
Barbaro Erwin 753-4136
Homer Miller 753-7519
Reuben Moody 753-9036
B.B. Nook 753-2337

105 N. 12th Street
753-8080

GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
AND NEIGHBORS

a
Lots of room Want an older home with lots of
room and in the country? Lot us show you this 3
or 4 BR home on l"4 acre lot off 54E and within
minutes of Ky. Lake and the LBL. Nice wooded
lot with large wellhouse suitable for small shop.
Priced at $25,000.

New listing located close to shopping in quiet
residential neighborhood. Three lovely bedrooms.
2k's baths, den with fireplace, attached 2-car garage,
extra large lot plus more and more. This home is
ready for immediate occupancy and has been
redecorated throughout The only thing you have to
do is move on in! Phone Kopoerud Realty, 753-1222
for all the details.

'

Just waiting for you and spring to come along is
this three bedroom, two full bath home at
Kirksey. Quality completed inside and all rooms
nice size. Large patio, enclosed garage. Owner
being transferred and willing to take sacrifice
See it today and you'll love it!

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR
Ron Talent 753-9894
Linda McKinney 753-8567
Bill Harrison 759-4531

KOPPERUD
4.1,••11•
'11,M

Realty
753-1222

CASOM
Ronnie Pea 753-7261
Marge Armbruster 153-5126
Ray Roberts 436-5850

Snell 124 at syawitint
Tirlopkose 753-1651
1:0 Rol 3111

Edna knight 753-4910
Patsy Feb11153-6373
Anna Reguarth 753-2411

REALTOR °

l'
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mr. Reeves, Father Gus T. Cook Dies
Of Murray Woman, Wednesday; Rites
Dies At Hospital
Held This Morning
George Henry Reeves, Sr.,
father of Ms. Bobbie Reeves of
Murray. died Wednesday at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 66 years of
age and a resident of Paducah
Route 1.
The deceased was a
livestock dealer and farmer.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Birdie Miller Reeves;
seven daughters, Ms. Bobbie
Reeves, Murray, Mrs. Etta
Collins, Mrs. B. A. Hamilton,
and Mrs. Shirley Shumpert,
James
Mrs.
Paducah,
Caldwell. Murfreesboro,
Tenn., Mrs_ George Stewart,
Louisville, and Mrs. Malcolm
Wilson, Forest City, Ark.; two
sons, George Henry, Jr., and
Larry Reeves, Paducah.
Other survivors include
three sisters, Mrs. V erbenia
Smith and Mrs. Fences Clark,Paducah, and Mrs. Virtie L.
Brown, LaCenter; 26 grandchildren; seven great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Ninth
Street Church of Christ,
Paducah, with Jimmy C.
Steele officiating. Burial will
follOw in the Oak Grove
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
Home,
Funeral
Mundy
Paducah, after 10:30 a.m.
Saturday where special
visitation will be conducted
Saturday from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

Mrs -John Sharp's
Funeral Services
roke On Wrd-ay
_

The funeral for Mrs. John
(Hugh Ann Sharp will be held
Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Norman Ellis and the Rev.
Martin Mattingly officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist.
Interment will follow in the
Hemitite Cemetery in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today (Friday 1.
Mrs. Sharp. 46, Houston,
Texas, died Tuesday at 10
p.m. at the John Sealy
Hospital, Galveston, Texas.
Survivors include her
husband, John Sharp, son,
Stan Wallace Henson, and
stepson, John Sharp, Houston.
Texas; mother, Mrs. Carrie
Lane Wallace, Muray Route 3;
two sisters, Mrs. Albert
Cassity, Jr., Murray Route 3,
and Miss Rebecca Wallace,
Robinson, Ill.; brother, C. C.
Wallace, and nephew, Harry
C. Wallace, Houston, Texas;
niece, Norita Cassity, Murray
Route 3_

Gus T. Cook died Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Care Inn Nursing Home,
Mayfield. He was 90 years of
age.
Mr. Cook returned to the
Farmington community in
1968 from Denver, Colo.,
where he served as assistant
city treasurer. He was the son
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Monroe Cook of Farmington.
The Farmington man is
survived by two sisters, Mrs.
Ruby Louise Pullen, Farmington, and Mrs. Romuald
Spalding, Mayfield; one
brother, Harry Cook, Winter
Haven, Fla.; several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services were held
this morning at 10:30 at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Service, Mayfield, with the
Rev. Harry Yates officiating.
Burial was in the Farmington,
Cemetery.

Hog Market

establishing guidelines for the
downtown area in order to deliver and
the trucks to back into his dock
establishment of privately owned
parallel to Seventh Street and on his pick up freight he would cease
to
downtown
recreational facilities within the city.
businesses.
deliveries
lot rather than on the street.
Late that same day Mayor Henley
- Approved the employment of Joey
The council directed Mayor Melvin B.
on
issued
a
moratorium
written
Elaine
Mills, 29, as city dog warden
aluminum cylinders, weighing Henley to advise Parker of the
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
effective inundiately.
citations against Paschall Truck Lines
in
a
reconunendation
letter.
300
to
pounds
up
each,
spilled
Staff Reporter
until the council could reach a (decision
- Approved the purchase of an apJerry Bryant paused for a on the highway.
The problem of trucks blocking on the problem.
paratus that will be used by the Street
Murray-Calloway
County streets came to a head last week when
moment. He was watching
In other business last night, the
Department in making street and
crews with three wreckers Hospital personnel treated one of Paschall Truck Lines' trucks was council:
traffic regulatory signs. The apparatus
Mrs.
both
Yarbrough
and
trying to turn his tractorcited by the police for blocking Seventh
- Approved on first reading an orwill be purchased from the 3M comBryant and released them. Street while unloading at Parker Ford.
trailer upright.
dinance raising water rates charged
pany at a cost of $3,050.
You asked me what Bryant said he had two broken
Paschall owner Tony Waller said at large ( industrial) users only.
- Approved the delaying of the
happened. After! hit her car, I ribs.
that time that until the city could tell
- Approved the drawing or an
of a new fire truck until it can
purchase
"I may have not been here if him where his trucks could park in the
lost control and I could have
amendment to the zoning ordinance
if the city can maintain
be
determined
gone
the other way,"
gone that way or the other." I had
its fire insurance rating by improving
Bryant held his side as he Bryant said, pointing across
the operation of the Murray Fire
pointed to a muddy bank at the highway.
(Continued From Page One
Department in other areas such as
The wreck tangled traffic
Thorn Hill on U.S. 641 which
increased training.
At the present time, he is serving as
his semi had careened upon between Almo Heights and supervisor of deliveries and collections
- Approved the city's application for
vice chairman of the West Kentucky
and overturned. The bank Dexter on the busy highway at the Murray post office; and Barbara
Development Funds from
Community
conneding
Murray with Centers, Paducah postal clerk who
Regional Mental Health Board. He has
looked like newly plowed
the federal department of Housing and
Benton into the night last worked with Gilliam for 10 years in
been a member of their ex-committee
ground.
Urban Development.
for four years.
Mayfield.
State police said Bryant, 28, night.
- Approved the drawing of an
Bryant of Route 4, Waverly,
He and his wife, Frances, have two
struck a car driven by Sherrie
Gilliam began his career with the
amendment to the zoning ordinance
his
Billy
and
partner,
Tenn.,
children
an
Harvey,
of
the
employee
Starks Yarbrough, 21, in
Postal Service in January 1943 as a
incorporating new fees for special
rear just as the woman was Trogdon, also of near special delivery messenger in the Union Carbide in Paducah, and Peggy
planning commission meetings, subhauling Mayfield post office. In 1946, he was Smith, whose husband works at
turning left off the highway. Waverly, were
division plat reviews and conditional
He lost control and the truck; aluminum from a CONALCO converted to career status and was Ingersoll-Rand in Mayfield. The
use and dimensional variance aploaded with rolled aluminum plant at New Johnsonville, reassigned to sub clerk-carrier in Gilliams are members of the First
plications.
Tenn. They were driving September 1949.
Presbyterian Church.
bound for Murphysboro,
rambled up the embankment Trace Creek Timber ComIn 1950. he was /tallied-if regular cify
and overturned. The trailer pany, Waverly. Tenn., rigs. carrier and in 1954, a regular clerk. He
Trogdon said Bryant had was appointed a rural carrier in July
part of the rig blocked much of
Rolled mentioned "his brakes didn't 1962 before being appointed postmaster
the
highway.
feel right" as the pair left at Bardwell.
... (Continued From Page One)
earlier that day headed north
During his time as a city letter
out of Tennessee into Ken- carrier, he served as state director and
to $60 extra per year instead of the
back with them rank for rank," Jones
tucky.
president of the National Association of
current $30, firefighters pointed out.
make
now
firefighters
said, point out
Trogdon managed to stop Letter Carriers of Kentucky and as
"Our department has one of the
policemen.
than
less
his rig in time to avoid the state president of the Kentucky Rural
highest
rates of turnover than any other
beginning
a
said
Firefighters
accident.
city department," Witherspoon said.
Letter Carriers Association.
makes $289 per year more
policeman
a church spokesman said.
State police said the wreck
Gilliam, a veteran of World War II
The firefighters said that although
than a beginning firefighter while a
A variety of activities are happened about noon Thur26 months in the South Pacific
serving
some city officials have suggested a
"two year man" on the police force
planned for all ages, four sday.
volunteer fire department, a volunteer
with the First Marine Division, served
makes $224 per year more.
years old and up, with a
with
Calloway
Volunteers
years as commander of American
department would send city fire infive
Other benefits "have been taken
nursery for infants and todCounty Fire-Rescue Squad Legion Post 26 in Mayfield and headed
surance rates skyrocketing. "We don't
away," firefighters said.
dlers.
rushed to the scene to monitor a Christmas program for the needy
feel the administration is giving much
Where firefighters now get $5 per
The study guide was
the wreckage, using a high people of Mayfield and Graves County
thought to industrial growth in the city
hour and $3 for each extra hour for
prepared by Raymond L.
velocity water hose to water for 18 years. He was named the Outwhen it threatens the city with a
fighting a blaze while off duty, they
Whitehead and Rhea M.
down the highway, covered standing Young Man of Mayfield and
volunteer fire department„." Joneisaid.
once received $10 fix the first hour.
Whitehead who went to China
with spilled diesel fuel.
Graves County by the Mayfield Jaycees
point out industry prospects look
Firefighters say they want that first $10
to research the book. The
Wrecker crews worked with in 1962, Outstanding Man of the Year in
closely at a city's fire department
back.
literature for the youth and
t ta cling
the overturned rig over _41(0_4920
coverage_
, vzi_,_xecO_ved the
_
- subtect-tircall-back-ott-ever/
e
children wilLfollow the same.,
before
turning
the
-P3'TIT by
hours
ciifi"
-=Morilh
-orthe
Awia
Citizen
Witherspoon said the men are "paid
two alarm fire. Although many times a
theme. A variety of other
and trailer upright.
the Mayfield lions Club. '
for their knowledge, capabilities and
-two alarm fire doesn't last an hour, it
books relating to China will be
The work knotted traffic up
i* received the Community Serviee
experience. Whether we're asleep or
(coming back) is a service to the city,"
on display to encourage adCounty
Graves
3
on
until
and
about
the
highway
Mayfield
for
Award
shining trucks, the fact we're here
said.
firefighter
Chinese
one
ditional reading.
stop then.
in 1974 awarded by the Mayfield
saves citizens thoustinds of dollars."
Firefighters say in addition to asking
artifacts will also be on p.m. but it didn't
Workmen stayed at the Messenger, and the Woodmen of the
One firefightersaid he was optimistic
for parity pay, an increase in
display..
into the night Thursday, World named him as -the.()utstanding"1' • back" pay and- a 'clothing allowance
scene
their aims will be met when sessions
The study was selected by
the remainder of Citizen in Mayfield and Graves County
with the city's public safety resume.
increase, they're asking for an increase
the Methodist Board. of cleaning up
and the in 1977. As a member of the Mayfield
wreckage
the
Asked abbut a plan of action if they
in "longevity pay," extra pay given per
Missions and the United
weren't met, firefighters said they,
Kiwanis Club, he received the
month to veterans on the force. For a
Methodist Women aluminum.
Police Kiwanian of the Year award for 1978.
State
Kentucky
aren't certain now.
four-year veteran, that would amount
organizations before it was
units to the
that
diplomatic dispatched two
known
Thursday afscene
wreck
relations would resume
Calloway County
between the United States and ternoon.
11040/35 (12.75) STATE
assisted
Department
Sheriff's
La
Irma
to
China, according
during the
control
traffic
in
Follette, missions chairman
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
day and into the night
for the local church.
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
This special study is open to
the community and all inLEGAL TITLE OF BANK
terested persons are invited,
church officials said.
PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY

Gilliarti•••

Firemen

Family Study On China
Planned By Methodists
A study on "China: Search
For Community" will be held
at the First United Methodist
Church for four consecutive
Sunday evenings beginning on
Sunday, Jan. 28, and concluding on Sunday, Feb. 18.
The mission project has
been planned as a family
event beginning with a potluck
supper on Sunday at 5:30 p.m.
Butwell,
Dr. Richard
professat_af- pektical seience
at Murray State University,
will provide background for
the study proposing questions
which discussion groups
might wish to investigate.
On Feb. 4 and 11 classes will
begin at6 p.m., and On Feb. 18
a Chinese dinner will be
and
tentatively
served
planned for 5:30 p.m. No
charge for the dinner will be
made, but a special offering
will be taken to cover the cost,

Rev. Warford Will
Speak At Sinking
Spring On Sunday

The Rev. Earl Warford,
superintendent of missions for
the Blood River Baptist
Association, will be the
speaker at the 11 a.m, worship
services on Sunday, Jan. 28, at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
In observance of Baptist
Men's Day, the men's choir
will sing "How Great Thou
Art" and "To God Be The
Glory" with Tommy Scott as
director, Mrs. Jim Neale as
organist, and Mrs. Roger
Cooper as pianist.
Lake Hall, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services.
At the 7 p.m. services on
Sunday three men of the
church will give their
Federal-State Marie( News Service testimonies. The Youth Choir
r January 26, 1979
,
will meet at 5:30 p.m. for
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
practice and will sing in the
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 452 Est 700 Barrows 41. evening service. A youth
Gilts M lower Sows steady to $1.00
fellowship will follow the
US 1-2 200-23016s
$52.754.3 25 evening worship.
652.50-52 75
US 2200-240 lbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Watkins
US 2-3 240-250 lb.
$51 20-5220
US 2-4 MO-210 lbs.
$50.5051 50
will be in charge of the
Sows
children's church on Sunday.
US 1-2 270-35011m.
$44.00-45.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
14200-4400
Sunday School will be at 10
00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
00-46
144
US 1-3 500650 lbs.
146 00-47 50 a.m. and Church Training and
few at NILN
Deacons' meeting will be at 6
US 2-3 MOM&
MI 00-42 00
p.m. on Sunday.
Boars MAMA

Purchase Area

Truck-Car Accident
Stalls 641 Traffic

Teaching Center
To Sponsor
Monday Seminar
A seminar, "Considering
the Evidence," sponsored by
the Center for the Enhancement of Teaching Effectiveness, will be held Monday
at Murray State University.
The seminar will consist of a
panel discussion of Harvard
professor William Perry's
book, "Forms of Intellectual
and Ethical Development in
the College Years." The panel
will be made up of Vernon
Town, Terry Barrett and Bill
Allbritten.
There will be a noon luncheon at the T-Room's private
dining room, and the panel
discussion will begin at 3 p.m.
in the orientation room of the
new library.
The discussion will center
on Dr. Perry's 10-year study
on the effects of college on the
ways in which students
organize and analyze their
experiences. Implications for
teaching will be considered.

Martin's Chapel To
Hear Rev. Tucker

Tobacco Growers To
'Plead Their Case'
In Washington, D.C.

Despite urging to "let the
system work" by Holmes
Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, several
Kentucky and Tennessee
farmers plan to go to
Washington next week to
plead their case for higher
dark-fired tobacco prices with
their congressmen and
senators.
Ellis told the estimated 1,500
producers that he believed
they would note a response in
the form of higher prices if
they would return to the
market Monday.
The producers, dissatisfied
with prices offered in early
dark-fired auctions, met at the
Hopkinsville fairgrounds
convention center Thursday
night, and the' raised $2,150 to
send representatives to the
nation's capital.
The group also voted to
continue boycotting sales until
at least next Friday, the day
after another mass meeting is
scheduled.
Organizers of the meeting
said the delegation would
meet Monday in Washington
with U.S. senators from the
two states and on Tuesday
with
congressional
representatives. The group
will include one delegate from
each market city.
The farmers want an increase in federal price supports - currently $126 per
hundredweight for the top
dark-fired grade.

The Rev. Daniel Tucker will
speak at the 9:30 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, Jan. 28, at
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Directing the song service
will be Ralph Robertson with
Ricky Cunningham as pianist.
The church choir will sing
Prices of stock of local uner0d at
"Have You Counted The
norm, EDT, today. furnished to the
Cost."
ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
The Sunday School hour will Corp.,of Mieray, are as follow,
follow the worship service at Industrial Average
4- I 73
10:30 a.m. with Pat Robertson Air Product,
27% +14
as superintendent.
American Motor,
11%
041
31% 4-116Evening services will be Ashland
American Telephone
el%
4-14
held with the Good Shepherd Bonanza
5135%A
Brysier
11% -U.
United _Methodist Church at 6 Ford
Motor
MK +%
p.m. on Sunday.
G
11% Ai

Stock Market

RIVER & LAKE DATA
River, 7 a.m. 36.2 up 1.2.
Kentucky Lake;a.m. 355.0,
up 0.2.
Below dam 326.0, up 1.1
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.1,
up 0.1.
Below dam 334.0. up 0.5.
Sunset • 5.11. Sunrise 7:01.
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1. Cash and due from depository institutions
.
2. U.S. Treasury securities
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
. .
5. All other securities
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
7. a. Loans. Total (excluding unearned income)
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
c. Loans, Net
8. Lease financing receivables
representing bank premises
9. Bank premises. furniture arid fix/urea, and other assets
premises
bank
than
other
owned
estate
10. Real
.
11. All other assets
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23. All other liabilities
and debentures)(sum of Items 19 thru
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes
.
.
.
.
debentures
and
notes
Subordinated
25.
EQUITY CAPITAL
3.000
a. No shares outstanding
28. Preferred stock
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authorized
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Stock
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28 Surplus
and other capital reserves
29 Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies
30 TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
of items 24, 25 and 30)
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum
MEMORANDA
1. Amounts outstanding as of report date
. . .
A. Standby letters of credit, total
$100,000 or more
b. Time certificates of deposit In denominations of
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time
Other
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We, the undersigned directors. attest the correcress of this Report
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17. All other deposits .
18. Certified and officers checks
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18)
a. Total demand deposits . . .
b Total time and savings deposits
agreements to repurchase
' 20 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under
balances) Issued to the U.S. Treasury and
21_ Interest-bearing demand notes (note
. .
other liabilities for borrowed money
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized lease*
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